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August 28, 2018
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2420 Del Paso Road
Sequoia Room, 1st Floor
Sacramento, CA 95834
10:00 A.M.- Until Completion of Business

AGENDA
Call to O rder/ Roll Call
Executive Officer's Opening Remarks (K r isty U n d e r w o o d )
Public Comment on Items Not on the Agenda
Note: The Board may not discuss or take any action on any item raised during this
public comment section, except to decide whether to place the m atter on the
agenda o f a future meeting (Government Code Sections 11125,1125.7(a))

Approval of May 21, 2018 Committee Meeting Minutes
Discussion on the Impact of the Dynamex Operations West, INC., v.
Superior Court of Los Angeles County Decision on Various State and
Industry Entities and Recommendations from these Entities to Board
Licensees on Staying Compliant with the Decision.
Discussion on the Impact of the Dynamex Operations
West, INC., v. Superior Court of Los Angeles County Decision and
Recommendations on How to Bring Awareness of this Decision to Board
Licensees.
Discussion and Recommendations to Staff Regarding W orker's Rights
Concerns within the Industry.

8.

Discussion and Recommendations to Staff Regarding Potential Health and
Safety Concerns within the Industry.
•

Review, Discussion and Recommendations to Staff Regarding the
CASafeSalon - Safely Using Chemicals booklet draft.

•

Review, Discussion and Recommendations to Staff Regarding the
CASafeSalon - Safety Data Sheets booklet draft.

9.

Discussion and Recommendations to
Abuse within the Industry.

10.

Agenda Items for the Next Meeting

11.

Adjournment

Staff Regarding Physical and Sexual

Action may be taken on any item on the agenda. The time and order o f agenda items are subject to change at the
discretion o f the Committee and may be taken out o f order. In accordance with the Bagley-Keene Open Meeting Act,
all meetings o f the Board are open to the public.
Government Code section 11125.7 provides the opportunity for the public to address each agenda item during
discussion or consideration by the Committee prior to the Committee taking any action on said item. Members o f the
public will be provided appropriate opportunities to comment on any issue before the Committee, but the Committee
Chair may, at his or her discretion, apportion available time among those who wish to speak. Individuals may
appear before the Committee to discuss items not on the agenda; however, the Committee can neither discuss nor
take official action on these items at the time o f the same meeting (Government Code sections 11125,11125.7(a)).
The meeting is accessible to the physically disabled. A person who needs disability-related accommodation or
modification in order to participate in the meeting may make a request by contacting: Marcene Melliza at (916)
575-7121, email: marcene.melliza@dca.ca.gov, or send a written request to the Board o f Barbering and
Cosmetology, PO Box 944226, Sacramento, CA 94244. Providing your request is a least five (5) business days before
the meeting will help to ensure availability o f the requested accommodations. TDD Line: (916) 322-1700.

DRAFT
CALIFORNIA STATE BOARD
OF
BARBERING AND COSMETOLOGY

HEALTH AND SAFETY ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
MINUTES OF MAY 21,2018
Doubletree Club by Hilton
Orange County Airport
California Ballroom
7 Hutton Centre Drive
Santa Ana, CA 92707

BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT
Dr. Kari Williams, President
Jacquie Crabtree

BOARD MEMBERS ABSENT
Lisa Thong

COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT
Amanda Burkhart
Joanie Gonella
Brandon Hart
Fred Jones
Idamae Kennedy
Marissa Presley
Susanne Schmaling-Smethurst
Delane Sims
Dr. Charles Washington

COMMITTEE MEMBERS ABSENT
Janet Blaschke
Sudabeh Phillips
Leslie Roste
Lori Schaumleffel
Holly Wright
STAFF MEMBERS PRESENT
Kristy Underwood, Executive Officer
Michael Santiago, Board Legal Representative
Tami Guess, Board Project Manager
Marcene Melliza, Board Analyst

Agenda Item #1, CALL TO ORDER I ROLL CALL
Dr. Kari Williams, Board President, called the meeting of the California State Board of
Barbering and Cosmetology (CBBC) Health and Safety Advisory Committee to order at
approximately 1:00 p.m. and confirmed the presence of a quorum.
Agenda Item #2, EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S OPENING REMARKS I GOALS OF THE
COMMITTEE
Kristy Underwood, Executive Officer, welcomed new members of the Health and Safety
Advisory Committee and thanked returning members for their continued service.
Ms. Underwood stated the Legislature asked to form this Committee to advise the
Board on the health and safety issues that impact licensees and to determine how to
ensure that licensees are aware of basic labor laws and are aware of physical and
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sexual abuse that their clients may be experiencing. She provided a brief overview of
the meeting agenda.
Agenda item #3, PUBLIC COMMENT ON ITEMS NOT ON THE AGENDA
No members of the public addressed the Committee.
Agenda Item #4, APPROVAL OF COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES
October 23, 2017
MOTION: A motion to approve the meeting minutes of October 23, 2017,
was made and seconded. The motion carried 10 yes, 0 no, and 1 abstain
per roll call vote.
Agenda Item #5, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO STAFF REGARDING
WORKER’S RIGHTS CONCERNS WITHIN THE INDUSTRY
Mr. Jones stated the recent decision of the California Supreme Court dealing with
independent contractors has profound legal implications to booth-rental-based salons. A
conservative estimate is 70 percent of salons are booth rental salons, thereby avoiding
the employee protections of the labor code and regulations. This decision renders
almost 100 percent of the industries’ booth rental salons void. Booth renters are now, in
effect, employees. He anticipates workers’ rights concerns in the future in the wake of
the decision and implementation of the decision by the Department of Industrial
Relations.
Ms. Sims stated booth renters have different focuses. The dividing line is the
establishment license.
Ms. Crabtree stated suites fall under a different category because they are their own
business within an establishment. A salon that conducts business all in one and rents
out sections within that umbrella will most likely fall under the Supreme Court decision.
Mr. Jones agreed that suites have the potential to be a loophole if the establishment
owner is not a licensee and does not practice beauty and barbering services. He stated
the need for a disconnect between the establishment owner and what the business is
from the beauty and barbering services.
Ms. Underwood clarified that since suites must have their own establishment license
(one establishment license is issued per physical address), that the recent decision
should not really impact them.
Ms. Guess stated she asked the Department of Industrial Relations (DIR) how they can
help because many individuals in the industry will be directly affected by this decision.
She stated she hoped that DIR will develop an FAQ or some type of information to
direct licensees for clarification.
Ms. Burkhart stated there is a lot of misinformation out there about booth rentals versus
an employee. It does not do any good to throw more rules and regulations on it without
clarifying it.
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Ms. Crabtree stated she is working with the Labor Commissioner of California
discussing ideas because many students in the industry are being taken advantage of.
Student drop-out rates have elevated because of that. The Labor Board is trying to
come up with a way to help worker’s rights.
Mr. Hart stated Cal OSHA often links to the Division of Labor Standards Enforcement’s
(DLSE) website as it relates to the employer/employee relationship and the independent
contractor. Their website has FAQs already and they are in the process of updating
those. When they complete the update within the next few weeks, it will hopefully
provide clarity to stakeholders. Cal OSHA will also link to that.
Ms. Guess stated the Board currently has a link from the barbercosmo.ca.gov website
to the DLSE FAQs.
Dr. Washington asked which agency will enforce this. Ms. Crabtree stated either DIR or
the Labor Commissioner.
Ms. Burkhart asked if there are retroactive penalties.
Dr. Washington stated many salons in his area do booth rental. He asked if it would
make any difference if the owner had the establishment and was unlicensed (no
personal license). Mr. Jones stated it would be helpful if the owner had a 5,000-square
foot building where half of it was salon and the other half was another business because
the owner could claim they were into real estate.
Ms. Crabtree mentioned that to find a loop hole in the decision, establishment owners
who are owner-operated, may put ownership of their establishments in someone else’s
name to bypass the impact of the decision.
Ms. Guess questioned if the establishment owner chooses to offer retail products within
the establishment, if that would be enough of a difference in defining the ‘course of
work’ to alleviate being considered an employee vs. an independent contractor.
Mr. Jones stated the chief justice who wrote the report made it very clear that the courts
should liberally construe it to define the person as an employee. Any benefit of the
doubt would go in that direction. The chief justice recounted the various labor laws
designed to protect the interest of employees, which, implicit in that, she does not
believe booth renters have enough protection and that it is a means of escaping those
responsibilities and thereby not giving them.
Ms. Guess stated, in the decision, the chief justice went back to the beginning when
protection was established for employees. The concept of booth renters as
independent contractors was not considered when the law for independent contracting
became operative. Booth renters were viewed as employees when the original law was
written.
Ms. Crabtree stated there were many things that were considered under the law - the
so-called employees being treated unfairly and using their work classification to get
around paying taxes, worker’s compensation, and insurance.
Dr. Washington stated this decision is going to force individuals back to the garage like
it used to be. It is going to drastically affect this industry.
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Ms. Sims stated it will make fewer opportunities for individuals to find work.
Ms. Burkhart stated it will hinder solo practitioners from going into businesses.
Mr. Jones stated the Personal Service Permit could become the new booth rental - the
new way of escaping these onerous labor codes, which would be a regulation
nightmare.
Ms. Underwood stated that staff is continuing to look at the courts decision and will be
looking for ways to get the word out to licensees.
Agenda Item #6, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO STAFF REGARDING
POTENTIAL HEALTH AND SAFETY CONCERNS WITHIN THE INDUSTRY
Mr. Jones stated Senate Bill (SB) 999, which just went through its first policy committee,
challenges the Board’s licensed scope of practice. It began as exempting shampooing
services from the license and, before it reached the committee for a vote, the committee
consultants encouraged the author to expand it to include exempting all hair styling
short of the use of shears and chemicals from the license. There are concerns about
inappropriate training and unlicensed activity, which can directly impact the health and
safety of consumers.
Ms. Crabtree stated everyone the Committee Members know in the industry should be
encouraged to go online and sign a petition to oppose this bill.
Ms. Underwood stated the Board took an oppose position on SB 999 yesterday.
Mr. Jones stated that everyone should be reaching out to individual senators and the
authors office.
Ms. Kennedy asked if there were specific safety arguments that can be made for this or
data that can be brought in to make an argument that this is a safety issue.
Ms. Underwood stated there can be a good argument made for safety issues, but one of
the issues brought forward in the legislative staff analysis was the lack of data to back
up those claims. There is no data showing consumer harm in shampooing.
Ms. Guess stated staff addressed the issue of consumer harm in the Board’s analysis of
SB 999. Specifically, statistics were presented that covered a period of five years
regarding consumer harm that could have be precipitated by a shampoo technician, or a
stylist. The staff analysis reasoned that the shampoo technician is the first point of
contact that sees communicable diseases, cuts, or abrasions on the scalp that alerts
individuals ahead of time so that proper actions can be taken.
Ms. Guess stated her other concern is when someone is in the role of assisting and/or
shampooing, those individuals are the ones who always rinse the chemicals out of the
client’s hair. Without proper training, consumers may be subject to chemical burns from
improper rinsing protocols. The Board has documented chemical burn cases, but they
have not been directly related to shampoo technicians because the Board does not
currently have a shampoo technician license.
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Mr. Jones stated he put out the word to the PBFC’s supporters about this bill. He stated
there are two active lawsuits against two different schools dealing with shampooing
services. Just the act of shampooing can be dangerous.
Ms. Crabtree stated there have been a few lawsuits nationwide on individuals having
strokes at shampoo bowls.
Ms. Burkhart asked if other states have deregulated shampooing/styling services and if
there is any information that could be pulled from them.
Ms. Guess stated there are states that require 300 hours of training to shampoo, while
this law it trying to require no training behind it. She expressed concern that if the bill is
passed will it have the unintended consequence of promoting labor trafficking.
Mr. Jones stated this legislation is occurring in all 50 states. He suggested asking
legislators to help expand the externship program to allow externs to be paid during
their education experience. Externships will not increase unlicensed activity, which is
one of the biggest concerns with SB 999, because no one will make a career out of
shampooing.
Ms. Underwood stated the statute says individuals must be licensed to perform services
for compensation in an establishment. For the externship program to be expanded,
individuals would need to be licensed as externs, which increases the workload for staff.
Externs are not currently tracked by the Board - that is the responsibility of the schools.
Given the current issues with the selling of school hours, she does not think it is a good
idea to allow schools to be responsible for these ‘paid’ externs when there is no tracking
by the Board. In addition, if the idea was to more forward it would take whole regulatory
program for licensing ‘paid’ externs.
Ms. Crabtree stated it is not good branding to let individuals cut hair who are still in
school. Also, this might affect students’ ability to get loans for their education.
Mr. Jones stated the externship program is optional and the PBFC’s proposal does not
require that externs be paid but leaves it at the option of salons and the schools. The
PBFC is asking to remove the word ‘unpaid’.
Ms. Underwood stated removing that word will create a regulatory issue.
Mr. Jones stated this must run in parallel with the great work staff is doing about
cracking down on bad schools. Looking at it in crass political terms, Legislators are
winning the argument that there are unreasonable barriers to entry to making a living in
this industry and their answer is to start chipping away at licensee’s scope of practice.
This will lead to more unlicensed activity and more consumer harm. He stated, in pure
political terms, he is trying to take the steam out of this issue. The externship program at
least deals with bona fide students who are heading toward licensure.
Ms. Underwood stated they are bona fide students from a majority of un-bona fide
schools.
Mr. Jones stated the PBFC is open to other suggestions on how to slow the
deregulation train down.
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Ms. Crabtree stated the externship program is great. She has hired many externs into
her establishment but would not pay them because of branding and quality issues.
Ms. Sims asked what a junior operator is. Ms. Underwood stated there was a junior
operator license prior to the Board’s merging with the Barber Board 60 years ago.
Cosmetology had the junior operator and barbering had the apprentice. The junior
operators had graduated from school.
Mr. Jones stated junior operators had to work under a master trainer similar to an
apprenticeship.
Ms. Burkhart stated esthetics is considered a subgroup, esthetic job tasks are very
different from when the original statute was written. It would have to be modified to
match the current job tasks of an esthetician. Nails would be a whole other issue, too.
Mr. Jones stated the bill proponents, who liken licensure to Soviet-style governance, are
primarily looking at barbering and cosmetology because they are 1,500 and 1,600
hours. It takes ten months to a year to go through a community college program.
Students grow deeper in debt and cannot earn money in the industry while they are in
school. That is the author’s main target. Mr. Jones stated he is trying to come up with
something to reduce that barrier.
Dr. Washington asked what the alleged barriers to entry are. Mr. Jones stated the
Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) certification program length of six weeks is often
compared with the barbering program, which takes ten months to a year to complete.
One barrier to entry is time.
Dr. Williams agreed and stated the cost of education is another barrier, especially in
private schools.
Ms. Burkhart stated there are over 500,000 licensees in all ethnicities and languages it cannot be that big of a hurdle. The Little Hoover report specifically did not like the
testing, licensing, time, and money needed to be put into getting a license.
Dr. Williams stated barbering and cosmetology is very different from the other industries
it was being compared to. Barbering and cosmetology is one of those industries where
individuals can get a license, immediately go to work, and make over $100,000 per
year.
Ms. Crabtree stated the report to the Legislature is skewed because of the lack of
honest reporting of income in the industry. The Legislature does not know what
licensees are really making in the industry, which has led to their judgement call.
Dr. Washington stated there will never be a complete balance to the various industries.
Students chose to go into a specific industry for certain reasons. He stated comparing
apples to oranges does not make sense.
Ms. Guess suggested expanding the apprenticeship program where they already have
individuals working in establishments.
Ms. Schmaling-Smethurst stated licensing needs to be changed on some level
nationally but the answer is not to get rid of it. She stated the need to define the core
safety issues to prove why there is a need for licensing.
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Mr. Jones stated the Board approved continuing to move forward with the
recommendations contained in the 1,600-Hour Cosmetology Curriculum Review Report.
That report recommends more consistency across all license categories and that they
be transferrable. All of them will have the basic 200-hour Health and Safety curriculum
and, when taken as a manicurist, for example, it would count toward becoming a
cosmetologist. The Board is moving in that direction. A hair stylist license is a good
approach to help take away some of the inertia behind this delicensing movement.
Agenda Item #7, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO STAFF REGARDING
PHYSICAL AND SEXUAL ABUSE WITHIN THE INDUSTRY
•

Review, Discussion, and Recommendations to Staff Regarding Section 10
of the Health and Safety Course Draft

Ms. Guess stated, under California Business and Professions Code Section 7389, the
Board is required to have a Health and Safety course. Yesterday, the Board approved a
revised version including a new Section 10, Physical and Sexual Abuse, which was
provided in the meeting packet. The Health and Safety course will go into pilot testing
shortly. After pilot testing is completed, the publication will be revised again, sent to the
Board for approval, and disseminated.
Ms. Burkhart stated being trained in physical/sexual abuse is a heavy burden for
students. She felt students, especially in esthetics and manicuring, would not have the
training to make confident decisions or suggestions. Additionally, this is personal
information that would be invasive to the privacy of both parties. Ms. Guess stated the
Board is statutorily mandated to bring awareness to this issue.
Mr. Jones stated the new Chapter 10 is excellent but needs to focus on key information
for time constraints. It provides an opportunity to engage with clients but is too long and
detailed overall.
Ms. Guess stated everything located in the training materials is supplementary
information. Instructors should be going over the actual chapter or invite subject matter
experts into the classroom to discuss the chapter.
Committee Members provided feedback on the new Section 10 as follows:
•

Add a special box that specifically spells out that members of the industry are not
mandatory reporters and are not under obligation to report. Quote the
appropriate Business and Professions Code section.

•

Remove the paragraph at the top of page 159 and the Power and Control Wheel.

•

Remove 10.1 from the training materials for Section 10.

•

Incorporate more case studies on estheticians, manicurists, and electrologists.
Committee Members Schmaling-Smethurst and Gonella volunteered to
collaborate to provide real-life stories.

•

Add a subsection on Threat Assessment and Safety Planning and ask: “Have
you ever tried to leave?” “What happened when you left?” “What happened after
you got a restraining order?” Include local agencies that can do a safety plan and
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assess the threat for the safety of staff. Ms. Presley will provide contact
information to staff for Manny Tau, Psy.D., a Clinical and Forensic Psychologist
who does threat assessment. Students are only to create awareness and provide
resource information, not to do safety planning.
•

More focus on the stages of the Cycle of Violence - honeymoon, tension,
explosion - instead of the Power and Control Wheel.

•

Include information on the contact sheet on how to get free palm cards or
handouts with a list of local resources to offer clients.

•

Remove the question on page 162 about the Power and Control Wheels.

•

Remove the word “future” from the phrase “future professional” or change it to
“barbering and beauty professional,” when necessary. Ms. Guess stated that
term is throughout the whole course.

•

Remove the statement on page 163 that states “paid caregivers have also been
known to prey on their elderly patients.”

• Replace the photograph on page 163 with an elder.
• Separate the “in conclusion” paragraph so it is clear that it is the end of the
course.
• The identical contact information is repeated in Section 10 and in the
informational hashtag pamphlet.
• Switch the “1 in 14” graphics on the Elderly Abuse and Trafficking sections.
•

Trade out the Liz Claiborne sentence under Sexual Domestic Violence in the
hashtag pamphlet about the 73 percent and the 33 percent to add clarity.

• Add dash lines on the contact information sheet so students know they can hand
that out.
• Add PBA information and their free toolkit into the Organizations section.
Agenda Item #8, AGENDA ITEMS FOR THE NEXT MEETING
Ms. Underwood stated the next Committee meeting is scheduled for August 28th in
Sacramento.
Mr. Jones stated hopefully there will be more clarity on the recent supreme court
decision and what DIR’s FAQ page will be updated to reflect. He asked that that be part
of the discussion at the next meeting.
Ms. Sims suggested delving into how other states have been able to receive assistance
from health inspectors for establishment inspections to expand the ability to inspect
more salons. Ms. Kennedy stated that California’s Department of Public Health does
not have the resources available to implement this type of program. Ms. Underwood
reiterated that the Board operates under very strict legal requirements if working with
other agencies on inspections.
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Ms. Schmaling-Smethurst suggested training for inspectors on proper inspection
protocol when they go into an esthetic room for an inspection. Ms. Underwood stated
staff is planning an all-inspector meeting in the coming fiscal year and that training will
be included on the agenda.
Agenda Item #9, ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
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Filed 4/30/18

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF CALIFORNIA

DYNAMEX OPERATIONS WEST, INC.,
Petitioner,
S222732
v.
Ct.App. 2/7 B249546
THE SUPERIOR COURT OF
LOS ANGELES COUNTY,
Respondent;

Los Angeles County
Super Ct. No. BC332016

CHARLES LEE et al.,
Real Parties in Interest.

Under both California and federal law, the question whether an individual
worker should properly be classified as an employee or, instead, as an independent
contractor has considerable significance for workers, businesses, and the public
generally.1 On the one hand, if a worker should properly be classified as an
employee, the hiring business bears the responsibility of paying federal Social
Security and payroll taxes, unemployment insurance taxes and state employment
taxes, providing worker’s compensation insurance, and, most relevant for the

1
See United States Department of Labor, Commission on the Future o f
Worker-Management Relations (1994) page 64 [“The single most important factor
in determining which workers are covered by employment and labor statutes is the
way the line is drawn between employees and independent contractors”]
<https://digitalcommons.ilr.comell.edu/key_workplace/2/> (as of Apr. 30, 2018).

1

present case, complying with numerous state and federal statutes and regulations
governing the wages, hours, and working conditions of employees. The worker
then obtains the protection of the applicable labor laws and regulations. On the
other hand, if a worker should properly be classified as an independent contractor,
the business does not bear any of those costs or responsibilities, the worker obtains
none of the numerous labor law benefits, and the public may be required under
applicable laws to assume additional financial burdens with respect to such
workers and their families.
Although in some circumstances classification as an independent contractor
may be advantageous to workers as well as to businesses, the risk that workers
who should be treated as employees may be improperly misclassified as
independent contractors is significant in light of the potentially substantial
economic incentives that a business may have in mischaracterizing some workers
as independent contractors. Such incentives include the unfair competitive
advantage the business may obtain over competitors that properly classify similar
workers as employees and that thereby assume the fiscal and other responsibilities
and burdens that an employer owes to its employees. In recent years, the relevant
regulatory agencies of both the federal and state governments have declared that
the misclassification of workers as independent contractors rather than employees
is a very serious problem, depriving federal and state governments of billions of
dollars in tax revenue and millions of workers of the labor law protections to
which they are entitled.2
2
See United States Department of Labor, Wage & Hour Division,
Misclassification o f Employees as Independent Contractors
<https://www.dol.gov/whd/workers/misclassification/> (as of Apr. 30, 2018);
California Department of Industrial Relations, Worker Misclassification
<http://www.dir.ca.gov/dlse/worker_misclassification.html> (as of Apr. 30, 2018);
(footnote continued on next page)

2

The issue in this case relates to the resolution of the employee or
independent contractor question in one specific context. Here we must decide
what standard applies, under California law, in determining whether workers
should be classified as employees or as independent contractors fo r purposes o f
California wage orders, which impose obligations relating to the minimum wages,
maximum hours, and a limited number of very basic working conditions (such as
minimally required meal and rest breaks) of California employees.3
In the underlying lawsuit in this matter, two individual delivery drivers,
suing on their own behalf and on behalf of a class of allegedly similarly situated
drivers, filed a complaint against Dynamex Operations West, Inc. (Dynamex), a
nationwide package and document delivery company, alleging that Dynamex had
misclassified its delivery drivers as independent contractors rather than employees.
The drivers claimed that Dynamex’s alleged misclassification of its drivers as
independent contractors led to Dynamex’s violation of the provisions of Industrial
Welfare Commission wage order No. 9, the applicable state wage order governing
the transportation industry, as well as various sections of the Labor Code, and, as a
result, that Dynamex had engaged in unfair and unlawful business practices under
Business and Professions Code section 17200.

(footnote continuedfrom previous page)

see also National Employment Law Project, Independent Contractor
Misclassification Imposes Huge Costs on Workers and Federal and State
Treasuries (July 2015) pp. 2-6 <http://nelp.org/content/uploads/IndependentContractor-Costs.pdf> (as of Apr. 30, 2018).
3
In California, wage orders are constitutionally-authorized, quasi-legislative
regulations that have the force of law. (See Cal. Const., art. XIV, § 1; Lab. Code,
§§ 1173, 1178, 1178.5, 1182, 1185; Industrial Welfare Com. v. Superior Court
(1980) 27 Cal.3d 690, 700-703 {Industrial Welf. Com.).)

3

Prior to 2004, Dynamex classified as employees drivers who allegedly
performed similar pickup and delivery work as the current drivers perform.
In 2004, however, Dynamex adopted a new policy and contractual arrangement
under which all drivers are considered independent contractors rather than
employees. Dynamex maintains that, in light of the current contractual
arrangement, the drivers are properly classified as independent contractors.
After an earlier round of litigation in which the trial court’s initial order
denying class certification was reversed by the Court of Appeal {Lee v. Dynamex,
Inc. (2008) 166 Cal.App.4th 1325), the trial court ultimately certified a class
action embodying a class of Dynamex drivers who, during a pay period, did not
themselves employ other drivers and did not do delivery work for other delivery
businesses or for the drivers’ own personal customers. In finding that the relevant
common legal and factual issues relating to the proper classification of the drivers
as employees or as independent contractors predominated over potential individual
issues, the trial court’s certification order relied upon the three alternative
definitions of “employ” and “employer” set forth in the applicable wage order as
discussed in this court’s then-recently decided opinion in Martinez v. Combs
(2010) 49 Cal.4th 35, 64 {Martinez). As described more fully below, Martinez
held that “ [t]o employ . .. under the [wage order], has three alternative definitions.
It means: (a) to exercise control over the wages, hours, or working conditions, or
(b) to suffer or permit to work, or (c) to engage, thereby creating a common law
employment relationship.” (49 Cal.4th at p. 64.) The trial court rejected
Dynamex’s contention that in the wage order context, as in most other contexts,
the multifactor standard set forth in this court’s seminal decision in S. G. Borello
& Sons, Inc. v. Department o f Industrial Relations (1989) 48 Cal.3d 341 {Borello)
is the only appropriate standard under California law for distinguishing employees
and independent contractors.
4

In response to the trial court’s denial of Dynamex’s subsequent motion to
decertify the class, Dynamex filed the current writ proceeding in the Court of
Appeal, maintaining that two of the alternative wage order definitions of “employ”
relied upon by the trial court do not apply to the employee or independent
contractor issue. Dynamex contended, instead, that those wage order definitions
are relevant only to the distinct joint employer question that was directly presented
in this court’s decision in Martinez — namely whether, when a worker is an
admitted employee of a primary employer, another business or entity that has
some relationship with the primary employer should properly be considered a joint
employer of the worker and therefore also responsible, along with the primary
employer, for the obligations imposed by the wage order.
The Court of Appeal rejected Dynamex’s contention, concluding that
neither the provisions of the wage order itself nor this court’s decision in Martinez
supported the argument that the wage order’s definitions of “employ” and
“employer” are limited to the joint employer context and are not applicable in
determining whether a worker is a covered employee, rather than an excluded
independent contractor, for purposes of the obligations imposed by the wage
order. The Court of Appeal concluded that the wage order definitions discussed in
Martinez are applicable to the employee or independent contractor question with
respect to obligations arising out of the wage order. The Court of Appeal upheld
the trial court’s class certification order with respect to all of plaintiffs’ claims that
are based on alleged violations of the wage order.
At the same time, the Court of Appeal concluded that insofar as the causes
of action in the complaint seek reimbursement for business expenses such as fuel
and tolls that are not governed by the wage order and are obtainable only under
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section 2802 of the Labor Code,4 the Borello standard is the applicable standard
for determining whether a worker is properly considered an employee or an
independent contractor. With respect to plaintiffs’ non-wage-order claim under
section 2802, the Court of Appeal remanded the matter to the trial court to
reconsider its class certification of that claim pursuant to a proper application of
the Borello standard as further explicated in this court’s decision in Ayala v.
Antelope Valley Newspapers, Inc. (2014) 59 Cal.4th 522 {Ayala).
Dynamex filed a petition for review in this court, challenging only the
Court of Appeal’s conclusion that the wage order definitions of “employ” and
“employer” discussed in Martinez are applicable to the question whether a worker
is properly considered an employee or an independent contractor for purposes of
the obligations imposed by an applicable wage order. We granted review to
consider that issue.5
For the reasons discussed below, we agree with the Court of Appeal that the
trial court did not err in concluding that the “suffer or permit to work” definition
of “employ” contained in the wage order may be relied upon in evaluating whether
4
Unless otherwise specified, all further statutory references are to the Labor
Code.
5
In their answer brief filed in this court, the drivers challenge the Court of
Appeal’s conclusion that the Borello standard is applicable to their cause of action
under section 2802 insofar as that claim seeks reimbursement for business
expenses other than business expenses encompassed by the wage order. The
drivers contend that the wage order definitions should apply to all the relief sought
under section 2802, maintaining that the obligation to reimburse business expenses
is necessary to preclude circumvention of the minimum and overtime wage
obligations imposed by the wage order. The drivers, however, did not seek review
of that aspect o f the Court of Appeal decision or file an answer to the petition for
review requesting review of that issue. Accordingly, that issue is not before us
and we express no view on that question. (Cal. Rules of Court, rules 8.500(a),
8.516(b).)
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a worker is an employee or, instead, an independent contractor for purposes of the
obligations imposed by the wage order. As explained, in light of its history and
purpose, we conclude that the wage order’s suffer or permit to work definition
must be interpreted broadly to treat as “employees,” and thereby provide the wage
order’s protection to, all workers who would ordinarily be viewed as working in
the hiring business. At the same time, we conclude that the suffer or permit to
work definition is a term o f art that cannot be interpreted literally in a manner that
would encompass within the employee category the type of individual workers,
like independent plumbers or electricians, who have traditionally been viewed as
genuine independent contractors who are working only in their own independent
business.
For the reasons explained hereafter, we conclude that in determining
whether, under the suffer or permit to work definition, a worker is properly
considered the type of independent contractor to whom the wage order does not
apply, it is appropriate to look to a standard, commonly referred to as the “ABC”
test, that is utilized in other jurisdictions in a variety of contexts to distinguish
employees from independent contractors. Under this test, a worker is properly
considered an independent contractor to whom a wage order does not apply only if
the hiring entity establishes: (A) that the worker is free from the control and
direction of the hirer in connection with the performance of the work, both under
the contract for the performance of such work and in fact; (B) that the worker
performs work that is outside the usual course of the hiring entity’s business; and
(C) that the worker is customarily engaged in an independently established trade,
occupation, or business of the same nature as the work performed for the hiring
entity.
Although, as we shall see, it appears from the class certification order that
the trial court may have interpreted the wage order’s suffer or permit to work
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standard too literally, we conclude that on the facts disclosed by the record, the
trial court’s certification order is nonetheless correct as a matter of law under a
proper understanding of the suffer or permit to work standard and should be
upheld.
Accordingly, we conclude that the judgment of the Court of Appeal should
be affirmed.
I. F a c t s a n d P r o c e e d in g s B e l o w

We summarize the facts as set forth in the prior Court of Appeal opinions in
this matter, supplemented by additional facts set forth in the record.
Dynamex is a nationwide same-day courier and delivery service that
operates a number of business centers in California. Dynamex offers on-demand,
same-day pickup and delivery services to the public generally and also has a
number of large business customers — including Office Depot and Home
Depot — for whom it delivers purchased goods and picks up returns on a regular
basis. Prior to 2004, Dynamex classified its California drivers as employees and
compensated them pursuant to this state’s wage and hour laws. In 2004, Dynamex
converted all of its drivers to independent contractors after management concluded
that such a conversion would generate economic savings for the company. Under
the current policy, all drivers are treated as independent contractors and are
required to provide their own vehicles and pay for all of their transportation
expenses, including fuel, tolls, vehicle maintenance, and vehicle liability
insurance, as well as all taxes and workers’ compensation insurance.
Dynamex obtains its own customers and sets the rates to be charged to
those customers for its delivery services. It also negotiates the amount to be paid
to drivers on an individual basis. For drivers who are assigned to a dedicated fleet
or scheduled route by Dynamex, drivers are paid either a flat fee or an amount
based on a percentage of the delivery fee Dynamex receives from the customer.
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For those who deliver on-demand, drivers are generally paid either a percentage of
the delivery fee paid by the customer on a per delivery basis or a flat fee basis per
item delivered.
Drivers are generally free to set their own schedule but must notify
Dynamex of the days they intend to work for Dynamex. Drivers performing ondemand work are required to obtain and pay for a Nextel cellular telephone
through which the drivers maintain contact with Dynamex. On-demand drivers
are assigned deliveries by Dynamex dispatchers at Dynamex’s sole discretion;
drivers have no guarantee of the number or type of deliveries they will be offered.
Although drivers are not required to make all of the deliveries they are assigned,
they must promptly notify Dynamex if they intend to reject an offered delivery so
that Dynamex can quickly contact another driver; drivers are liable for any loss
Dynamex incurs if they fail to do so. Drivers make pickups and deliveries using
their own vehicles, but are generally expected to wear Dynamex shirts and badges
when making deliveries for Dynamex, and, pursuant to Dynamex’s agreement
with some customers, drivers are sometimes required to attach Dynamex and/or
the customer’s decals to their vehicles when making deliveries for the customer.
Drivers purchase Dynamex shirts and other Dynamex items with their own funds.6
In the absence of any special arrangement between Dynamex and a
customer, drivers are generally free to choose the sequence in which they will
make deliveries and the routes they will take, but are required to complete all
assigned deliveries on the day of assignment. If a customer requests, however,

6
Although several drivers indicated in depositions that they did not wear
Dynamex shirts when making deliveries for Dynamex, it is undisputed that
Dynamex retains the authority to require drivers to wear such shirts by agreeing to
such a condition with the customer to whom a pick -up or delivery is to be made.
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drivers must comply with a customer’s requirements regarding delivery times and
sequence of stops.
Drivers hired by Dynamex are permitted to hire other persons to make
deliveries assigned by Dynamex. Further, when they are not making pickups or
deliveries for Dynamex, drivers are permitted to make deliveries for another
delivery company, including the driver’s own personal delivery business. Drivers
are prohibited, however, from diverting any delivery order received through or on
behalf of Dynamex to a competitive delivery service.
Drivers are ordinarily hired for an indefinite period of time but Dynamex
retains the authority to terminate its agreement with any driver without cause, on
three days’ notice. And, as noted, Dynamex reserves the right, throughout the
contract period, to control the number and nature of deliveries that it offers to its
on-demand drivers.
In January 2005, Charles Lee — the sole named plaintiff in the original
complaint in the underlying action — entered into a written independent
contractor agreement with Dynamex to provide delivery services for Dynamex.
According to Dynamex, Lee performed on-demand delivery services for Dynamex
for a total of 15 days and never performed delivery service for any company other
than Dynamex. On April 15, 2005, three months after leaving his work at
Dynamex, Lee filed this lawsuit on his own behalf and on behalf of similarly
situated Dynamex drivers.
In essence, the underlying action rests on the claim that, since December
2004, Dynamex drivers have performed essentially the same tasks in the same
manner as when its drivers were classified as employees, but Dynamex has
improperly failed to comply with the requirements imposed by the Labor Code
and wage orders for employees with respect to such drivers. The complaint
alleges five causes of action arising from Dynamex’s alleged misclassification of
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employees as independent contractors: two counts of unfair and unlawful business
practices in violation of Business and Professions Code section 17200, and three
counts of Labor Code violations based on Dynamex’s failure to pay overtime
compensation, to properly provide itemized wage statements, and to compensate
the drivers for business expenses.
The trial court’s initial order denying class certification was reversed by the
Court of Appeal based on the trial court’s failure to compel Dynamex to provide
contact information for potential putative class members that would enable
plaintiffs to establish the necessary elements for class certification. (See Lee v.
Dynamex, supra, 166 Cal.App.4th 1325, 1336-1338.) After the trial court
permitted plaintiffs to file a first amended complaint adding Pedro Chevez (a
former Dynamex dedicated fleet driver) as a second named plaintiff and the parties
stipulated to the filing of a second amended complaint (the current operative
complaint), the parties agreed to send questionnaires to all putative class members
seeking information that would be relevant to potential class membership.
Based on the responses on the questionnaires that were returned by current
or former Dynamex drivers, plaintiffs moved for certification of a revised class of
Dynamex drivers. As ultimately modified by the trial court, the proposed class
includes those individuals (1) who were classified as independent contractors and
performed pickup or delivery service for Dynamex between April 15, 2001 and
the date of the certification order, (2) who used their personally owned or leased
vehicles weighing less than 26,000 pounds, and (3) who had returned
questionnaires which the court deemed timely and complete. The proposed class
explicitly excluded, however, drivers for any pay period in which the driver had
provided services to Dynamex either as an employee or subcontractor of another
person or entity or through the driver’s own employees or subcontractors (except
for substitute drivers who provided services during vacation, illness, or other time
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off). Also excluded were drivers who provided services concurrently for
Dynamex and for another delivery company that did not have a relationship with
Dynamex or for the driver’s own personal delivery customers. Thus, as narrowed
by these exclusions, the class consisted only of individual Dynamex drivers who
had returned complete and timely questionnaires and who personally performed
delivery services for Dynamex but did not employ other drivers or perform
delivery services for another delivery company or for the driver’s own delivery
business. The trial court’s certification order states that 278 drivers returned
questionnaires and that from the questionnaire responses it appears that at least
184 drivers fall within the proposed class.
On May 11, 2011, the trial court, in a 26-page order, granted plaintiffs’
motion for class certification. The validity of that order is at issue in the present
proceeding.
After determining that the proposed class satisfied the prerequisites of
ascertainability, numerosity, typicality, and adequacy of class representatives and
counsel required for class certification, the trial court turned to the question of
commonality — that is, whether common issues predominate over individual
issues. Because of its significance to our subsequent legal analysis, we discuss
this aspect of the trial court’s certification order in some detail.
The trial court began its discussion of the commonality requirement by
observing that “ ‘[t]he ultimate question in every [purported class action] is
whether, given an ascertainable class, the issues which may be jointly tried, when
compared with those requiring separate adjudication, are so numerous or
substantial that the maintenance of a class action would be advantageous to the
judicial process and to the litigants.’ ” The court noted that in examining whether
common issues of law or fact predominate, a court must consider the legal theory
on which plaintiffs’ claim is based and the relevant facts that bear on that legal
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theory. The court explained that in this case all of plaintiffs’ causes of action rest
on the contention that Dynamex misclassified the drivers as independent
contractors when they should have been classified as employees. Thus, the facts
that are relevant to that legal claim necessarily relate to the appropriate legal
standard or test that is applicable in determining whether a worker should be
considered an employee or an independent contractor.
The court then explained that the parties disagreed as to the proper legal
standard that is applicable in determining whether a worker is an employee or an
independent contractor for purposes of plaintiffs’ claims. Plaintiffs relied on this
court’s then-recent decision in Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th 35, maintaining that the
standards or tests for employment set forth in Martinez are applicable in the
present context, and that the standard for determining the employee or independent
contractor question set forth in this court’s decision in Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d
341 is not the sole applicable standard. Dynamex, by contrast, took the position
that the alternative definitions of “employ” and “employer” discussed in Martinez
are applicable only in determining whether an entity that has a relationship with
the primary employer of an admitted employee should be considered a joint
employer of the employee, and not in deciding whether a worker is properly
classified as an employee or an independent contractor. Dynamex asserted that
even with respect to claims arising out of the obligations imposed by a wage order,
the question of a worker’s status as an employee or independent contractor must
be decided solely by reference to the Borello standard.
In its certification order, the trial court agreed with plaintiffs’ position,
relying on the fact that the Martinez decision “did not indicate that its analysis was
in any way limited to situations involving questions of joint employment.” The
court found that the Martinez decision represents “a redefinition of the
employment relationship under a claim of unpaid wages as follows: ‘To employ,
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then, under the IW C’s [Industrial Welfare Commission’s] definition, has three
alternative definitions. It means (a) to exercise control over the wages, hours or
working conditions, (b) to suffer or permit to work, or (c) to engage, thereby
creating a common law employment relationship.’ ” (Quoting Martinez, supra,
49 Cal.4th at p. 64.) The trial court concluded that “[t]hese definitions must be
considered when analyzing whether the class members are employees or
independent contractors” and thereafter proceeded to discuss separately each of
the three definitions or standards set forth in Martinez in determining whether
common issues predominate for purposes of class certification.
With regard to the “exercise control over wages, hours or working
conditions” test, the trial court stated that “ ‘control over wages’ means that a
person or entity has the power or authority to negotiate and set an employee’s rate
of pay” and that “ [w]hether or not Dynamex had the authority to negotiate each
driver’s rate of pay can be answered by looking at its policies with regard to hiring
drivers. .. . [Individual inquiry is not required to determine whether Dynamex
exercises control over drivers’ wages.”
With regard to the suffer or permit to work test, the trial court stated in full:
“An employee is suffered or permitted to work if the work was performed with the
knowledge of the employer. [Citation.] This includes work that was performed
that the employer knew or should have known about. [Citation.] Again, this is a
matter that can be addressed by looking at Defendant’s policy for entering into
agreement with drivers. Defendant is only liable to those drivers with whom it
entered into an agreement (i.e., knew were providing delivery services to
Dynamex customers). This can be determined through records, and does not
require individual analysis.”
With regard to the common law employment relationship test referred to in
Martinez, the trial court stated that this test refers to the multifactor standard set
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forth in Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d 341. The trial court described the Borello test as
involving the principal factor o f “ ‘whether the person to whom services is
rendered has the right to control the manner and means of accomplishing the result
desired’ ” as well as the following nine additional factors: “(1) right to discharge
at will, without cause; (2) whether the one performing the services is engaged in a
distinct occupation or business; (3) the kind of occupation, with reference to
whether in the locality the work is usually done under the direction of the principal
or by a specialist without supervision; (4) the skill required in the particular
occupation; (5) whether the principal or the worker supplies the instrumentalities,
tools, and the place of work for the person doing the work; (6) the length of time
for which the services are to be performed; (7) method of payment, whether by the
time or by the job; (8) whether or not the work is part of the regular business of the
principal; and (9) whether or not the parties believe they are creating the
relationship of employer-employee.” As the trial court observed, Borello
explained that “ ‘the individual factors cannot be applied mechanically as separate
tests; they are intertwined and their weight depends often on particular
combinations.’ ” (Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at p. 351.)
The trial court then discussed the various Borello factors, beginning with
whether the hiring business has the right to control work details. In analyzing this
factor, the court stated: “A determination of control of the work details must look
to ‘all meaningful aspects of the business relationship.’ [Citation.] For a delivery
service, those aspects include obtaining customer/customer service, prices charged
for delivery, routes, delivery schedules and billing. Plaintiffs contend that these
factors are all controlled by Dynamex because it obtains the customers, maintains
a centralized call system, maintains a package tracking system, sets the prices for
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its services and customers are billed by Dynamex. This is not necessarily borne
out by the evidence. Defendants’ [supervising officer], Mr. Pople,7 testified that
the drivers solicit new customers. [Citation.] There is also evidence that customer
service is handled by some of the drivers, depending on the customer’s
relationship to that driver. [Citation.] Finally, defendant does not necessarily
control the drivers’ delivery schedules, as a number of drivers state that their only
obligation is to complete the deliveries by the end of the business day. [Citation.]
The degree to which Dynamex controls the details of the work varies according to
different circumstances, including the particular driver or customer that is
involved. Determining whether Dynamex controls the details of the business,
therefore, does not appear susceptible to common proof.”
With regard to the right to discharge factor, the trial court stated: “ [T]he
right to discharge at will, without cause, is an important consideration.
Defendant’s [supervising officer] testified that Dynamex maintains the right to
discharge the drivers at will. [Citation.] This does not appear to vary from driver
to driver. So it is a classwide factor, which is particularly relevant to
demonstrating the existence of an employer-employee relationship.”
With regard to the “distinct occupation or business” factor, the trial court
stated: “A distinct business relates to whether the drivers have the opportunity for
profit and loss. [Citation.] Plaintiffs contend that the drivers have no opportunity
for profit or loss because they are charged according to standardized rate tables.
This may be a misrepresentation of defendants’ evidence. D efendant’s
supervising officer] testified that it tries to standardize the rates paid to on-demand
Although the class certification order does not specify Pople’s position, the
record indicates that Pople was Dynamex’s area vice president for the West, with
management and supervisory authority over Dynamex’s operations in California.
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drivers, however, drivers enter into different compensation arrangements.
[Citations.] The opportunity for profit or loss depends on the nature of the
agreement negotiated between'Dynamex and the particular driver. Each
arrangement would have to be reviewed to determine the extent of the driver’s
opportunity for profit and loss.”
With regard to the “who supplies instrumentalities” factor, the court stated:
“Defendant admitted that the drivers had to provide the instrumentalities of their
work and that this was a classwide policy. This factor is subject to common
inquiry.”
With regard to the duration of service factor, the court stated: “Defendants
concede that the drivers are at-will. [This] [f]actor is also subject to common
inquiry.”
With regard to the method of payment factor, the court stated: “Defendants
identify different payment scenarios: (a) percentage of the fee Dynamex charges
its customer for each delivery performed; (b) flat rate per day, regardless of the
number of packages delivered; (c) set amount per package, regardless of the size
or type of package; (d) flat fee to be available to provide delivery service
regardless of whether the Driver’s services are used; or (e) a combination of these
payment types. [Citation.] These factors vary from driver to driver and raise
individualized questions.”
Finally, with regard to the “parties’ belief regarding the nature of
relationship” factor, the court noted that “this factor is given less weight by courts”
and stated “[a] 11 the drivers signed agreements stating that they were independent
contractors. The drivers’ belief could reasonably be demonstrated through this
classwide agreement.”
The court then summarized its conclusion with regard to the Borello
standard: “Thus, most of the secondary factors are subject to common proof and
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do not require individualized inquiry of the class members. But the main factor in
determining whether an employment agreement exists — control of the details —
does require individualized inquiries due to the fact that there is no indication of a
classwide policy that only defendants obtain new customers, only the defendants
provide customer service and create the delivery schedules.”
With respect to the entire question of commonality, however, the trial court
concluded: “Common questions predominate the inquiry into whether an
employment relationship exists between Dynamex and the drivers. The first two
alternative definitions of ‘employer’ can both be demonstrated through common
proof, even if the common law test requires individualized inquiries.”
Having found that common issues predominate, the trial court went on to
conclude that “ [a] class action is a superior means of conducting this litigation.”
The court stated in this regard: “Given that there is evidence from Plaintiffs that
common questions predominate the inquiry into [the] employment relationship^]
managing this as a class action with respect to those claims will be feasible. There
appears to be no litigation by individual class members, indicating that they have
little interest in personally controlling their claims. Finally, consolidating all the
claims before a single court would be desirable since it would allow for consistent
rulings with respect to all the class members’ claims.”
On the basis of its foregoing determinations, the trial court granted
plaintiffs’ motion for class certification.
In December 2012, Dynamex renewed its motion to decertify the class
action that the trial court had certified in May 2011. Dynamex relied upon
intervening Court of Appeal decisions assertedly demonstrating that the trial court
had erred in relying upon the wage order’s alternative definitions of employment,
as set forth in Martinez. The trial court denied the renewed motion to decertify the
class.
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In June 2013, Dynamex filed a petition for writ of mandate in the Court of
Appeal, challenging the trial court’s denial of its motion to decertify the class. In
response, plaintiffs, while disagreeing with Dynamex’s claim that the trial court
had erred, urged the Court of Appeal to issue an order to show cause and resolve
the issues presented in the writ proceeding. The Court of Appeal issued an order
to show cause in order to determine whether the trial court erred in certifying the
underlying class action under the wage order definitions of “employ” and
“employer” discussed in Martinez.
After briefing and argument, the Court of Appeal denied the petition in part
and granted the petition in part. The appellate court concluded that the trial court
properly relied on the alternative definitions of the employment relationship set
forth in the wage order when assessing those claims in the complaint that fall
within the scope of the applicable wage order, and it denied the writ petition with
respect to those claims. With respect to those claims that fall outside the scope of
the applicable wage order, however, the Court of Appeal concluded that the
Borello standard applied in determining whether a worker is an employee or an
independent contractor, and it granted the writ to permit the trial court to
reevaluate its class certification order in light of this court’s intervening decision
in Ayala, supra, 59 Cal.4th 522, which clarified the proper application of the
Borello standard.
As already noted, Dynamex’s petition for review challenged only the Court
of Appeal’s conclusion that the trial court properly determined that the wage
order’s definitions of “employ” and “employer” may be relied upon in
determining whether a worker is an employee or an independent contractor for
purposes of the obligations imposed by the wage order. We granted the petition
for review to consider that question.
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II. R e l e v a n t W a g e O r d e r P r o v is io n s
We begin with a brief review of the relevant provisions of the wage order
that applies to the transportation industry. (See Cal. Code Regs., tit. 8, § 11090.)
In describing its scope, the transportation wage order initially provides in
subdivision 1: “This order shall apply to all persons employed in the
transportation industry, whether paid on a time, piece rate, commission, or other
basis,” except for persons employed in administrative, executive, or professional
capacities, who are exempt from most of the wage order’s provisions. (Cal. Code
Regs., tit. 8, § 11090, subd. I.)8
Subdivision 2 of the order, which sets forth the definitions of terms as used
in the order, contains the following relevant definitions:
“(D) ‘Employ’ means to engage, suffer, or permit to work.
“(E) ‘Employee’ means any person employed by an employer.
“(F) ‘Employer’ means any person as defined in Section 18 of the Labor
Code, who directly or indirectly, or through an agent or any other person, employs

8
The order contains extensive provisions setting forth the requirements that
apply “in determining whether an employee’s duties meet the test to qualify for an
exemption” under the executive, administrative, or professional category. (Cal.
Code Regs., tit. 8, § 11090, subd. 1 (A)(l) - (3).) The professional category
includes persons who are licensed and primarily engaged in the practice of law,
medicine, dentistry, optometry, architecture, engineering, teaching, or accounting,
or another learned or artistic profession. (Id., § 11090, subd. 1 (A)(3)(a)-(g).)
The wage order also specifically exempts from its provisions, in whole or
in part, (1) employees directly employed by the state or any political subdivision,
(2) outside salespersons, (3) any person who is the parent, spouse, or child of the
employer, (4) employees who have entered into a collective bargaining agreement
under the federal Railway Labor Act, and (5) any individual participating in a
national service program such as AmeriCorps. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 8, § 11090,
subd. 1 (B)-(F).)
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or exercises control over the wages, hours, or working conditions of any person.”
(Cal. Code Regs., tit. 8, § 11090, subd. 2(D)-(F).)9
Thereafter, the additional substantive provisions of the wage order that
establish protections for workers or impose obligations on hiring entities relating
to minimum wages, maximum hours, and specified basic working conditions (such
as meal and rest breaks) are, by their terms, made applicable to “employees” or
“employers.” (See, e.g., Cal. Code Regs., tit. 8, § 11090, subds. 3 [Hours and
Days of Work], 4 [Minimum Wages], 7 [Records], 11 [Meal Periods], 12 [Rest
Periods].)
Subdivision 2 of the wage order does not contain a definition of the term
“independent contractor,” and the wage order contains no other provision that
otherwise specifically addresses the potential distinction between workers who are
employees covered by the terms of the wage order and workers who are

9
The definitions of “employ,” “employee,” and “employer” that appear in
subdivision 2 of the transportation industry wage order are also included in the
definitions set forth in each of the other 15 wage orders governing other industries
in California, although several of the other industry wage orders include additional
definitions of the term “employee.” (See Cal. Code Regs., tit. 8, § 11010, subd.
2(D)-(F) [Manufacturing Industry]; id., § 11020, subd. 2(D)-(F) [Personal Service
Industry]; id., § 11030, subd. 2(E)-(G) [Canning, Freezing, and Preserving
Industry]; id., § 11040, subd. 2(E)-(H) [Professional, Technical, Clerical,
Mechanical, and Similar Occupations]; id., § 11050, subd. 2(E)-(H) [Public
Housekeeping Industry]; id., § 11060, subd. 2(D)-(F) [Laundry, Linen Supply, Dry
Cleaning, and Dyeing Industry]; id., § 11070, subd. 2(D)-(F) [Mercantile
Industry]; id., § 11080, subd. 2(D)-(F) [Industries Handling Products After
Harvest]; id., § 11100, subd. 2(E)-(G) [Amusement and Recreation Industry];
id., § 11110, subd. 2(E)-(G) [Broadcasting Industry]; id., § 11120, subd. 2(D)-(F)
[Motion Picture Industry]; id., § 11130, subd. 2(D)-(F) [Industries Preparing
Agricultural Products for Market, on the Farm]; id., § 11140, subd. 2(C)-(G)
[Agricultural Occupations]; id., § 11150, subd. 2(E)-(G) [Household
Occupations]; id., § 11160, subd. 2(G)-(7) [On-Site Occupations].
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independent contractors who are not entitled to the protections afforded by the
wage order.
III. B a c k g r o u n d o f R e l e v a n t
C a l if o r n ia J u d ic ia l D e c is io n s

We next summarize the most relevant California judicial decisions,
providing a historical review of the treatment of the employee or independent
contractor distinction under California law.
The difficulty that courts in all jurisdictions have experienced in devising
an acceptable general test or standard that properly distinguishes employees from
independent contractors is well documented. As the United States Supreme Court
observed in Board v. HearstPublications (1944) 322 U.S. I l l , 121: “Few
problems in the law have given greater variety of application and conflict in
results than the cases arising in the borderland between what is clearly an
employer-employee relationship and what is clearly one of independent,
entrepreneurial dealing. This is true within the limited field of determining
vicarious liability in tort. It becomes more so when the field is expanded to
include all of the possible applications of the distinction.” (Fn. omitted.)
As the above quotation suggests, at common law the problem of
determining whether a worker should be classified as an employee or an
independent contractor initially arose in the tort context — in deciding whether the
hirer of the worker should be held vicariously liable for an injury that resulted
from the worker’s actions. In the vicarious liability context, the hirer’s right to
supervise and control the details of the worker’s actions was reasonably viewed as
crucial, because “ ‘[t]he extent to which the employer had a right to control [the
details of the service] activities was . .. highly relevant to the question whether the
employer ought to be legally liable for them . . . . ’ ” (Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d
341, 350.) For this reason, the question whether the hirer controlled the details of
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the worker’s activities became the primary common law standard for determining
whether a worker was considered to be an employee or an independent contractor.
A. Pr e-Borello Decisions
Prior to this court’s 1989 decision in Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d 341,
California decisions generally invoked this common law “control of details”
standard beyond the tort context, even when deciding whether workers should be
considered employees or independent contractors for purposes of the variety of
20th century social welfare legislation that had been enacted for the protection of
employees. Thus, for example, in Tiebergv. Unemployment Ins. App. Bd. (1970)
2 Cal.3d 943, 946 (Tieberg), in determining whether a worker was an employee or
independent contractor for purposes of California’s unemployment insurance
legislation, the court stated that “ [t]he principal test of an employment relationship
is whether the person to whom service is rendered has the right to control the
manner and means of accomplishing the result desired.” (See also Isenberg v.
California Emp. Stab. Com. (1947) 30 Cal.2d 34, 39 (Isenberg); Perguica v. Ind.
Acc. Com. (1947) 29 Cal.2d 857, 859-861 (Perguica); Empire Star Mines Co. v.
Cal. Emp. Com. (1946) 28 Cal.2d 33, 43 (Empire Star Mines).)
In addition to relying upon the control of details test, however, the preBorello decisions listed a number of “secondary” factors that could properly be
considered in determining whether a worker was an employee or an independent
contractor. The decisions declared that a hirer’s right to discharge a worker “at
will, without cause” constitutes “ ‘[s]trong evidence in support of an employment
relationship.’ ” (Tieberg, supra, 2 Cal.3d at p. 949, quoting Empire Star Mines,
supra, 28 Cal.2d at p. 43.) The decisions also pointed to the following additional
factors, derived principally from section 220 of the Restatement Second of
Agency: “(a) whether or not the one performing services is engaged in a distinct
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occupation or business; (b) the kind of occupation, with reference to whether, in
the locality, the work is usually done under the direction of the principal or by a
specialist without supervision; (c) the skill required in the particular occupation;
(d) whether the principal or the workman supplies the instrumentalities, tools, and
the place of work for the person doing the work; (e) the length of time for which
the services are to be performed; (f) the method of payment, whether by the time
or by the job; (g) whether or not the work is a part of the regular business of the
principal; and (h) whether or not the parties believe they are creating the
relationship of employer-employee.” (Empire Star Mines, supra, 28 Cal.2d at
pp. 43-44; see also Tieberg, supra, 2 Cal.3d at p. 949; Isenberg, supra, 30 Cal.2d
at p. 39; Perguica, supra, 29 Cal.2d at p. 860.)
Applying the control of details test and these secondary factors to the
differing facts presented by each of the cases, this court found the workers in
question to be employees in Tieberg, supra, 2 Cal.3d at pages 949-955 [television
writers] and Isenberg, supra, 30 Cal.2d at pages 39-41 [horse racing jockeys], and
independent contractors in Perguica, supra, 29 Cal.2d at pages 860-862 [lather
hired by farmer to work on newly constructed house] and Empire Star Mines,
supra, 28 Cal.2d at pages 44-46 [lessees of remote mining shaft]. (See also
Tomlin v. California Emp. Com. (1947) 30 Cal.2d 118, 123 [lessees who placed
and serviced vending machines held to be employees]; Twentieth etc. Lites v. Col.
Dept. Emp. (1946) 28 Cal.2d 56, 57-60 [outside salesmen of advertising signs who
were free to work for competitors held to be employees]; Col. Emp. Com. v. L.A.
etc. News Corp. (1944) 24 Cal.2d 421, 424-425 [deliverers of advertising circular
held to be employees].)
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B. Borello
In 1989, in Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d 341, this court addressed the
employee or independent contractor question in an opinion that has come to be
viewed as the seminal California decision on this subject. Because of the
significance of this decision, we review the majority opinion in Borello at length.
The particular controversy in Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d 341, concerned
whether farmworkers hired by a grower to harvest cucumbers under a written
“sharefarmer” agreement were independent contractors or employees for purposes
of the California workers’ compensation statutes. The grower contended that the
farmworkers were independent contractors under the control of details test because
the workers (1) were free to manage their own labor (the grower did not supervise
the picking at all but compensated the workers based on the amount of cucumbers
that they harvested), (2) shared the profit or loss from the crop, and (3) agreed in
writing that they were not employees.
In rejecting the grower’s contentions, the court in Borello summarized its
conclusion in the introduction of the opinion as follows: “The grower controls the
agricultural operations on its premises from planting to sale of the crops. It simply
chooses to accomplish one integrated step in the production of one such crop by
means of worker incentives rather than direct supervision. It thereby retains all
necessary control over a job which can be done only one way. [fl Moreover, so
far as the record discloses, the harvesters’ work, though seasonal by nature,
follows the usual line of an employee. In no practical sense are the ‘sharefarmers’
entrepreneurs, operating independent businesses for their own accounts; they and
their families are obvious members of the broad class to which workers’
compensation protection is intended to apply.” (jBorello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at
p. 345.) On this basis, the court concluded the workers were employees entitled to
workers’ compensation as a matter of law. (Id. at p. 346.)
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In reaching these conclusions, the legal analysis employed by the Borello
court is of particular significance. The court began by recognizing that “ [t]he
distinction between independent contractors and employees arose at common law
to limit one’s vicarious liability for the misconduct of a person rendering service
to him” (Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at p. 350), and that it was in this context that
“the ‘control of details’ test became the principal measure of the servant’s status
for common law purposes.” (Ibid.) The court then took note of the prior
California decisions discussed above, which generally utilized the common law
control-of-details standard in determining whether workers were employees or
independent contractors for purposes of social welfare legislation, but which also
identified the numerous additional “secondary” factors listed above that may be
relevant to that determination. (Id. at pp. 350-351.) The court observed that
“ ‘the individual factors cannot be applied mechanically as separate tests; they are
intertwined and their weight depends often on particular combinations.’
[Citation.]” (Id. at p. 351.)
Crucially, the court in Borello then went on to explain further that “the
concept of ‘employment’ embodied in the [workers’ compensation act] is not
inherently limited by common law principles. We have acknowledged that the
Act’s definition of the employment relationship must be construed with particular
reference to the ‘history and fundamental purposes ’ o f the statute. [Citation.]”
(Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at p. 351, italics added.) The court observed that “ [t]he
common law and statutory purposes of the distinction between ‘employees’ and
‘independent contractors’ are substantially different” (id. at p. 352), that “ [fjederal
courts have long recognized that the distinction between tort policy and sociallegislation policy justifies departures from common law principles when claims
arise that one is excluded as an independent contractor from a statute protecting
‘employees’ ” (ibid.), and that “ [a] number of state courts have agreed that in
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worker’s compensation cases, the employee-independent contractor issue cannot
be decided absent consideration of the remedial statutory purpose.” (Id. at
pp. 352-353.) The court in Borello agreed with this focus on statutory purpose:
“ [U]nder the Act, the ‘control-of-work-details’ test for determining whether the
person rendering service to another is an ‘employee’ or an excluded ‘independent
contractor’ must be applied with deference to the purposes o f the protective
legislation. The nature o f the work, and the overall arrangement between the
parties, must be examined to determine whether they come within the ‘history and
fundamental purposes ’ o f the statute.” (Id. at pp. 353-354, italics added.)
After identifying the various purposes of the workers’ compensation act,10
the court concluded: “The Act intends comprehensive coverage of injuries in
employment. It accomplishes this goal by defining ‘employment’ broadly in terms
of ‘service to an employer’ and by including a general presumption that any
person ‘in service to another’ is a covered ‘employee.’ ” (Borello, supra,
48 Cal.3d at p. 354.) At the same time, the court acknowledged that “ [t]he express
exclusion of ‘independent contractors’ [from the workers’ compensation act (see
Lab. Code, §§ 3353, 3357)] is purposeful. . . and has a limited but important
function. It recognizes those situations where the Act’s goals are best served by
imposing the risk of ‘no-fault’ work injuries directly on the provider, rather than
the recipient, of a compensated service. This is obviously the case, for example,

10
The court stated in this regard that the workers’ compensation act “seeks
(1) to ensure that the cost of industrial injuries will be part of the cost of goods
rather than a burden on society, (2) to guarantee prompt, limited compensation for
an employee’s work injuries, regardless of fault, as an inevitable cost of
production, (3) to spur increased industrial safety, and (4) in return, to insulate the
employer from tort liability for his employees’ injuries. [Citations.]” (Borello,
supra, 48 Cal.3d at p. 354.)
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when the provider of service has the primary power over work safety, is best
situated to distribute the risk and cost of injury as an expense of his own business,
and has independently chosen the burdens and benefits of self-employment.”
(Ibid.) The court concluded: “This is the balance to be struck when deciding
whether a worker is an employee or an independent contractor for purposes of the
Act.” (Ibid.)
Although the Borello opinion emphasized that resolution of the employee
or independent contractor question must properly proceed in a manner that accords
deference to the history and fundamental purposes of the remedial statute in
question (Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at pp. 353-354), the court at the same time
made clear that it was not adopting “detailed new standards for examination of the
issue.” (Id. at p. 354.) The court explained in this regard that “the Restatement
guidelines heretofore approved in our state remain a useful reference. The
standards set forth for contractor’s licensees in [Labor Code] section 2750.5 . ..
are also a helpful means of identifying the employee/contractor distinction.^11
11
Section 2750.5, which addresses the employee or independent contractor
question in the context of workers who perform services for which a contractor’s
license is required, provides: “There is a rebuttable presumption affecting the
burden of proof that a worker performing services for which a license is required
pursuant to Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 7000) of Division 3 of the
Business and Professions Code, or who is performing such services for a person
who is required to obtain such a license[,] is an employee rather than an
independent contractor. Proof of independent contractor status includes
satisfactory proof of these factors:
“(a) That the individual has the right to control and discretion as to the
manner of performance of the contract for services in that the result of the work
and not the means by which it is accomplished is the primary factor bargained for.
“(b) That the individual is customarily engaged in an independently
established business.
“(c) That the individual’s independent contractor status is bona fide and
not a subterfuge to avoid employee status. A bona fide independent contractor
(footnote continued on next page)
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The relevant considerations may often overlap those pertinent under the common
law. [Citation.] Each service arrangement must be evaluated on its facts, and the
dispositive circumstances may vary from case to case.” (.Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d
at p. 354.)
The Borello court also took note of “the six-factor test developed by other
jurisdictions which determine independent contractorship in light of the remedial
purposes of the legislation.” (Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at p. 354.)12 The court
(footnote continuedfrom previous page)

status is further evidenced by the presence of cumulative factors such as
substantial investment other than personal services in the business, holding out to
be in business for oneself, bargaining for a contract to complete a specific project
for compensation by project rather than by time, control over the time and place
the work is performed, supplying the tools or instrumentalities used in the work
other than tools and instrumentalities normally and customarily provided by
employees, hiring employees, performing work that is not ordinarily in the course
of the principal’s work, performing work that requires a particular skill, holding a
license pursuant to the Business and Professions Code, the intent by the parties
that the work relationship is of an independent contractor status, or that the
relationship is not severable or terminable at will by the principal but gives rise to
an action for breach of contract.
“In addition to the factors contained in subdivisions (a), (b), and (c), any
person performing any function or activity for which a license is required pursuant
to Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 7000) of Division 3 of the Business and
Professions Code shall hold a valid contractors’ license as a condition of having
independent contractor status.
“For purposes of workers’ compensation law, this presumption is a
supplement to the existing statutory definitions of employee and independent
contractor, and is not intended to lessen the coverage of employees under Division
4 and Division 5.”
12
In addition to the control of details factor, the other five factors included in
the six-factor test are: “(1) the alleged employee’s opportunity for profit or loss
depending on his managerial skill; (2) the alleged employee’s investment in
equipment or materials required for his task, or his employment of helpers;
(3) whether the service rendered requires a special skill; (4) the degree of
permanence of the working relationship; and (5) whether the service rendered is an
(footnote continued on next page)
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observed the similarity of many of those guidelines to the ones identified in prior
California decisions, and stated that “all [of those factors] are logically pertinent to
the inherently difficult determination whether a provider of service is an employee
or an excluded independent contractor for purposes of workers’ compensation
law.” (.Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at p. 355.)
In sum, the Borello court concluded that in determining whether a worker
should properly be classified as a covered employee or an excluded independent
contractor with deference to the purposes and intended reach of the remedial
statute at issue, it is permissible to consider all of the various factors set forth in
prior California cases, in Labor Code section 2750.5, and in the out-of-state cases
adopting the six-factor test.
The Borello court then turned to the question whether, applying the
appropriate legal analysis, the cucumber harvesters at issue in that case were
properly considered employees or independent contractors. The court concluded
that “ [b]y any applicable test” the farmworkers were employees as a matter o f
law. (Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at p. 355; id. at p. 360.)
In reaching this conclusion, the court first rejected the grower’s contention
that the control of details factor weighed against a finding of employment because
the grower had contracted with the workers only for a “specified result” and
retained no interest or control over the details of the harvesters’ actual work.
(Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at p. 356.) In explaining its rejection, the court began
by emphasizing that “Borello, whose business is the production and sale of
agricultural crops, exercises ‘pervasive control over the operation as a whole.’
(footnote continuedfrom previous page)

integral part of the alleged employer’s business.” (Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at
pp. 354-355.)
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[Citation.]” (Ibid.) The court observed in this regard: “Borello owns and
cultivates the land for its own account. Without any participation by the
sharefarmers, Borello decides to grow cucumbers, obtains a sale price formula
from the only available buyer, plants the crop, and cultivates it throughout most of
its growing cycle. The harvest takes place on Borello’s premises, at a time
determined by the crop’s maturity. During the harvest itself, Borello supplies the
sorting bins and boxes, removes the harvest from the field, transports it to market,
sells it, maintains documentation on the workers’ proceeds, and hands out their
checks. Thus, ‘[a]ll meaningful aspects of this business relationship: price, crop
cultivation, fertilization and insect prevention, payment, [and] right to deal with
buyers . . . are controlled by [Borello].’ [Citation.]” (Ibid., fns. omitted.)
Further, the court observed that “contrary to the growers’ assertions, the
cucumber harvest involves simple manual labor which can be performed in only
one correct way. Harvest and plant-care methods can be learned quickly. While
the work requires stamina and patience, it involves no peculiar skill beyond that
expected of any employee. [Citations.] It is the simplicity of the work, not the
harvesters’ superior expertise, which makes detailed supervision and discipline
unnecessary. Diligence and quality control are achieved by the payment system,
essentially a variation of the piecework formula familiar to agricultural
employment.” (Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at pp. 356-357.)
Thus, with respect to the control of details factor, the court concluded:
“Under these circumstances, Borello retains all necessary control over the harvest
portion of its operations. A business entity may not avoid its statutory obligations
by carving up its production process into minute steps, then asserting it lacks
‘control’ over the exact means by which one such step is performed by the
responsible workers.” (Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at p. 357.)
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The Borello court then proceeded to discuss other factors that it found
supported the classification of harvesters as employees. First, the court noted that
“ [t]he harvesters form a regular and integrated portion of Borello’s business
operation. Their work, though seasonal in nature, is ‘permanent’ in the
agricultural process. Indeed, Richard Borello testified that he has a permanent
relationship with the individual harvesters, in that many of the migrant families
return year after year. This permanent integration of the workers into the heart of
Borello’s business is a strong indicator that Borello functions as an employer
under the Act. [Citations.]” (Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at p. 357.)13
The court next found that “the sharefarmers and their families exhibit no
characteristics which might place them outside the A ct’s intended coverage of
employees. They engage in no distinct trade or calling. They do not hold
themselves out in business. They perform typical farm labor for hire wherever
jobs are available. They invest nothing but personal services and hand tools.
They incur no opportunity for ‘profit’ or ‘loss’; like employees hired on a
piecework basis, they are simply paid by the size and grade of cucumbers they
pick. They rely solely on work in the fields for their subsistence and livelihood.
Despite the contract’s admonitions, they have no practical opportunity to insure
themselves or their families against loss of income caused by nontortious work
injuries. If Borello is not their employer, they themselves, and society at large,
thus assume the entire financial burden when such injuries occur. Without doubt,
13
In support of this point, the Borello court cited a passage from a leading
national workers’ compensation law treatise, stating: “The modem tendency is to
find employment when the work being done is an integral part of the regular
business of the employer, and when the worker, relative to the employer, does not
furnish an independent business or professional service.” (1C Larson, The Law of
Workmen’s Compensation (1986) § 45.00, p. 8-174.)
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they are a class of workers to whom the protection of the Act is intended to
extend.” (Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at pp. 357-358, fns. omitted.)
Last, the Borello court rejected the growers’ claim that the harvesters
should be found to be independent contractors by virtue of their written agreement
with the growers, which stated that they were not employees. The court
explained: “ [T]he protections conferred by the Act have a public purpose beyond
the private interests of the workers themselves. Among other things, the statute
represents society’s recognition that if the financial risk of job injuries is not
placed upon the businesses which produce them, it may fall upon the public
treasury.. . . [T|] Moreover, there is no indication that Borello offers its cucumber
harvesters any real choice of terms.” (Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at pp. 358-359.)
On the basis of the foregoing reasons, the Borello court concluded that, as a
matter o f law, the farmworkers were employees for purposes of the workers’
compensation act, and not independent contractors who were excluded from the
coverage of the act. (Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at p. 360.)
As this lengthy review of the Borello decision demonstrates, although we
have sometimes characterized Borello as embodying the common law test or
standard for distinguishing employees and independent contractors (see, e.g.,
Ayala, supra, 59 Cal.4th at pp. 530-531), it appears more precise to describe
Borello as calling for resolution of the employee or independent contractor
question by focusing on the intended scope and purposes of the particular statutory
provision or provisions at issue. In other words, Borello calls for application of a
statutory purpose standard that considers the control of details and other
potentially relevant factors identified in prior California and out-of-state cases in
order to determine which classification (employee or independent contractor) best
effectuates the underlying legislative intent and objective of the statutory scheme
at issue.
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The Borello decision repeatedly emphasizes statutory purpose as the
touchstone for deciding whether a particular category of workers should be
considered employees rather than independent contractors for purposes of social
welfare legislation. (See Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at pp. 351, 353-354, 357, 358,
359.) This emphasis sets apart the Borello test for distinguishing employees from
independent contractors from the standard embraced in more recent federal cases,
which apply a more traditional common law test for distinguishing between
employees and independent contractors for purposes of most federal statutes.
Early federal cases interpreting a variety of New Deal social welfare enactments
relied heavily on a statutory purpose interpretation in determining who should be
considered an employee for purposes of those enactments. (See, e.g., Labor
Board v. Hearst Publications, supra, 322 U.S. at pp. 124-129; United States v. Silk
(1947) 331 U.S. 704, 711-714.) However, subsequent congressional legislation in
reaction to such decisions has been interpreted to require that federal legislation
generally be construed, in the absence of a more specific statutory standard or
definition of employment, to embody a more traditional common law test for
distinguishing between employees and independent contractors, in which the
control o f details factor is given considerable weight. (See, e.g., Nationwide Mut.
Ins. Co. v. Darden (1992) 503 U.S. 318, 324-325 (Darden).) Unlike the federal
experience, however, in the almost 30 years since the Borello decision, the
California Legislature has not exhibited or registered any disagreement with either
the statutory purpose standard adopted by the Borello decision or the application
of that standard in Borello regarding the proper classification of the workers
involved in that case. Instead, in response to the continuing serious problem of
worker misclassification as independent contractors, the California Legislature has
acted to impose substantial civil penalties on those that willfully misclassify, or
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willfully aid in misclassifying, workers as independent contractors. (See § 226.8,
enacted by Stats. 2011, ch. 706, § 1; § 2753, enacted by Stats. 2011, ch. 706, § 2.)
C. Martinez
We next summarize this court’s decision in Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th 35.
Although Martinez did not directly involve the issue of whether the workers in
question were employees or independent contractors, it did address the meaning of
the terms “employ” and “employer” as used in California wage orders, and the
proper scope of the Martinez decision lies at the heart of the issue before our court
in the present case.
In Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th 35, the strawberry grower Munoz & Sons
(Munoz) directly employed seasonal agricultural workers but failed to pay the
workers the required minimum or overtime wages they had earned. Thereafter,
the workers filed an action under section 1194 seeking to recover such wages not
only from Munoz, but also from several produce merchants to whom Munoz
regularly sold its strawberries. The workers contended that in an action for unpaid
minimum or overtime wages under section 1194, the alternative definitions of
“employ” and “employer” set forth in the applicable Industrial Welfare
Commission wage order — there, Wage Order No. 14 — constituted the
applicable standards for determining who was a potentially liable employer. They
further contended that under the wage order definitions, the produce merchants, as
well as Munoz, each should properly be considered the workers’ employer who
was jointly liable for the workers’ unpaid wages.
In discussing this question, the court in Martinez recognized at the outset
that the workers’ attempt in that case to recover unpaid wages “from persons who
contracted with their ostensible employer raises issues that have long avoided the
attention of California’s courts.” (Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at p. 50.) The court
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noted that although section 1194 derived from legislation enacted in 1913 as part
of the act that created the Industrial Welfare Commission (hereafter IWC), this
court had considered how employment should be defined in actions under section
1194 in only one earlier case. The court further observed that although the phrases
used in the applicable IWC wage order to define “employ” and “employer” dated
from 1916 and 1947, “the courts of this state have never considered their meaning
or scope.” (Id. at p. 50.)
In addressing these largely unexplored issues, the Martinez court turned
initially to the language and legislative history of section 1194. The court noted
that section 1194, by its terms, does not define the employment relationship or
identify the entities who are liable under the statute for unpaid wages. After an
extensive review of the statute’s legislative history, however, the court concluded
that “ [a]n examination of section 1194 in its statutory and historical context shows
unmistakably that the Legislature intended the IWC’s wage orders to define the
employment relationship in actions under the statute.” (Martinez, supra, 49
Cal.4th at p. 52; see id. at pp. 53-57.)
The court in Martinez then considered how the IWC, utilizing its broad
legislative authority (see Cal. Const., art. XIV, § 1\ Industrial W elf Com., supra,
27 Cal.3d at p. 701), has defined the scope of the employment relationship through
the provisions of its wage orders.14

14
As explained in Murphy v. Kenneth Cole Productions, Inc. (2007) 40
Cal.4th 1094, 1102, footnote 4: “The Industrial Welfare Commission (IWC) is the
state agency empowered to formulate wage orders governing employment in
California. [Citation.] The Legislature defunded the IWC in 2004, however its
wage orders remain in effect. [Citation.]” The Legislature, of course, retains the
authority to re -fund the IWC or to revise any provisions of the current wage orders
through the enactment of new legislation.
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The court first observed that, beginning in 1916, the IWC’s wage orders
encompassed, as employers, those entities who “employ or suffer or permit”
persons to work for them. (.Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at p. 57, italics omitted.)
The court noted that the “suffer or permit” language, now embodied in the
definition of “employ” in the wage order at issue in Martinez (as well as in the
transportation wage order at issue in this case and in all other wage orders),
derived from statutes regulating and prohibiting child labor that were in use
throughout the country in 1916, and which were based on model child labor laws
published between 1904 and 1912. (Id. at pp. 57-58.) The Martinez court
observed that the suffer or permit to work language had been interpreted to impose
liability upon an entity “even when no common law employment relationship
existed between the minor and the defendant, based on the defendant’s failure to
exercise reasonable care to prevent child labor from occurring.” (Id. at p. 58.)
The court explained: “Not requiring a common law master and servant
relationship, the widely used ‘employ, suffer or permit’ standard reached irregular
working arrangements the proprietor of a business might otherwise disavow with
impunity. Courts applying such statutes before 1916 had imposed liability, for
example, on a manufacturer for industrial injuries suffered by a boy hired by his
father to oil machinery [citation], and on a mining company for injuries to a boy
paid by coal miners to carry water [citation].” (Ibid.)
The Martinez court then went on to observe that, in addition to defining
“employ” to mean suffer or permit to work, all IWC wage orders also include a
separate provision defining “employer” to include a person or entity who
“employs or exercises control over the wages, hours, or working conditions of any
person.” (Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at p. 59.) With respect to this language, the
court stated: “Beginning with the word ‘employs,’ the definition logically
incorporates the separate definition o f ‘employ’ (i.e., ‘to engage, suffer, or permit

to work’) as one alternative. The remainder of the definition — ‘exercises control
over .. . wages, hours, or working conditions” — has no clearly identified,
precisely literal statutory or common law antecedent.” (Ibid.) The court
nonetheless made three observations about this language. First, the court noted
that because the IW C’s delegated authority has always been over wages, hours,
and working conditions, it made sense to bring within the IW C’s regulatory
jurisdiction an entity that controls any one of these aspects of the employment
relationship. (Ibid.) Second, the court explained that because this language,
“phrased as it is in the alternative (i.e., ‘wages, hours, or working conditions’), the
language of the IW C’s ‘employer’ definition has the obvious utility of reaching
situations in which multiple entities control different aspects of the employment
relationship, as when one entity, which hires and pays workers, places them with
other entities that supervise the work.” (Ibid.) Third, the court observed that “the
IW C’s ‘employer’ definition belongs to a set of revisions intended to distinguish
state wage law from its federal analogue, the FLSA [Fair Labor Standards Act]”
(ibid.), providing workers with greater protection than that afforded to workers
under the FLSA as limited by Congress under the Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947.
(Id. at pp. 59-60.)
Finally, the court in Martinez held that the IWC wage orders, by defining
“employ” to mean “engage” to work (as well as to “suffer or permit” to work),
incorporate the common law definition of employment as an alternative definition.
The court explained in this regard: “The verbs ‘to suffer’ and ‘to permit,’ as we
have seen, are terms of art in employment law. [Citation.] In contrast, the verb ‘to
engage’ has no other apparent meaning in the present context than its plain,
ordinary sense of ‘to employ,’ that is, to create a common law employment
relationship. This conclusion makes sense because the IWC, even while extending
its regulatory protection to workers whose employment status the common law did
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not recognize, could not have intended to withhold protection from the regularly
hired employees who undoubtedly comprise the vast majority of the state’s
workforce.” (Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at p. 64, fn. omitted.)
The Martinez court summarized its conclusion on this point as follows: “To
employ, then, under the IW C’s definition, has three alternative definitions. It
means: (a) to exercise control over the wages, hours or working conditions, or
(b) to suffer or permit to work, or (c) to engage, thereby creating a common law
employment relationship.” (Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at p. 64.)
Moreover, the court in Martinez thereafter took pains to emphasize the
importance of not limiting the meaning and scope of “employment” to only the
common law definition for purposes of the IW C’s wage orders, declaring that
“ignoring the rest of the IW C’s broad regulatory definition would substantially
impair the commission’s authority and the effectiveness of its wage orders. The
commission . . . has the power to adopt rules to make the minimum wage
‘effective’ by ‘preventing] evasion and subterfuge . . . . ’ [Citation.] . ..
[L]anguage consistently used by the IWC to define the employment relationship,
beginning with its first wage order in 1916 (‘suffer, or permit’), was commonly
understood to reach irregular working arrangements that fell outside the common
law, having been drawn from statutes governing child labor and occasionally that
of women. [Citation.] . . . To adopt such a definitional provision . . . lay squarely
within the IW C’s power, as the provision has ‘a direct relation to minimum wages’
[citation] and is reasonably necessary to effectuate the purposes of the statute
[citations]. For a court to refuse to enforce such a provision in a presumptively
valid wage order [citation] simply because it differs from the common law would
thus endanger the commission’s ability to achieve its statutory purposes. [^[] One
cannot overstate the impact of such a holding on the IW C’s powers. Were we to
define employment exclusively according to the common law in civil actions for
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unpaid wages we would render the commission’s definitions effectively
meaningless.” (Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at p. 65, fn. omitted.)
The court in Martinez thus concluded, first, that the definitions of the
employment relationship contained in an applicable wage order apply in a civil
action brought by a worker under section 1194, and, second, that the applicable
wage order sets forth three alternative definitions of employment for purposes of
the wage order: “(a) to exercise control over the wages, hours or working
conditions, or (b) to suffer or permit to work, or (c) to engage, thereby creating a
common law employment relationship.” (Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at p. 64.)
The court then went on to determine whether, under the wage order’s alternative
definitions, the produce merchants in that case should properly be considered the
employer of the agricultural workers and thus could be held liable for the workers’
unpaid minimum or overtime wages. (Id. at pp. 68-77.)
With respect to each of the produce merchants, the court in Martinez
ultimately concluded that the merchants could not properly be found to be an
employer under any of the wage order’s alternative definitions.
First, in discussing the scope of the suffer or permit to work standard, the
court stated generally: “We see no reason to refrain from giving the IW C’s
definition of ‘employ’ its historical meaning. That meaning was well established
when the IWC first used the phrase ‘suffer, or permit’ to define employment, and
no reason exists to believe the IWC intended another. Furthermore, the historical
meaning continues to be highly relevant today: A proprietor who knows that
persons are working in his or her business without having been form ally hired, or
while being paid less than the minimum wage, clearly suffers or permits that work
by failing to prevent it, while having the power to do so.” (Martinez, supra, 49
Cal.4th at p. 69, italics added.) Nonetheless, the court rejected the workers’
contention that because the merchants knew the agricultural workers were working

for Munoz and because their work benefitted the produce merchants, the
merchants suffered or permitted the workers to work within the meaning of the
wage order. The court explained that the fact the merchants may have benefitted
from the workers’ labor, “in the sense that any purchaser of commodities
benefits,” was not sufficient to incur liability for having suffered or permitted
them to work. (Id. at p. 69.) The workers’ claim failed because they were not
working in the produce merchants’ businesses and the merchants lacked the power
or authority to prevent the workers from working for Munoz. (Id. at p. 70.)
Second, applying the standard that looks to the exercise of control over
wages, hours or working conditions, the court rejected the argument that the
produce merchants, through their contractual relationships with Munoz, dominated
the Munoz business financially, and thus could properly be found to exercise
indirect control over the wages and hours of Munoz’s employees. (Martinez,
supra, 49 Cal.4th at pp. 71-77.) The court found that contrary to the implicit
premise of the workers’ claim, the record indicated that the Munoz business was
not a sham arrangement created by the produce merchants, but rather constituted
“a single, integrated business operation, growing and harvesting strawberries for
several unrelated merchants and combining revenue from all sources with a
personal investment, in the hope of earning a profit at the end of the season.” (Id.
at p. 72.) Further, the court additionally determined that “Munoz alone, with the
assistance of his foremen, hired and fired [the workers], trained and supervised
them, determined their rate and manner of pay (hourly or piece rate), and set their
hours, telling them when and where to report to work and when to take breaks.”
(Ibid.) Although the workers pointed to several occasions in which field
representatives of the produce merchants had spoken to individual workers about
the manner in which strawberries were to be packed (id. at pp. 74-77), the court
concluded that the record did not indicate “the field representatives ever

supervised or exercised control over [Munoz’s] employees” (id. at p. 76) or that
the merchants had the right to exercise such control under their contracts with
Munoz. (Id. at p. 77.)
With respect to the third alternative definition of an employment
relationship, the common law standard, the Martinez court observed early in the
decision that the workers disclaimed any argument that the produce merchants
were their employers under common law. (Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at p. 52,
fn. 17.)
In sum, although the Martinez court concluded that the wage order
definitions of the employment relationship apply in civil actions for unpaid
minimum or overtime wages under section 1194, the court ultimately affirmed the
trial court and Court of Appeal decisions in that case rejecting the workers’ claims
that the defendant produce merchants were the workers’ employers for purposes of
section 1194. (Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at p. 78.)
D.

Ayala

Four years after the decision in Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th 35, we rendered
the decision in Ayala, supra, 59 Cal.4th 522. In Ayala, a wage and hour action
had been filed on behalf of newspaper carriers who had been hired by the
Antelope Valley Press (Antelope Valley) to deliver its newspaper. The carriers
alleged that Antelope Valley had misclassified them as independent contractors
when they should have been treated as employees. The trial court in Ayala had
denied the plaintiffs’ motion to certify the action as a class action on the ground
that under the Borello test — which, at the trial level, both parties agreed was the
applicable standard — common issues did not predominate because application of
the Borello standard “would require ‘heavily individualized inquiries’ into
Antelope Valley’s control over the carriers’ work.” (59 Cal.4th at p. 529.)
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In reviewing the trial court’s ruling in Ayala, this court noted that “ [i]n
deciding whether plaintiffs were employees or independent contractors, the trial
court and Court of Appeal applied the common law test, discussed most recently at
length in Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d 341.” (Ayala, supra, 59 Cal.4th at pp. 530531.) We pointed out that while the Ayala case was pending in our court “ [w]e
solicited supplemental briefing concerning the possible relevance of the additional
tests for employee status in IWC wage order No. 1-2001, subdivision 2(D)-(F).”
(Id. at p. 531 [citing, inter alia, Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th 35].) The court in
Ayala explained that “[i]n light of the supplemental briefing, and because plaintiffs
proceeded below on the sole basis that they are employees under the common law,
we now conclude we may resolve the case by applying the common law test for
employment, without considering these other tests. [Citation.] Accordingly, we
leave for another day the question of what application, if any, the wage order tests
for employee status might have to wage and hour claims such as these, and
confine ourselves to considering whether plaintiffs’ theory that they are employees
under the common law definition is one susceptible of proof on a classwide basis.”
(Id. at p. 531; see also id. at p. 532, fn. 3.)15
15
In resolving the case under the Borello standard applied by the trial court,
the court in Ayala concluded that the trial court had erred in failing to focus upon
potential differences, if any, in Antelope Valley’s right to exercise control over the
carriers, rather than relying on variations in how that right was actually exercised
by Antelope Valley, and the court remanded the case for reconsideration by the
trial court under the correct legal standard. (Ayala, supra, 59 Cal.4th at pp. 532540.) In the course of its discussion, the court in Ayala explained how the class
action “predominance” requirement should generally be applied in this context,
observing that under the Borello standard “[o]nce common and individual factors
have been identified, the predominance inquiry calls for weighing costs and
benefits. . . . [ ] [ ] . . . [T]hat weighing must be conducted with an eye to the reality
that the considerations in the multifactor test are not of uniform significance.
Some, such as the hirer’s right to fire at will and the basic level of skill called for
(footnote continued on next page)
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In the present case, we take up the issue we did not reach in Ayala, namely
whether in a wage and hour class action alleging that the plaintiffs have been
misclassified as independent contractors when they should have been classified as
employees, a class may be certified based on the wage order definitions of
“employ” and “employer” as construed in Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th 35, or,
instead, whether the test for distinguishing between employees and independent
contractors discussed in Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d 341 is the only standard that
applies in this setting.
IV . W it h R e s p e c t t o t h e C l a im s R e s t in g o n
D y n a m e x ’ s A l l e g e d F a il u r e t o F u l f il l O b l ig a t io n s
I m p o s e d by t h e A p p l ic a b l e W a g e O r d e r , D id t h e T r ia l C o u r t
P r o p e r l y D e t e r m in e C l a s s C e r t if ic a t io n B a s e d o n t h e
D e f in it io n s o f “E m p l o y ” a n d “E m p l o y e r ” in t h e W a g e O r d e r ?

As noted, the drivers’ general contention in this case is that Dynamex
misclassified its drivers as independent contractors when they should have been
classified as employees and as a result violated its obligations under the applicable
wage order and a variety of statutes. Most of the causes of action in the complaint
rest on Dynamex’s alleged failure to fulfill obligations directly set forth in the
wage order — for example, the alleged failure to pay overtime wages or to provide
accurate wage statements. Other causes of action include Dynamex’s alleged
failure to comply with statutory obligations that do not derive directly from the
(footnote continued from previous page)

by the job, are often of inordinate importance. [Citations.] Others, such as the
‘ownership of the instrumentalities and tools’ of the job, may be of ‘only
evidential value,’ relevant to support an inference that the hiree is, or is not,
subject to the hirer’s direction and control. [Citation.] Moreover, the significance
of any one factor and its role in the overall calculus may vary from case to case
depending on the nature of the work and the evidence. (Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d
at p. 354.)” (Ayala, supra, 59 Cal.4th at p. 539.)
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applicable wage order — for example, the obligation to reimburse employees for
business-related transportation expenses such as fuel or tolls. (See § 2802.) As
already explained, Dynamex’s petition for review challenged only the Court of
Appeal’s conclusion that the trial court, in ruling on the class certification motion,
did not err in relying upon the definitions of the employment relationship
contained in the wage order with regard to those claims that derive directly from
the obligations imposed by the wage order. Accordingly, we address only that
issue.16
As discussed above, in Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th 35, this court clearly
held that the IWC has the authority, in promulgating its wage orders, to define the
standard for determining when an entity is to be considered an employer for
purposes of the applicable wage order. (Id. at pp. 60-62.) After examining the
definitions of “employ” and “employer” set forth in the applicable wage order, the
court in Martinez held that the wage order embodied three alternative definitions
of “employ” : “(a) to exercise control over the wages, hours or working conditions,
or (b) to suffer or permit to work, or (c) to engage, thereby creating a common law
employment relationship.” (Id. at p. 64.) The court in Martinez went on to
consider each of these alternative definitions or standards in determining whether
16
A trial court order denying a motion to decertify a class is generally subject
to review pursuant to an abuse of discretion standard. (See, e.g., Duran v. U.S.
Bank Nat. Assn. (2014) 59 Cal.4th 1, 49; Sav -on Drug Stores, Inc. v . Superior
Court (2004) 34 Cal.4th 319, 326; Linder v. Thrifty Oil Co. (2000) 23 CaU**1429,
435 -436.) The question of what legal standard or test applies in determining
whether a worker is an employee or, instead, an independent contractor for
purposes of the obligations imposed by a wage order is, however, a question of
law (cf., e.g., Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at pp. 57-60 ), and if the trial court
applied the wrong legal standard and that error affected the propriety of its class
certification ruling, the order denying decertification would constitute an abuse of
discretion. (See, e.g., Duran v. U.S. Bank Nat. Assn., supra, 59 Cal.4th at p. 49.)
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the produce merchants in that case should properly be considered the employers of
the agricultural workers for purposes of the applicable wage order. We ultimately
concluded that the produce merchants were not employers of the workers under
any of the wage order’s definitions.
In the present case, Dynamex argues that two of the three alternative
definitions identified in Martinez — the exercise control over wages hours or
working conditions standard and the suffer or permit to work standard — are
applicable only in determining whether an entity is a joint employer of the
workers. In other words, Dynamex maintains that whether a business exercised
control over the workers’ wages, hours, or working conditions, or suffered or
permitted the workers to work are relevant inquiries only in circumstances in
which the question at issue is whether, when workers are “admitted employees” of
one business (the primary employer), a business entity that has a relationship to
the primary employer should also be considered an employer of the workers such
that it is jointly responsible for the obligations imposed by the wage order.
According to Dynamex, neither of these wage order definitions of “employ” and
“employer” applies when the question to be answered is whether a worker is
properly considered an employee who is covered by the wage order or, rather, an
independent contractor who is excluded from the wage order’s protections. The
latter inquiry, Dynamex asserts, is governed solely by the third definition
identified in Martinez, the Borello standard.
For the reasons discussed below, we conclude that there is no need in this
case to determine whether the exercise control over wages, hours or working
conditions definition is intended to apply outside the joint employer context,
because we conclude that the suffer or permit to work standard properly applies to
the question whether a worker should be considered an employee or, instead, an
independent contractor, and that under the suffer or permit to work standard, the
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trial court class certification order at issue here should be upheld. (See Biinker
Restaurant Corp. v. Superior Court (2012) 53 Cal.4th 1004, 1032 [when plaintiffs
in a class action rely on multiple legal theories, a trial court’s certification of a
class is not an abuse of discretion if certification is proper under any of the
theories].) As explained below, the suffer or permit to work standard has a long
and well-established history, and in other jurisdictions has regularly been held
applicable to the question whether a worker should be considered an employee or
an independent contractor for the purposes of social welfare legislation embodying
that standard. Accordingly, we confine the discussion of Dynamex’s argument to
an analysis of the scope and meaning of the suffer or permit to work standard in
California wage orders.
A. Does the Suffer or Permit to Work Definition Apply to the
Employee/Independent Contractor Distinction?
To begin with, although Dynamex contends that the suffer or permit to
work standard should be understood as applicable only to the joint employer
question like that involved in the Martinez decision itself, there is nothing in the
language of the wage order indicating that the standard is so limited. As Martinez
discussed, the suffer or permit language is one of the wage order’s alternative
definitions of the term “employ.” (Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at p. 64.) On its
face, the standard would appear relevant to a determination whether, for purposes
of the wage order, a worker should be considered an individual who is
“employ[ed]” by an “employer” (and therefore an employee covered by the wage
order) or, instead, an independent contractor who has been hired, but not
“employed,” by the hiring business (and thus not covered by the wage order).
Moreover, the discussion of the origin and history of the suffer or permit to
work language in Martinez itself makes it quite clear that this standard was
intended to apply beyond the joint employer context. As Martinez explains, at the
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time the suffer or permit language was initially adopted as part of a wage order in
1916, such language “was already in use throughout the country in statutes
regulating and prohibiting child labor (and occasionally that of women), having
been recommended for that purpose in several model child labor laws published
between 1904 and 1912 [citation].” (Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at pp. 57-58, fn.
omitted.) Martinez observed that “ [n]ot requiring a common law master and
servant relationship, the widely used ‘employ, suffer or permit’ standard reached
irregular working arrangements the proprietor of a business might otherwise
disavow with impunity. Courts applying such statutes before 1916 had imposed
liability, for example, on a manufacturer for industrial injuries suffered by a boy
hired by his father to oil machinery [citation], and on a mining company for
injuries to a boy paid by coal miners to carry water [citation].” (Id. at p. 58.)
Thus, Martinez demonstrates that the suffer or permit to work standard does not
apply only to the joint employer context, but also can apply to the question
whether, for purposes of the obligations imposed by a wage order, a worker who is
not an “admitted employee” of a distinct primary employer should nonetheless be
considered an employee of an entity that has “suffered or permitted” the worker to
work in its business.17

17
Although the suffer or permit to work standard is not limited to the joint
employer context, there is no question that the standard was intended to cover a
variety of entities that have a relationship with a worker’s primary employer, for
example, a larger business that contracts out some of its operations to a
subcontractor but retains substantial control over the work. (See generally
Goldstein et al., Enforcing Fair Labor Standards in the Modern American
Sweatshop: Rediscovering the Statutory Definition o f Employment (1999) 46
UCLA L.Rev. 983, 1055-1066 (Enforcing Fair Labor Standards).) It is important
to understand, however, that even when a larger business is found to be a joint
employer of the subcontractor’s employees under the suffer or permit to work
standard, this result does not mean that the larger business is prohibited from
(footnote continued on next page)
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Dynamex contends, however, that even if the suffer or permit to work
standard can apply outside the joint employer context to circumstances like those
in the early child worker cases cited in Martinez, that standard should not be
construed as applicable to the question whether an individual worker is an
employee or, instead, an independent contractor. Dynamex proffers a number of
arguments in support of this contention.
First, Dynamex points out that the suffer or permit to work language has
been a part of California wage orders for over a century and that since the Borello
decision was handed down in 1989, California decisions have applied the Borello
standard in distinguishing employees from independent contractors in many
contexts, including in cases arising under California’s wage orders. (See, e.g., Ali
v. U.S.A. Cab Ltd. (2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 1333, 1347; Estrada v. FedEx Ground
Package System, Inc. (2007) 154 Cal.App.4th 1, 11-13 (Estrada).) Dynamex
asserts that there is no reason to interpret the Martinez decision as altering this
situation. In further support of this position, Dynamex refers to several sections of
the Division of Labor Standards Enforcement (DLSE) Enforcement Policies and
Interpretations Manual that discuss the employee/independent contractor
distinction and that indicate that the DLSE has in the past applied the Borello
standard in determining whether a worker is an employee or independent
contractor for purposes of a wage order. (See DLSE, 2002 Update of the DLSE
(footnote continuedfrom previous page)

entering into a relationship with the subcontractor or from obtaining benefits that
may result from utilizing the services of a separate business entity. Even when the
subcontractor’s employees can hold the larger business responsible for violations
of the wage order under the suffer or permit to work standard, the larger business,
so long as authorized by contract, can seek reimbursement for any such liability
from the subcontractor. (See id. at pp. 1144-1145.)
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Enforcement Policies and Interpretations Manual (rev. 2017), §§ 2.2, 2.2.1, 28,
available at <www.dir.ca.gov/dlse/DLSEManual/dlse_enfcmanual.pdf> [as of
Apr. 30, 2018] (DLSE Manual).18 Dynamex emphasizes that the relevant sections
of the DLSE Manual dealing with independent contractors make no mention of the
suffer or permit to work standard.
As our decision in Martinez itself observed, however, prior to Martinez no
California decision had discussed the wage orders’ suffer or permit to work
language in any context. (Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at p. 50.) In Martinez, we
applied the suffer or permit to work standard in determining whether the produce
merchants should be considered joint employers of the farmworkers even though
that test had not been applied in prior California decisions. (Id. at pp. 69-71.)
Thus, the lack of prior case support does not distinguish the employee/independent
contractor context from the joint employer context at issue in Martinez.
With respect to the effect of the DLSE Manual, the parties and supporting
amici curiae have not cited any DLSE decision since Martinez that has considered
whether the suffer or permit to work standard should apply in resolving the
employee/independent contractor question. Indeed, in a supplemental brief filed
in response to a question posed by this court, the DLSE itself notes that the
sections in the DLSE Manual that discuss independent contractors have not been
revised since the decision in Martinez, and further states that “ [t]he lack of any
mention of Martinez in Chapter 28 of the Manual [the section directly discussing
the employee/independent contractor distinction] . .. should not be interpreted as
an expression of a view on the underlying question presented for review in this
18
The DLSE is the administrative agency authorized to enforce California’s
labor laws, including applicable wage orders. (See, e.g., Kilby v. CVS Pharmacy,
Inc. (2016)63 Cal.4th 1, 13.)
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case.” Moreover, our past cases explain that because the DLSE Manual was not
adopted pursuant to the procedures embodied in the California Administrative
Procedure Act, its provisions are not entitled to the deference ordinarily accorded
to formal administrative regulations, and that this court must independently
determine the meaning and scope of the provisions of an applicable wage order.
(See, e.g., Alvarado v. Dart Container Corp. o f California (2018) 4 Cal.5th 542,
554-561; Kilby v. CVS Pharmacy, Inc., supra, 63 Cal.4th at p. 13; Peabody v.
Time Warner Cable, Inc. (2014) 59 Cal.4th 662, 669-670; Martinez, supra,
49 Cal.4th at p. 63, fn. 34; cf. Tidewater v. Bradshaw (1996) 14 Cal.4th 557, 569570.) Accordingly, we conclude that Dynamex’s reliance on the DLSE Manual is
not persuasive.
Second, Dynamex asserts that the Martinez decision itself indicates that the
Borello standard, rather than the suffer or permit to work standard, applies in the
wage order context to distinguish independent contractors from employees.
Dynamex points to a passage in Martinez in which the court relied on a number of
factors discussed in Borello in concluding that Munoz, the grower who employed
the individual agricultural workers, was an independent contractor rather than an
employee of the produce merchants. (Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at p. 73.) The
grower in Martinez, however, operated a distinct business with its own employees
and was not an individual worker like the delivery drivers at issue in the present
case. In any event, the passage in question in Martinez makes it quite clear that
the court was not deciding whether the Borello standard was the only applicable
standard for determining whether a worker is an employee or independent
contractor for purposes of an applicable wage order. (Id. at p. 73 [“Assuming the
decision in S.G. Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d 41, has any relevance to wage claims,
a point we do not decide, the case does not advance plaintiffs’ argument” (italics
added)].)
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Third, Dynamex maintains that a number of Court of Appeal opinions
decided after Martinez demonstrate that the Borello standard continues to control
the determination of whether a worker is an employee or independent contractor
for purposes of an applicable wage order. (See, e.g., Arnold v. Mutual o f Omaha
Ins. Co. (2011) 202 Cal.App.4th 580, 586-588; Arzate v. Bridge Terminal
Transport, Inc. (2011) 192 Cal.App.4th 419, 425-427.) None of the Court of
Appeal decisions relied upon by Dynamex, however, refers to or analyzes the
potential application of the suffer or permit to work standard to the employee or
independent contractor question. By contrast, the Court of Appeal decision in the
present case cited and discussed a number of post-Martinez Court of Appeal
decisions recognizing that the definitions of “employ” and “employer” discussed
in Martinez now govern the resolution of claims arising out of California wage
orders, including whether a worker is an employee or independent contractor.
(See, e.g., Guerrero v. Superior Court (2013) 213 Cal.App.4th 912, 945-952;
Bradley v. Networkers Internat. LLC (2012) 211 Cal.App.4th 1129, 1146-1147;
Futrell v. Payday California, Inc. (2010) 190 Cal.App.4th 1419, 1429.) In short,
California decisions since Martinez do not support Dynamex’s contention that the
suffer or permit to work standard is not applicable to the employee/independent
contractor determination.
Fourth, Dynamex contends that even if there is nothing in Martinez or
subsequent Court of Appeal decisions that renders the suffer or permit to work
standard inapplicable to the employee or independent contractor question, it would
introduce unnecessary confusion into California law to adopt a standard for wage
orders that differs from the Borello standard, which is widely utilized in other
contexts for distinguishing between employees and independent contractors.
The applicable wage order, however, purposefully adopts its own definition of
“employ” to govern the application of the wage order’s obligations that is
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intentionally broader than the standard of employment that would otherwise apply,
and as our decision in Martinez emphasized, we must respect the IW C’s
legislative authority to promulgate the test that will govern the scope of the wage
order. (Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at pp. 60-62.)
In its reply brief, Dynamex advances a variant of this contention,
maintaining that a “two-test” approach to the employee or independent contractor
distinction would invariably lead to inconsistent determinations for disparate
claims under different labor statutes brought by the same individual. Any
potential inconsistency, however, arises from the IW C’s determination that it is
appropriate to apply a distinct and particularly expansive definition of employment
regarding obligations imposed by a wage order. Under Martinez, supra,
49 Cal.4th 35, the potential inconsistent results to which Dynamex objects could
equally arise in the joint employer context: a third party that has a relationship to a
worker’s primary employer could be found to be a joint employer for purposes of
the obligations imposed by a wage order, even when the third party may not
constitute a joint employer for other purposes.
Moreover, because the Borello standard itself emphasizes the primacy of
statutory purpose in resolving the employee or independent contractor question,
when different statutory schemes have been enacted for different purposes, it is
possible under Borello that a worker may properly be considered an employee
with reference to one statute but not another. (Accord People v. Superior Court
(<Sahlolbei) (2017) 3 Cal.5th 230, 235-245.) Further, because the applicable
federal wage and hour law — the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) (29 U.S.C.
§ 201 et seq.) — contains its own standard for resolving the employee or
independent contractor issue (see post, pp. 56-58, fn. 20, & pp. 61-62), an
employer must, in any event, take into account a variety of applicable standards.
Indeed, the federal context demonstrates that California is not alone is adopting a
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distinct standard that provides broader coverage of workers with regard to the very
fundamental protections afforded by wage and hour laws and wage orders; like
California wage orders, the FLSA contains a broader standard of employment than
that generally applicable in other, non-wage-and-hour federal contexts. (See, e.g.,
Darden, supra, 503 U.S. at p. 326.)
Finally, and perhaps most significantly, Dynamex argues that the suffer or
permit to work standard cannot serve as the test for distinguishing employees from
independent contractors because a literal application of that standard would
characterize all individual workers who directly provide services to a business as
employees. A business that hires any individual to provide services to it can
always be said to knowingly “suffer or permit” such an individual to work for the
business. A literal application of the suffer or permit to work standard, therefore,
would bring within its reach even those individuals hired by a business —
including unquestionably independent plumbers, electricians, architects, sole
practitioner attorneys, and the like — who provide only occasional services
unrelated to a company’s primary line of business and who have traditionally been
viewed as working in their own independent business. For this reason, Dynamex
maintains that the Borello standard is the only approach that can provide a realistic
and practical test for distinguishing employees from independent contractors.
It is true that, when applied literally and without consideration o f its history
and purposes in the context of California’s wage orders, the suffer or permit to
work language, standing alone, does not distinguish between, on the one hand,
those individual workers who are properly considered employees for purposes of
the wage order and, on the other hand, the type of traditional independent
contractors described above, like independent plumbers and electricians, who
could not reasonably have been intended by the wage order to be treated as
employees of the hiring business. As other jurisdictions have recognized,
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however, that the literal language of the suffer or permit to work standard does not
itself resolve the question whether a worker is properly considered a covered
employee rather than an excluded independent contractor does not mean that the
suffer or permit to work standard has no substantial bearing on the determination
whether an individual worker is properly considered an employee or independent
contractor for purposes of a wage and hour statute or regulation. (See, e.g.,
Rutherford Food Corp. v. McComb (1947) 331 U.S. 722, 729 (Rutherford Food);
Scantland v. Jeffry Knight, Inc. (11th Cir. 2013) 721 F.3d 1308, 1311 (Scantland)',
Brock v. Superior Care, Inc. (2d Cir. 1988) 840 F.2d 1054, 1058-1059 (Superior
Care)\ S e c ’y o f Labor, U.S. Dept, o f Labor v. Lauritzen (7th Cir. 1987) 835 F.2d
1529, 1535-1539 (Lauritzen)', see id. at pp. 1539-1545 (conc. opn. of Easterbrook,
J.); Silent Woman, Ltd. v. Donovan (E.D.Wis. 1984) 585 F.Supp. 447, 450-452
(Silent Woman, Ltd.)’, Jeffcoat v. State Dept, o f Labor (Alaska 1987) 732 P.2d
1073, 1075-1078; Cejas Commercial Interiors, Inc. v. Torres-Lizama (Or.Ct.App.
2013) 316 P.3d 389, 397; Commonwealth v. Stuber (Pa. 2003) 822 A.2d 870,
873-875; Anfmson v. FedEx Ground Package System (Wn. 2012) 281 P.3d 289,
297-299; see generally U.S. Dept, of Labor, Wage & Hour Div., Administrator’s
Interpretation letter No. 2015-1, The Application of the Fair Labor Standard Act’s
“Suffer or Permit” Standard in the Identification of Employees Who Are
Misclassified as Independent Contractors (July 15, 2015) available online at
<http://www.blr.com/html_email/AI2015-l.pdf> [as of Apr. 30, 2018]. )19

19
The U.S. Department of Labor Wage and Hour Administrator’s Interpretation
No. 2015-1 was withdrawn by the Secretary of Labor on June 7, 2017. (See U.S.
Dept, of Labor, News Release (Jun 7, 2017).
<https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/opa/opa20170607> [as of Apr. 30, 2018].)
No new administrative guidance on this subject has been published to date.
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As we explain, for a variety of reasons we agree with these authorities that
the suffer or permit to work standard is relevant and significant in assessing the
scope of the category of workers that the wage order was intended to protect. The
standard is useful in determining who should properly be treated as covered
employees, rather than excluded independent contractors, for purposes of the
obligations imposed by the wage order.
At the outset, it is important to recognize that over the years and throughout
the country, a number of standards or tests have been adopted in legislative
enactments, administrative regulations, and court decisions as the means for
distinguishing between those workers who should be considered employees and
those who should be considered independent contractors.20 The suffer or permit
to work standard was proposed and adopted in 1937 as part of the FLSA, the
20
The various standards are frequently described as falling within three broad
categories. (See, e.g., Dubai, Wage Slave or Entrepreneur?: Contesting the
Dualism o f Legal Worker Identities (2017) 105 Cal.L.Rev. 65, 72.)
The first category is commonly characterized as embodying the common
law standard, because the standards within this category give significant weight to
evidence of the hirer’s right to control the details of the work, which had its origin
in the common law tort and respondeat superior context. These standards
supplement the control of details factor with a variety of additional circumstances,
often described as secondary factors. The United States Supreme Court’s decision
in Darden, supra, 503 U.S. 318, in holding that this standard applies in
interpreting the meaning of the term “employee” in federal statutes that do not
otherwise provide a meaningful definition of that term, lists 12 secondary factors
to be considered in addition to the right to control factor. (503 U.S. at p. 323
[quoting Community fo r Creative Non-Violence v. Reid (1989) 490 U.S. 730, 751 752].) The IRS has adopted a variation of this standard which lists 20 secondary
factors (IRS, Revenue Ruling 87-41, 1987-1 C. B. 296, 298-299); the state of
Kansas also has adopted a variation which lists 20 secondary factors, some but not
all of which are similar to those applied in other jurisdictions. (See, e.g., Craig v.
FedEx Ground Package Sys. (Kan. 2014) 335 P.3d 66, 75-76.) Although this
court’s decision in Borello has sometimes been described as adopting the common
law standard, as discussed above (ante, pp. 26-35), in Borello we explained that
(footnote continued on next page)
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under California law the control factor is not as concerned with the hiring entity’s
control over the details of a worker’s work as it is with determining whether the
hiring entity has retained “necessary control” over the work, and Borello further
made clear that consideration of all of the relevant factors is directed at
determining whether treatment of the worker as an employee or an independent
contractor would best effectuate the purpose of the statute at issue. (Borello,
supra, 48 Cal.3d at pp. 356-359.)
The second category is the “economic reality” (or “economic realities”)
standard that has been adopted in federal decisions as the standard applicable in
cases arising under the FLSA . (See, e.g., Goldberg v. Whitaker House Co-op,
Inc. (1961) 366 U.S. 28, 33 (Whitaker House Co-op); Tony & Susan Alamo
Foundation v. S e c ’y o f Labor (1985) 471 U.S. 290, 301 (Alamo Foundation).)
These cases interpret the “suffer or permit to work” definition of “employ” in the
FLSA (29 U.S.C. § 203(g)) as intended to treat as employees those workers who,
as a matter of economic reality, are economically dependent upon the hiring
business, rather than realistically being in business for themselves. In making this
determination, lower federal court decisions generally refer to a list of factors,
many that are considered under the common law standards, including “(1) the
degree of control exercised by the employer over the workers, (2) the workers’
opportunity for profit or loss and their investment in the business, (3) the degree of
skill and independent initiative required to perform the work, (4) the permanence
or duration of the working relationship, and (5) the extent to which the work is an
integral part of the employer’s business.” (Zheng v. Liberty Apparel Co. (2d Cir.
2003) 355 F.3d 61, 67; Superior Care, supra, 840 F.2d at pp. 1058-1059; see
generally Annot., Determination of “Independent Contractor” and “Employee”
Status For Purposes of § 3(e)(1) of the Fair Labor Standards Act (29 U.S.C. A.
§ 203(e)(1)) (1981) 51 A.L.R.Fed. 702.)
The third category of standards is described as embodying the “ABC
standard.” This standard, whose objective is to create a simpler, clearer test for
determining whether the worker is an employee or an independent contractor,
presumes a worker hired by an entity is an employee and places the burden on the
hirer to establish that the worker is an independent contractor. Under the ABC
standard, the worker is an employee unless the hiring entity establishes each of
three designated factors: (a) that the worker is free from control and direction over
performance of the work, both under the contract and in fact; (b) that the work
provided is outside the usual course of the business for which the work is
performed; and (c) that the worker is customarily engaged in an independently
established trade, occupation or business (hence the ABC standard). If the hirer
fails to show that the worker satisfies each of the three criteria, the worker is
(footnote continued on next page)
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principal federal wage and hour legislation. One of the authors of the legislation,
then-Senator (later United States Supreme Court Justice) Hugo L. Black, described
this standard as “the broadest definition” that has been devised for extending the
coverage of a statute or regulation to the widest class of workers that reasonably
fall within the reach of a social welfare statute. (See United States v. Rosenwasser
(1945) 323 U.S. 360, 363, fn. 3 (Rosenwasser).) More recent cases, in referring to
the suffer or permit to work standard, continue to describe the standard in just such
broad, inclusive terms. (See, e.g., Darden, supra, 503 U.S. at p. 326 [noting the
“striking breadth” of the suffer or permit to work standard]; Zheng v. Liberty
Apparel Co., supra, 355 F.3d at p. 69; Lauritzen, supra, 835 F.2d at p. 1543 (conc.
opn. of Easterbrook, J.); Donovan v. Dialamerica Marketing, Inc. (3d Cir. 1985)
757 F.2d 1376, 1382.)
The adoption of the exceptionally broad suffer or permit to work standard
in California wage orders finds its justification in the fundamental purposes and
necessity of the minimum wage and maximum hour legislation in which the
standard has traditionally been embodied. Wage and hour statutes and wage
orders were adopted in recognition of the fact that individual workers generally
possess less bargaining power than a hiring business and that workers’
(footnote continuedfrom previous page)

treated as an employee, not an independent contractor. (See generally Deknatel &
Hoff-Downing, ABC on the Books and in the Courts: An Analysis o f Recent
Independent Contractor and Misclassification Statutes (2015) 18 U.Pa. J.L. &
Soc. Change 53 (ABC on the Books).)
In addition to these three categories, the recent Restatement of Employment
Law, adopted by the American Law Institute in 2015, sets forth a standard which
focuses, in addition to the control of details factor, on the entrepreneurial
opportunity that the worker is afforded. (See Rest., Employment, § 1.01, subds.
(a), (b); see also FedEx Home Delivery v. NLRB (D.C. Cir. 2009) 563 F.3d 492,
497.)
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fundamental need to earn income for their families’ survival may lead them to
accept work for substandard wages or working conditions. The basic objective of
wage and hour legislation and wage orders is to ensure that such workers are
provided at least the minimal wages and working conditions that are necessary to
enable them to obtain a subsistence standard of living and to protect the workers’
health and welfare. (See, e.g., Rosenwasser, supra, 323 U.S. at p. 361 [wage and
hour laws are intended to protect workers against “ ‘the evils and dangers resulting
from wages too low to buy the bare necessities of life and from long hours of work
injurious to health’ ”]; Industrial Welf.Com., supra, 27 Cai.3d at p. 700 [purpose
of California wage orders is “to protect the health and welfare” of workers].)
These critically important objectives support a very broad definition of the
workers who fall within the reach of the wage orders.
These fundamental obligations of the IWC’s wage orders are, of course,
primarily for the benefit of the workers themselves, intended to enable them to
provide at least minimally for themselves and their families and to accord them a
modicum of dignity and self-respect. (See generally Rogers, Justice at Work:
Minimum Wage Laws and Social Equality (2014) 92 Tex. L.Rev. 1543.) At the
same time, California’s industry-wide wage orders are also clearly intended for the
benefit of those law-abiding businesses that comply with the obligations imposed
by the wage orders, ensuring that such responsible companies are not hurt by
unfair competition from competitor businesses that utilize substandard
employment practices. (See § 90.5, subd. (a);21 accord Citicorp. Industrial Credit,
21
Section 90.5, subdivision (a) provides: “It is the policy of this state to
vigorously enforce minimum labor standards in order to ensure employees are not
required or permitted to work under substandard unlawful conditions or for
employers that have not secured the payment of compensation, and to protect
employers who comply with the law from those who attempt to gain a competitive
(footnote continued on next page)
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Inc. v. Brock (1987) 483 U.S. 27, 36 [“While improving working conditions was
undoubtedly one of Congress’ concerns, it was certainly not the only aim of the
FLSA. In addition to the goal [of establishing decent wages], the A ct’s
declaration of policy .. . reflects Congress’ desire to eliminate the competitive
advantage enjoyed by goods produced under substandard conditions”]; Roland Co.
v. Walling (1946) 326 U.S. 657, 669-670 [“ [The FLSA] seeks to eliminate
substandard labor conditions . . . on a wide scale throughout the nation. The
purpose is to raise living standards. This purpose will fail of realization unless the
Act has sufficiently broad coverage to eliminate in large measure . . . the
competitive advantage accruing from savings in costs based upon substandard
labor conditions. Otherwise the Act will be ineffective, and will penalize those
who practice fair labor standards as against those who do not”].) Finally, the
minimum employment standards imposed by wage orders are also for the benefit
of the public at large, because if the wage orders’ obligations are not fulfilled the
public will often be left to assume responsibility for the ill effects to workers and
their families resulting from substandard wages or unhealthy and unsafe working
conditions.
Given the intended expansive reach of the suffer or permit to work standard
as reflected by its history, along with the more general principle that wage orders
are the type of remedial legislation that must be liberally construed in a manner
that serves its remedial purposes (see, e.g., Industrial Welf. Com., supra, 27 Cal.3d
at p. 702), as our decision in Martinez recognized, the suffer or permit to work
standard must be interpreted and applied broadly to include within the covered
(footnote continuedfrom previous page)

advantage at the expense of their workers by failing to comply with minimum
labor standards.”
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“employee” category all individual workers who can reasonably be viewed as
“working in the [hiring entity's] business.” (Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at p. 69,
italics added [“A proprietor who knows that persons are working in his or her
business without having been formally hired, or while being paid less than the
minimum wage, clearly suffers or permits that work by failing to prevent it, while
having the power to do so” (italics added)].) Under the suffer or permit to work
standard, an individual worker who has been hired by a company can properly be
viewed as the type of independent contractor to which the wage order was not
intended to apply only if the worker is the type of traditional independent
contractor — such as an independent plumber or electrician — who would not
reasonably have been viewed as working in the hiring business. Such an
individual would have been realistically understood, instead, as working only in
his or her own independent business. (See, e.g., Allen v. Hayward (Q.B. 1845)
115 Eng.Rep. 749, 755 [describing independent contractor as “a person carrying
on an independent business . . . to perform works which [the hiring local officials]
could not execute for themselves, and who was known to all the world as
performing them”]; Enforcing Fair Labor Standards, supra, 46 UCLA L.Rev. at
pp. 1143-1144.)
The federal courts, in applying the suffer or permit to work standard set
forth in the FLSA, have recognized that the standard was intended to be broader
and more inclusive than the preexisting common law test for distinguishing
employees from independent contractors, but at the same time, does not purport to
render every individual worker an employee rather than an independent contractor.
(See Rutherford Food, supra, 331 U.S. 722, 728-729.) As noted above (ante,
pp. 56-58, fn. 20), the federal courts have developed what is generally described as
the “economic reality” test for determining whether a worker should be considered
an employee or independent contractor for purposes of the FLSA — namely,
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whether, as a matter of economic reality, the worker is economically dependent
upon and makes a living in another’s business (in which case he or she is
considered to be a covered employee) or, instead is in business for himself or
herself (and may properly be considered an excluded independent contractor).
(See, e.g., Whitaker House Co-op, supra, 366 U.S. 28, 33; Alamo Foundation,
supra, 471 U.S. 290, 301.) In applying the economic reality test, federal courts
have looked to a list of factors that is briefer than, but somewhat comparable to,
the list of factors considered in the prz-Borello California decisions and in Borello
itself. (See, e.g., Superior Care, supra, 840 F.2d at p. 1059; Lauritzen, supra, 835
F.2d at pp. 1534-1535.) Furthermore, like Borello, federal FLSA decisions
applying the economic reality standard have held that no one factor is
determinative and that the ultimate decision whether a worker is to be found to be
an employee or independent contractor for purposes of the FLSA should be based
on all the circumstances. (RutherfordFood, supra, 331 U.S. at p. 730; Scantland,
supra, 721 F.3d at pp. 1312-1313; Real v. Driscoll Strawberry Associates, Inc.
(1979) 603 F.3d 748, 754-755; see generally Annot., supra, 51 A.L.R.Fed. 702.)
A multifactor standard — like the economic reality standard or the Borello
standard — that calls for consideration of all potentially relevant factual
distinctions in different employment arrangements on a case-by-case, totality-ofthe-circumstances basis has its advantages. A number of state courts,
administrative agencies and academic commentators have observed, however, that
such a wide-ranging and flexible test for evaluating whether a worker should be
considered an employee or an independent contractor has significant
disadvantages, particularly when applied in the wage and hour context.
First, these jurisdictions and commentators have pointed out that a
multifactor, “all the circumstances” standard makes it difficult for both hiring
businesses and workers to determine in advance how a particular category of
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workers will be classified, frequently leaving the ultimate employee or
independent contractor determination to a subsequent and often considerably
delayed judicial decision. In practice, the lack of an easily and consistently
applied standard often leaves both businesses and workers in the dark with respect
to basic questions relating to wages and working conditions that arise regularly, on
a day-to-day basis. (See, e.g., Hargrove v. Sleepy’s, LLC (N.J. 2015) 106 A.3d
449, 465 (Hargrove) [“permitting an employee to know when, how, and how
much he will be paid requires a test designed to yield a more predictable result
than a totality-of-the-circumstances analysis that is by its nature case specific”];
accord Lauritzen, supra, 835 F.2d at p. 1539 (conc. opn. of Easterbrook, J.)
[“People are entitled to know the legal rules before they act, and only the most
compelling reason should lead a court to announce an approach under which no
one can know where he stands until litigation has been com pleted.. .. My
colleagues’ balancing approach is the prevailing method, which they apply
carefully. But it is unsatisfactory both because it offers little guidance for future
cases and because any balancing test begs questions about which aspects of
‘economic reality’ matter, and why”].)
Second, commentators have also pointed out that the use of a multifactor,
all the circumstances standard affords a hiring business greater opportunity to
evade its fundamental responsibilities under a wage and hour law by dividing its
work force into disparate categories and varying the working conditions of
individual workers within such categories with an eye to the many circumstances
that may be relevant under the multifactor standard. (See, e.g., Middleton,
Contingent Workers in a Changing Economy: Endure, Adapt, or Organize? (1997)
22 N.Y.U. Rev. L. & Soc. Change 557, 568-569 [“ [t]he legal test for determining
employee/independent contractor status is a complex and manipulable multifactor
test which invites employers to structure their relationships with employees in
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whatever manner best evades liability”]; Befort, Labor and Employment Law at
the Millennium: A Historical Review and Critical Assessment (2002) 43 B.C.
L.Rev. 351, 419; Carlson, Why the Law Still C an’t Tell an Employee When It Sees
One and How It Ought to Stop Trying (2001) 22 Berkeley J. Emp. & Lab. L. 295,
335-338.)22
As already noted (ante, pp. 56-58, fn. 20), a number of jurisdictions have
adopted a simpler, more structured test for distinguishing between employees and
independent contractors — the so-called “ABC” test — that minimizes these
disadvantages. The ABC test presumptively considers all workers to be
employees, and permits workers to be classified as independent contractors only if
the hiring business demonstrates that the worker in question satisfies each of three
conditions: (a) that the worker is free from the control and direction of the hirer in
connection with the performance of the work, both under the contract for the
performance of the work and in fact; and (b) that the worker performs work that is
outside the usual course of the hiring entity’s business; and (c) that the worker is
customarily engaged in an independently established trade, occupation, or
business of the same nature as that involved in the work performed.23
22
Some jurists and commentators have advanced broader criticisms of the
“economic reality” standard as applied by federal decisions, suggesting that the
various factors are not readily susceptible to consistent application and that the
standard — originally formulated in decisions dealing with other New Deal labor
statutes (see Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at pp. 66-67) — is not as expansive as the
suffer or permit to work standard was intended to be. (See, e.g., Lauritzen, supra,
835 F.2d at pp. 1539-1545 (conc. opn. of Easterbrook, J.); Enforcing Fair Labor
Standards, supra, 46 UCLA L.Rev. at pp. 1115-1123.)
23
The wording of the ABC test varies in some respects from jurisdiction to
jurisdiction. (See ABC on the Books, supra, 18 U.Pa. J.L. & Soc. Change, at
pp. 67 -71.) The version we have set forth in text (and which we adopt hereafter
(post, pp. 66 -77)) tracks the Massachusetts version of the ABC test. (See
Mass.G.L., ch. 149, § 148B; see also Del.Code Ann., tit. 19, §§ 3501(a)(7),
(footnote continued on next page)
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Unlike a number of our sister states that included the suffer-or-permit-to-work
standard in their wage and hour laws or regulations after the FLSA had been enacted
and had been interpreted to incorporate the economic reality test, California’s
adoption of the suffer or permit to work standard predated the enactment of the
FLSA. (See Martinez, supra, 40 Cal.4th at pp. 57-59.) Thus, as a matter of
legislative intent, the IW C’s adoption of the suffer or permit to work standard in
California wage orders was not intended to embrace the federal economic reality test.
Furthermore, prior California cases have declined to interpret California wage orders
as governed by the federal economic reality standard and instead have indicated that
the California wage orders are intended to provide broader protection than that
accorded workers under the federal standard. (See Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at
pp. 66-68; accord Mendiola v. CPS Security Solutions, Inc. (2015) 60 Cal.4th 833,

(footnote continuedfrom previous page)

3503(c).) Unlike some other versions, which provide that a hiring entity may
satisfy part B by establishing either (1) that the work provided is outside the usual
course o f the business for which the work is performed, or (2) that the work
performed is outside all the places of business of the hiring entity (see, e.g., N.J.
Stat. Ann. § 43:21-19(i)(6)(A-C)), the Massachusetts version permits the hiring
entity to satisfy part B only if it establishes that the work is outside the usual
course o f the business of the hiring entity. In light of contemporary work
practices, in which many employees telecommute or work from their homes, we
conclude the Massachusetts version of part B provides the alternative that is more
consistent with the intended broad reach of the suffer or permit to work definition
in California wage orders.
Many jurisdictions that have adopted the ABC test use the standard only in
the unemployment insurance context, but other jurisdictions use the ABC test
more generally in determining the employee or independent contractor question
with respect to a variety of employee-protective labor statutes. (See, e.g.,
Mass.G.L. ch. 149, §148B; Del. Code Ann., tit. 19, §§ 3501(a)(7), 3503(c);
Hargrove, supra, 106 A.3d at pp. 462-465; see generally ABC on the Books,
supra, 18 U.Pa. J.L. & Soc. Change, at pp. 65-72 [discussing numerous state
statutes and judicial decisions].)
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843; Morillion v. Royal Packing Co. (2000) 22 Cal.4th 575, 592; Ramirez v.
Yosemite Water Co. (1999) 20 C aU th 785, 797-798.)
We find merit in the concerns noted above regarding the disadvantages,
particularly in the wage and hour context, inherent in relying upon a multifactor,
all the circumstances standard for distinguishing between employees and
independent contractors. As a consequence, we conclude it is appropriate, and
most consistent with the history and purpose of the suffer or permit to work
standard in California’s wage orders, to interpret that standard as: (1) placing the
burden on the hiring entity to establish that the worker is an independent
contractor who was not intended to be included within the wage order’s
coverage;24 and (2) requiring the hiring entity, in order to meet this burden, to
establish each of the three factors embodied in the ABC test — namely (A) that
the worker is free from the control and direction of the hiring entity in connection
with the performance of the work, both under the contract for the performance of
the work and in fact; and (B) that the worker performs work that is outside the
24
Even in the workers’ compensation context in which the applicable
California statutes contain a definition of “employee” that is less expansive than
that provided by the suffer or permit to work standard (see §§ 3351, 3353), the
accompanying statutes establish that “ [a hiring business] seeking to avoid liability
has the burden of proving that persons whose services [the business] has retained
are independent contractors rather than employees.” (Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at
p. 349, citing §§ 3357, 5705, subd. (a).) Moreover, the rule that a hiring entity has
the burden o f establishing that a worker is an independent contractor rather than an
employee has long been applied in California decisions outside the workers’
compensation context. (See, e.g., Robinson v. George (1940) 16 Cal.2d 238, 242;
Linton v. DeSoto Cab Co., Inc. (2017) 15 Cal.App.5th 1208, 1220-1221.)
Accordingly, the expansive suffer or permit to work standard is reasonably
interpreted as placing the burden on a hiring business to prove that a worker the
business has retained is not an employee who is covered by an applicable wage
order but rather an independent contractor to whom the wage order was not
intended to apply.
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usual course of the hiring entity’s business; and (C) that the worker is customarily
engaged in an independently established trade, occupation, or business of the same
nature as the work performed. (Accord Hargrove, supra, 106 A.3d at pp. 46346425; see also Weil, The Fissured Workplace (2014) pp. 204-205 [recommending
adoption of the ABC test]; ABC on the Books, supra, 18 U.Pa. J.L. & Soc. Change
at pp. 61,82-84, 101-10226.)

25
In Hargrove, supra, 106 A.3d 449, the New Jersey Supreme Court was
faced with the question of the proper standard to be applied in determining
whether a worker should be considered a covered employee or an excluded
independent contractor for purposes of two distinct New Jersey labor statutes, the
New Jersey Wage Payment Law and the New Jersey Wage and Hour Law. Both
statutes defined the term “employ” or “employee” to include “to suffer or to
permit to work” (see N.J. Stat. Ann. § 34:11-4.1(b); N.J. Stat. Ann. § 34:1156al(f)), and the New Jersey Department of Labor, in applying the Wage and
Hour Law, had utilized the ABC standard — a standard incorporated in the New
Jersey Unemployment Compensation Act (N.J. Stat. Ann. § 43:21-19(i)(6)(A)(C)) — in determining whether a worker was an employee or independent
contractor for purposes of the Wage and Hour Law. (See N.J. Adm. Code
§ 12:56-16.1.) In Hargrove, the New Jersey Supreme Court concluded that “any
employment-status dispute arising under [either the New Jersey Wage Payment
Law or the New Jersey Wage and Hour Law] should be resolved by utilizing the
‘ABC’ t e s t . . . ” (106 A.3d at p. 463.)
In reaching this conclusion, the court in Hargrove recognized that both of
the New Jersey statutes in question “use the term ‘suffer or permit’ to define those
who are within the protection of each statute” and that such language had been
interpreted in federal decisions to support the “economic reality” standard.
(Hargrove, supra, 106 A.3d at p. 463.) Nonetheless, the court in Hargrove, in
finding that application of the ABC test was appropriate, relied in part on the fact
that “the ‘ABC’ test operates to provide more predictability and may cast a wider
net than the FLSA ‘economic realities’ standard” and that “ [by] requiring each
identified factor to be satisfied to permit classification as an independent
contractor, the ‘ABC’ test fosters the provision of greater income security for
workers, which is the express purpose of both [statutes].” (Hargrove, supra, 106
A.3d at p. 464.)
26
The recent ABC on the Books article, which comprehensively reviews
recent legislative measures and judicial decisions on this subject, concludes that
(footnote continued on next page)
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We briefly discuss each part of the ABC test and its relationship to the
suffer or permit to work definition.
1. Part A: Is the worker free from the control and direction o f the
hiring entity in the performance o f the work, both under the contract
fo r the performance o f the work and in fact?
First, as our decision in Martinez makes clear (Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.3d
at p. 58), the suffer or permit to work definition was intended to be broader and
more inclusive than the common law test, under which a worker’s freedom from
the control of the hiring entity in the performance of the work, both under the
contract for the performance of the work and in fact, was the principal factor in
establishing that a worker was an independent contractor rather than an employee.
Accordingly, because a worker who is subject, either as a matter of contractual
right or in actual practice, to the type and degree of control a business typically
exercises over employees would be considered an employee under the common
law test, such a worker would, a fortiori, also properly be treated as an employee
for purposes of the suffer or permit to work standard. Further, as under Borello,
supra, 48 Cal.3d at pages 353-354, 356-357, depending on the nature of the work
and overall arrangement between the parties, a business need not control the
precise manner or details of the work in order to be found to have maintained the
necessary control that an employer ordinarily possesses over its employees, but

(footnote continuedfrom previous page)

“case law suggests that thus far, the ABC test allows courts to look beyond labels
and evaluate whether workers are truly engaged in a separate business or whether
the business is being used by the employer to evade wage, tax, and other
obligations.” (ABC on the Books, supra, 18 U.Pa. J.L. & Soc. Change at p. 84.)
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does not possess over a genuine independent contractor. The hiring entity must
establish that the worker is free of such control to satisfy part A of the test.27
2. Part B: Does the worker perform work that is outside the usual
course o f the hiring entity’s business?
Second, independent of the question of control, the child labor antecedents
of the suffer or permit to work language demonstrate that one principal objective
of the suffer or permit to work standard is to bring within the “employee” category
27
In Fleece on Earth v. D e p ’t o f Emple. & Training (Vt. 2007) 923 A.2d 594,
the Vermont Supreme Court held that the plaintiff children’s wear company that
designed all the clothing sold by the company and provided all the patterns and
yarn for work-at-home knitters and sewers who made the clothing had failed to
establish that the workers were sufficiently free of the company’s control to satisfy
part A of the ABC test, even though the knitters and sewers worked at home on
their own machines at their own pace and on the days and at the times of their own
choosing. Noting that the labor statute at issue “seeks to protect workers and
envisions employment broadly,” the court reasoned that “[t]he degree of control
and direction over the production of a retailer’s product is no different when the
sweater is knitted at home at midnight than if it were produced between nine and
five in a factory. That the product is knit, not crocheted, and how it is to be knit, is
dictated by the pattern provided by [the company]. To reduce part A of the ABC
test to a matter of what time of day and in whose chair the knitter sits when the
product is produced ignores the protective purpose of the [applicable] law.”
(923 A.2d at pp. 599-600.) (See, e.g., Western Ports v. Employment Sec. Dept.
(Wn.Ct.App. 2002) 41 P.3d 510, 517-520 [hiring entity failed to establish that
truck driver was free from its control within the meaning of part A of the ABC
test, where hiring entity required driver to keep truck clean, to obtain the
company’s permission before transporting passengers, to go to the company’s
dispatch center to obtain assignments not scheduled in advance, and could
terminate driver’s services for tardiness, failure to contact the dispatch unit, or any
violation of the company’s written policy]; cf., e.g., Great N. Constr., Inc. v. Dept,
o f Labor (Vt. 2016) 161 A.3d 1207, 1215 [construction company established that
worker who specialized in historic reconstruction was sufficiently free of the
company’s control to satisfy part A of the ABC test, where worker set his own
schedule, worked without supervision, purchased all materials he used on his own
business credit card, and had declined an offer of employment proffered by the
company because he wanted control over his own activities].)
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all individuals who can reasonably be viewed as working “in the [hiring entity’s]
business” (see Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at p. 69, italics added), that is, all
individuals who are reasonably viewed as providing services to the business in a
role comparable to that of an employee, rather than in a role comparable to that of
a traditional independent contractor. (Accord Rutherford Food, supra, 331 U.S. at
p. 729 [under FLSA, label put on relationship by hiring business is not controlling
and inquiry instead focuses on whether “the work done, in essence, follows the
usual path of an employee’].) Workers whose roles are most clearly comparable
to those of employees include individuals whose services are provided within the
usual course of the business of the entity for which the work is performed and thus
who would ordinarily be viewed by others as working in the hiring entity’s
business and not as working, instead, in the worker’s own independent business.
Thus, on the one hand, when a retail store hires an outside plumber to repair
a leak in a bathroom on its premises or hires an outside electrician to install a new
electrical line, the services of the plumber or electrician are not part of the store’s
usual course of business and the store would not reasonably be seen as having
suffered or permitted the plumber or electrician to provide services to it as an
employee. (See, e.g., Enforcing Fair Labor Standards, supra, 46 UCLA L.Rev. at
p. 1159.) On the other hand, when a clothing manufacturing company hires workat-home seamstresses to make dresses from cloth and patterns supplied by the
company that will thereafter be sold by the company (cf., e.g., Silent Woman, Ltd.,
supra, 585 F.Supp. at pp. 450-452; accord Whitaker House Co-op, supra, 366 U.S.
28), or when a bakery hires cake decorators to work on a regular basis on its
custom-designed cakes (cf., e.g„ Dole v. Snell (10th Cir. 1989) 875 F.2d 802,
811), the workers are part of the hiring entity’s usual business operation and the
hiring business can reasonably be viewed as having suffered or permitted the
workers to provide services as employees. In the latter settings, the workers’ role

within the hiring entity’s usual business operations is more like that of an
employee than that of an independent contractor.
Treating all workers whose services are provided within the usual course of
the hiring entity’s business as employees is important to ensure that those workers
who need and want the fundamental protections afforded by the wage order do not
lose those protections. If the wage order’s obligations could be avoided for
workers who provide services in a role comparable to employees but who are
willing to forgo the wage order’s protections, other workers who provide similar
services and are intended to be protected under the suffer or permit to work
standard would frequently find themselves displaced by those willing to decline
such coverage. As the United States Supreme Court explained in a somewhat
analogous context in Alamo Foundation, supra, 471 U.S. at page 302, with respect
to the federal wage and hour law: “ [T]he purposes of the [FLSA] require that it be
applied even to those who would decline its protections. If an exception to the Act
were carved out for employees willing to testify that they performed work
‘voluntarily,’ employers might be able to use superior bargaining power to coerce
employees to make such assertions, or to waive their protections under the Act.
[Citations.] Such exceptions to coverage would affect many more people than
those workers directly at issue in this case and would be likely to exert a general
downward pressure on wages in competing businesses.” (Ibid.)
As the quoted passage from the Alamo Foundation case suggests, a focus
on the nature of the workers’ role within a hiring entity’s usual business operation
also aligns with the additional purpose of wage orders to protect companies that in
good faith comply with a wage order’s obligations against those competitors in the
same industry or line of business that resort to cost saving worker classifications
that fail to provide the required minimum protections to similarly situated workers.
A wage order’s industry-wide minimum requirements are intended to create a
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level playing field among competing businesses in the same industry in order to
prevent the type of “race to the bottom” that occurs when businesses implement
new structures or policies that result in substandard wages and unhealthy
conditions for workers. (Accord Gemsco, Inc. v. Walling (1945) 324 U.S. 244,
252 [“ [I]f the [proposed restrictions on homeworkers] cannot be made, the floor
for the entire industry falls and the right of the homeworkers and the employers to
be free from the prohibition destroys the right of the much larger number of
factory workers to receive the minimum wage”]; see generally Enforcing Fair
Labor Standards, supra, 46 UCLA. L.Rev. at pp. 1178-1103.) Competing
businesses that hire workers who perform the same or comparable duties within
the entities’ usual business operations should be treated similarly for purposes of
the wage order.28
Accordingly, a hiring entity must establish that the worker performs work
that is outside the usual course of its business in order to satisfy part B of the ABC
test.29
28
If a business concludes that there are economic or noneconomic advantages
other than avoiding the obligations imposed by the wage order to be obtained by
according greater freedom of action to its workers, the business is, of course, free
to adopt those conditions while still treating the workers as employees for
purposes of the applicable wage order. Thus, for example, if a business concludes
that it improves the morale and/or productivity of a category of workers to afford
them the freedom to set their own hours or to accept or decline a particular
assignment, the business may do so while still treating the workers as employees
for purposes of the wage order.
29
In McPherson Timberlands v. Unemployment Ins. Com m ’n (Me. 1998) 714
A.2d 818, the Maine Supreme Court held that the cutting and harvesting of timber
by an individual worker was work performed in the usual course of business of the
plaintiff timber management company whose business operation involved
contracting for the purchase and harvesting of trees and the sale and delivery of
the cut timber to customers. Rejecting the company’s contention that the timber
(footnote continued on next page)
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3. Part C: Is the worker customarily engaged in an independently
established trade, occupation, or business o f the same nature as the
work performed fo r the hiring entity?
Third, as the situations that gave rise to the suffer or permit to work
language disclose, the suffer or permit to work standard, by expansively defining
who is an employer, is intended to preclude a business from evading the
prohibitions or responsibilities embodied in the relevant wage orders directly or
indirectly — through indifference, negligence, intentional subterfuge, or
misclassification. It is well established, under all of the varied standards that have
been utilized for distinguishing employees and independent contractors, that a
business cannot unilaterally determine a worker’s status simply by assigning the
worker the label “independent contractor” or by requiring the worker, as a

(footnote continuedfrom previous page)

harvesting work was outside its usual course of business because the company did
not currently own any timber harvesting equipment itself, the court upheld an
administrative ruling that the harvesting work was “not ‘merely incidental’ to [the
company’s] business, but rather was an ‘integral part o f that business.” (714 A.2d
at p. 821.) By contrast, in Great N. Constr., Inc. v. Dept, o f Labor, supra, 161
A.3d at page 1215, the Vermont Supreme Court held the hiring entity, a general
construction company, had established that the specialized historic restoration
work performed by the worker in question was outside the usual course of the
company’s business within the meaning of part B, where the work involved the
use of specialized equipment and special expertise that the company did not
possess and did not need for its usual general commercial and residential work.
(See also, e.g., Appeal ofNiadni, Inc. (2014) 166 N.H. 256 [performance of live
entertainers within usual course of business of plaintiff resort which advertised
and regularly provided entertainment]; MattatuckMuseum-MattatuckHistorical
Soc y v. Administrator, Unemployment Compensation Act (Conn. 1996) 679 A.2d
347, 351-352 [art instructor who taught art classes at museum performed work
within the usual course of the museum’s business, where museum offered art
classes on a regular and continuous basis, produced brochures announcing the art
courses, class hours, registration fees and instructor’s names, and discounted the
cost of the classes for museum members].)
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condition of hiring, to enter into a contract that designates the worker an
independent contractor. (See, e.g., Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at pp. 349, 358-359;
Rutherford Food, supra, 331 U.S. at p. 729.) This restriction on a hiring
business’s unilateral authority has particular force and effect under the wage
orders’ broad suffer or permit to work standard.
As a matter of common usage, the term “independent contractor,” when
applied to an individual worker, ordinarily has been understood to refer to an
individual who independently has made the decision to go into business for
himself or herself. (See, e.g., Borello, supra, 48 Cal.3d at p. 354 [describing
independent contractor as a worker who “has independently chosen the burdens
and benefits of self-employment”].) Such an individual generally takes the usual
steps to establish and promote his or her independent business — for example,
through incorporation, licensure, advertisements, routine offerings to provide the
services of the independent business to the public or to a number of potential
customers, and the like. When a worker has not independently decided to engage
in an independently established business but instead is simply designated an
independent contractor by the unilateral action of a hiring entity, there is a
substantial risk that the hiring business is attempting to evade the demands of an
applicable wage order through misclassification. A company that labels as
independent contractors a class of workers who are not engaged in an
independently established business in order to enable the company to obtain the
economic advantages that flow from avoiding the financial obligations that a wage
order imposes on employers unquestionably violates the fundamental purposes of
the wage order. The fact that a company has not prohibited or prevented a worker
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from engaging in such a business is not sufficient to establish that the worker has
independently made the decision to go into business for himself or herself.30
Accordingly, in order to satisfy part C of the ABC test, the hiring entity
must prove that the worker is customarily engaged in an independently established
trade, occupation, or business.31
30
Courts in other states that apply the ABC test have held that the fact that the
hiring business permits a worker to engage in similar activities for other
businesses is not sufficient to demonstrate that the worker is “ ‘customarily
engaged in an independently established . .. business’ ” for purposes of part (C) of
that standard. (JSF Promotions, Inc. v. Administrator (Conn. 2003) 828 A.2d 609,
613; see Midwest Property Recovery, Inc. v. Job Service o f North Dakota (N.D.
1991) 475 N.W.2d 918, 924; McGuire v. Dept, o f Employment Security (Utah
Ct.App. 1989) 768 P.2d 985, 988 [“the appropriate inquiry under part (C) is
whether the person engaged in covered employment actually has such an
independent business, occupation, or profession, not whether he or she could have
one”]; see also In re Bargain Busters, Inc. (Vt. 1972) 287 A.2d 554, 559
[explaining that under part C of the ABC test, “ ‘[t]he adverb “independently”
clearly modifies the word “established”, and must carry the meaning that the trade,
occupation, profession or business was established, independently of the employer
or the rendering of the personal service forming the basis of the claim’ ”].)
31
In Brothers Const. Co. v. Virginia Empl. Comm ’n (Va.Ct.App. 1998) 494
S.E.2d 478, 484, the Virginia Court of Appeal concluded that the hiring entity had
failed to prove that its siding installers were engaged in an independently
established business where, although the installers provided their own tools, no
evidence was presented that “the installers had business cards, business licenses,
business phones, or business locations” or had “received income from any party
other than” the hiring entity. (See also, e.g., Boston Bicycle Couriers v. Deputy
Dir. O f the Div. o f Empl. & Training (Mass. App.Ct. 2002) 778 N.E.2d 964, 971
[hiring entity, a same -day pickup and delivery service, failed to establish that
bicycle courier was engaged in an independently established business under part C
of the ABC test, where entity did not present evidence that courier “held himself
out as an independent businessman performing courier services for any
community of potential customers” or that he “had his own clientele, utilized his
own business cards or invoices, advertised his services or maintained a separate
place of business and telephone listing”]; cf., e.g., Southwest Appraisal Grp., LLC
v. Adm V, Unemployment Compensation Act (Conn. 2017) 155 A.3d 738, 741 -752
[administrative agency erred in determining that hiring entity failed to establish
(footnote continued on next page)
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It bears emphasis that in order to establish that a worker is an independent
contractor under the ABC standard, the hiring entity is required to establish the
existence of each of the three parts of the ABC standard. Furthermore, inasmuch
as a hiring entity’s failure to satisfy any one of the three parts itself establishes that
the worker should be treated as an employee for purposes of the wage order, a
court is free to consider the separate parts of the ABC standard in whatever order
it chooses. Because in many cases it may be easier and clearer for a court to
determine whether or not part B or part C of the ABC standard has been satisfied
than for the court to resolve questions regarding the nature or degree of a worker’s
freedom from the hiring entity’s control for purposes of part A of the standard, the
significant advantages of the ABC standard — in terms of increased clarity and
consistency — will often be best served by first considering one or both of the
latter two parts of the standard in resolving the employee or independent
contractor question. (See, e.g., Awuah v. Coverall North America, Inc. (D.Mass.
2010) 707 F.Supp.2d 80, 82 [considering only part B of the ABC standard];
Coverall N. America v. Div. o f Unemployment (Mass. 2006) 857 N.E.2d 1083,
1087 [considering only part C of the ABC standard]; Boston Bicycle Couriers v.
Deputy Dir. o f the Div. ofEmpl. & Training, supra, 778 N.E.2d at p. 968 [same].)

(footnote continuedfrom previous page)

that auto repair appraisers were customarily engaged in an independently
established business based solely on the lack of evidence that appraisers had
actually worked for other businesses, where appraisers had obtained their own
independent licenses, possessed their own home offices, provided their own
equipment, printed their own business cards, and sought work from other
companies].)
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4. Conclusion regarding suffer or permit to work definition
In sum, we conclude that unless the hiring entity establishes (A) that the
worker is free from the control and direction of the hiring entity in connection with
the performance of the work, both under the contract for the performance of the
work and in fact, (B) that the worker performs work that is outside the usual
course of the hiring entity’s business, and (C) that the worker is customarily
engaged in an independently established trade, occupation, or business, the worker
should be considered an employee and the hiring business an employer under the
suffer or permit to work standard in wage orders. The hiring entity’s failure to
prove any one of these three prerequisites will be sufficient in itself to establish
that the worker is an included employee, rather than an excluded independent
contractor, for purposes of the wage order.
In our view, this interpretation of the suffer or permit to work standard is
faithful to its history and to the fundamental purpose of the wage orders and will
provide greater clarity and consistency, and less opportunity for manipulation,
than a test or standard that invariably requires the consideration and weighing of a
significant number of disparate factors on a case-by-case basis. (Accord
Hargrove, supra, 106 A.3d at pp. 463-464 [interpreting suffer or permit to work
definition of state wage law to permit application of the ABC test]; Tianti v.
William Raveis Real Estate (Conn. 1995) 651 A.2d 1286, 1290-1291 [same].)32
32
In its briefing in this court, Dynamex contends that the suffer or permit to
work standard, i f interpreted as the trial court and Court o fAppeal determined,
would exceed the IW C’s constitutional authority under article XIV, section 1 of
the California Constitution to “provide for minimum wages and for the general
welfare of employees” (italics added), by effectively treating as employees all
independent contractors and thus expanding the reach of the wage order beyond
constitutionally permissible limits. The interpretation of the suffer or permit to
work standard adopted in this opinion, however, recognizes that the wage orders
are not intended to apply to the type of traditional independent contractor who has
(footnote continued on next page)
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B. Application of the Suffer or Permit to Work Standard in This Case
We now turn to application of the suffer or permit to work standard in this
case. As Dynamex points out, the trial court, in applying the suffer or permit to
work definition in its class certification order, appears to have adopted a literal
interpretation of the suffer or permit to work language that, if applied generally,
could potentially encompass the type of traditional independent contractor — like
an independent plumber or electrician — who could not reasonably have been
viewed as the hiring business’s employee.33 We agree with Dynamex that the trial
(footnote continuedfrom previous page)

never been viewed as an employee of a hiring business and should not be
interpreted to do so.
Our decision in Martinez makes clear that the IWC, in defining the
employment relationship for purposes of wage orders, was not limited to utilizing
the common law test of employment (Martinez, supra, 49 Cal.4th at pp. 57-66),
and Dynamex does not take issue with Martinez’s conclusion in this regard.
Further, the ABC test for distinguishing employees from independent contractors
provides a common and well-established test for distinguishing employees from
independent contractors. Accordingly, although the constitutional argument set
forth in Dynamex’s briefing is not directed to the standard adopted in this opinion,
to avoid any misunderstanding we conclude that application of the suffer or permit
to work standard, as interpreted in this opinion, to determine whether a worker is
an employee or independent contractor for purposes of a wage order does not
exceed the IWC’s authority under article XIV, section 1 of the California
Constitution.
33
As noted (ante, p. 14), the trial court’s certification order, in applying the
suffer or permit to work standard, stated simply: “An employee is suffered or
permitted to work if the work was performed with the knowledge of the employer.
[Citation.] This includes work that was performed that the employer knew or
should have known about. [Citation.] Again, this is a matter that can be addressed
by looking at Defendant’s policy for entering into agreements with drivers.
Defendant is only liable to those drivers with whom it entered into an agreement
(i.e., knew were providing delivery services to Dynamex customers). This can be
determined through records, and does not require individual analysis.”
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court’s view of the suffer or permit to work standard was too broad. For the
reasons discussed below, however, we nonetheless conclude, for two
independently sufficient reasons, that under a proper interpretation of the suffer or
permit to work standard, the trial court’s ultimate determination that there is a
sufficient commonality of interest to support certification of the proposed class is
correct and should be upheld.
First, with respect to part B of the ABC test, it is quite clear that there is a
sufficient commonality of interest with regard to the question whether the work
provided by the delivery drivers within the certified class is outside the usual
course o f the hiring entity’s business to permit plaintiffs’ claim of
misclassification to be resolved on a class basis. In the present case, Dynamex’s
entire business is that of a delivery service. Unlike other types of businesses in
which the delivery of a product may or may not be viewed as within the usual
course of the hiring company’s business,34 here the hiring entity is a delivery
company and the question whether the work performed by the delivery drivers
within the certified class is outside the usual course of its business is clearly
amenable to determination on a class basis. As a general matter, Dynamex obtains
the customers for its deliveries, sets the rate that the customers will be charged,
notifies the drivers where to pick up and deliver the packages, tracks the packages,

34
In United States v. Silk, supra, 331 U.S. 704, for example, the United States
Supreme Court divided 5-4 on the question whether truck drivers who delivered
coal for a coal company should properly be considered independent contractors or
employees. (See id. at pp. 716 -719 [maj. opn., concluding truck drivers were
independent contractors]; id. at p. 719 (conc. & dis. statement of Black, J.;
Douglas, J.; Murphy, J.) [concluding, on same record, that same truck drivers
should be found to be employees]; id. at pp. 719-722 (conc. & dis. opn. of
Rutledge, J.) [advocating remand to lower courts in view of closeness of employee
or independent contractor issue].)
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and requires the drivers to utilize its tracking and recordkeeping system. As such,
there is a sufficient commonality of interest regarding whether the work performed
by the certified class of drivers who pick up and deliver packages and documents
from and to Dynamex customers on an ongoing basis is outside the usual course of
Dynamex’s business to permit that question to be resolved on a class basis.
Because each part of the ABC test may be independently determinative of
the employee or independent contractor question, our conclusion that there is a
sufficient commonality of interest under part B of the ABC test is sufficient in
itself to support the trial court’s class certification order. (See Brinker Restaurant
Corp. v. Superior Court, supra, 53 Cal.4th at p. 1032 [class certification is not an
abuse o f discretion if certification is proper under any theory].) Nonetheless, for
guidance we go on to discuss whether there is a sufficient commonality of interest
under part C of the ABC test to support class treatment of the relevant question
under that part o f the ABC test as well.
Second, with regard to part C of the ABC test, it is equally clear from the
record that there is a sufficient commonality of interest as to whether the drivers in
the certified class are customarily engaged in an independently established trade,
occupation, or business to permit resolution of that issue on a class basis As
discussed above, prior to 2004 Dynamex classified the drivers who picked up and
delivered the packages and documents from Dynamex customers as employees
rather than independent contractors. In 2004, Dynamex adopted a new business
structure under which it required all of its drivers to enter into a contractual
agreement that specified the driver’s status as an independent contractor. Here the
class of drivers certified by the trial court is limited to drivers who, during the
relevant time periods, performed delivery services only for Dynamex. The class
excludes drivers who performed delivery services for another delivery service or
for the driver’s own personal customers; the class also excludes drivers who had
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employees of their own. With respect to the class of included drivers, there is no
indication in the record that there is a lack of commonality of interest regarding
the question whether these drivers are customarily engaged in an independently
established trade, occupation, or business. For this class of drivers, the pertinent
question under part C of the ABC test is amenable to resolution on a class basis.35
For the foregoing reasons, we conclude that under a proper understanding
of the suffer or permit to work standard there is, as a matter of law, a sufficient
commonality of interest within the certified class to permit the question whether
such drivers are employees or independent contractors for purposes of the wage
order to be litigated on a class basis. Accordingly, we conclude that with respect
to the causes of action that are based on alleged violations of the obligations
imposed by the wage order, the trial court did not abuse its discretion in certifying
the class and in denying Dynamex’s motion to decertify the class.

35
Because the certified class excludes drivers who hired other drivers, or who
performed delivery services for other delivery companies or for their own
independent delivery business, we have no occasion to address the question
whether there is a sufficient commonality of interest regarding whether these other
drivers are customarily engaged in an independently established trade, occupation,
or business within the meaning o f part C of the ABC test.
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V . C o n c l u s io n

For the reasons discussed above, the judgment of the Court of Appeal is
affirmed.
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Individual sensitivity to the

lung disease who breathes

chemical. Licensed professionals

in vapors will probably suffer

can react d iffe re n tly to chemical

worse symptoms than an

exposure.

individual who is healthy.
D ifferent licensees may react
» Gender. Some chemicals can

d iffe re n tly to the same chemical.

affect males more than females

Individual se nsitivity to a chemical

or females more than males.

is how a licensee's body reacts to a
chemical. Some licensees may have

The likelihood of inhaling dust, powder, or
mist is higher if it is allowed to collect on
surfaces in the workplace.

» Use of medications or other

a reaction when exposed to a small

drugs. Certain chemicals

am ount of a chemical, while others

may interact w ith drugs or

do not until exposed to a large

medications and produce

am ount. D ifferent factors contribute

effects more serious than the

to individual sensitivity, including:

chemical alone would cause.

» Heredity. No one knows why

•

The chemical's interaction w ith

but some individuals seem to

o th e r chemicals a licensed

inh erit a higher sensitivity to

professional is exposed to.

chemicals.
Two chemicals may create an
» Age. Some chemicals have

effect much worse when combined

more serious effects on the

than either of them alone would

very young or elderly.

produce. A licensee may be fam iliar

» Pregnancy. With certain
chemicals, pregnant women are
more at risk. These chemicals
may harm the mother, the
fetus, or both.

with an example of this if they
have ever taken m edication. A
doctor or a medicine label may
warn an individual not to mix the
medication with alcohol as the
interaction can produce negative

2
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effects such as internal bleeding

Some chemicals can pass

and/or organ damage. Exposure to

right through the skin and

one chemical may also weaken the

enter into the bloodstream.

body's defenses against another

This can occur if the skin is

chemical. For example, while methyl

cut, cracked, or dry. Some

ethyl ketone (found in some nail

chemicals may seriously burn

polish removers) does not cause

or irrita te the eyes. Eyes may

nerve damage itself, it increases

be at risk if chemicals splash,

n-hexane's (found in some cleaning

if an individual touches th eir

products) ability to cause this effect.

eyes when th eir fingers have
chemicals on them, or if

When several chemicals produce
similar health effects, a licensee

chemicals produce vapors th at
get into the eyes.

could react as if exposed to a large
dose of one chemical. For instance,

Chemicals may cause w atery eyes, a burning
feeling on the skin, irrita tio n of the nose or
throat, dizziness, or a headache.

» Swallowing. Most licensees do

since numerous chemicals can cause

not swallow harm ful chemicals

dizziness, exposure to several of

on purpose. However, a

these chemicals at once could cause

licensee could swallow them

dizziness much guicker and more

unintentionally if they eat or

severely than one chemical would.

drink a fte r they have been
working around chemical

•

The way a licensed professional is
exposed to the chemical. How did
the chemical get into the body?

products. Chemicals on the
hands or in the air can get on
food or drink and a licensee

Chemicals can get into the body

can ingest these chemicals.

in three main ways, sometimes

Therefore, while working with

referred to as routes of exposure.

chemicals, it is im p orta nt to

They are:

leave the work area when
eating or drinking. In addition,

» Breathing. Once a licensee

licensees should always

breathes a chemical into the

thoroughly wash th e ir hands

lungs, it will stay there, or the

w ith soap and water fo r at least

bloodstream may carry it to

20 seconds a fter handling any

other parts of the body.

chemical product.

» Skin and eye contact. Some

It is often d iffic u lt to see the

chemicals can harm the skin

connection between a licensee's

directly. They can cause

health sym ptom s and particular

burns, irrita tio n , or derm atitis.

chemicals used on the job because

Examples of chemicals th at

chemicals may cause effects th at

may harm the skin are perm

take a long tim e to show up. It

solutions, chemical blowout

could be years before exposure

solutions, and hair relaxers.

to a chem ical causes a serious
Notice if a product being used has an odor.

CASafeSalon
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health problem. In addition, some

Irritants

sym ptom s of exposure to chemicals,

An irrita n t can be described as

like itchy eyes or a runny nose, are

a substance that causes slight

so common that it may be hard to

inflamm ation or other discomfort to the

determ ine if the chemical caused

body. Some examples of products that
are used in an establishment on a daily
basis, that may irrita te the eyes, nose,
throat, and lungs include disinfectants,

A ffects of C k e m ic a l
E x p o su re
As a licensee progresses through
th e ir career, they may become

the problem.

aware of certain conditions
th at seem to be more prevalent

Furtherm ore, d iffe re n t licensees
can react in d iffe re n t ways to the

w ithin the barbering and beauty

skin exfoliation products, permanent
wave solutions, chemical blowout

same chemical. Some licensees may

industry. Licensees may hear term s

solutions, chemical hair relaxers, acrylic

notice health effects when they

nail products, and hairsprays.
Continuous exposure to irritants may

like contact derm atitis, allergic
derm atitis, or skin rash.

w ork with the chemical, and others
may never have a problem.

cause a licensee to develop an allergy

D erm atitis is an inflam m ation of

to a particular chemical.

the skin. A skin rash is a general

Allergy
An allergy is a reaction some licensees
have when they become overly
sensitive to a particular chemical.
Licensees will have a reaction every
time exposure to that chemical occursno m atter how small the amount.
Allergens are chemicals that cause
allergies. If a licensee is not allergic
to a chemical the first time it is used,
they may develop an allergy after using
it several times or it may take years.
Allergies develop at different rates for
different people. Common symptoms of
allergies are a stuffy nose, watery eyes,
sneezing, wheezing, and coughing.

F --------------------------------------

STAY SAFE

]

term used to describe many form s
of derm atitis. If contact with a skin

It is always safest to keep
exposure to any harmful
chemical as low as possible.
In California, the California
Division of Occupational Safety
and Health (Cal/OSHA) sets
Permissible Exposure Limits
(or PELsHaws that dictate the
maximum amount of chemical
exposure individuals can
experience on the job. These
exist for chemicals commonly
used in the establishment, in
addition to hundreds more.
View the list of Cal/OSHA/
PELs at Cal/OSHA's webpage
for Title 8, section 5155,

irrita n t caused the derm atitis, it

Permissible Exposure Limits
for Chemical Contaminants
Table AC-1, http://dir.ca.qov/

solutions, blow out straightening

T itle8/5155table_ac1.html.

is contact derm atitis. If an allergic
reaction caused the derm atitis, it is
allergic derm atitis.
Symptoms of derm atitis include
flaking, dryness, redness, itching,
and burning of the skin. Licensed
professionals are especially at risk
of contracting derm atitis on th eir
hands and arms as there are several
products they use daily that could
irrita te the skin. Continued exposure
to disinfectants, skin exfoliation
products, perm anent wave
solutions, chemical hair relaxers,
and shampoo have the potential to
cause derm atitis.

Note: Section 5155 requires the
em ployer to m o n ito r the exposure o f
any em ployees who may be exposed
above the perm issible exposure lim its.

______________________________(k
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CHEMICAL EXPOSURE DURING PREGNANCY
Licensees may wonder if exposure to chemicals in the establishment
could affect the licensee's ability to have children. While obstetricians may
prefer to err on the side of caution, several studies have shown there is
no statistically significant association between being a cosmetologist and
poor pregnancy outcomes (such as miscarriage, stillbirth, and premature
delivery). If licensees have proper working conditions, their risks of
reproductive complications should not be higher than that of any other
profession.
Other studies have shown that some chemicals in manicuring and sculptured
nail products, like glycol ethers, can cause birth defects and infertility in
laboratory animals.

Nail technician in an establishm ent doing
a manicure.

Although such studies suggest that the same might happen in humans, it is
not certain.

ft_____________________________________________________(à

H o w to F in d O u t W lia t C h e m ic a ls
a P ro d u c t C o n ta in s
First, always check the label of a pro du ct as it may list the ingredients. If the
ing re d ie nts are not listed, licensees m ust check the Safety Data Sheet, or
SDS. Reading the p ro d u ct's SDS is probably the best way to find out which
chem icals the p ro du ct contains.
Establishm ent employees can get the SDS from th e ir employer. Establishment
owners can request an SDS d irectly from the m anufacturer or supplier.
Licensees should know which chemicals are in the products being used, th e ir
possible health effects, and how to use the products safely.

CASafeSalon

Symptoms of derm atitis include flaking,
dryness, redness, itching, and burning
of the skin

5
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V.

Chemicals Licensed Professionals Should be Aware Of
MMA
Methyl methacrylate (MMA) is a chemical that can be found in some acrylic nail products
and it is a chemical of concern. Dust from acrylic nails containing MMA can get onto the skin,
face, eyelids, nose, and fingers. MMA can cause red, itchy, swollen skin with tiny blisters. It can
also cause a scratchy throat, runny nose, and cough. Licensees may experience headaches,
dizziness, and drowsiness, or have difficulty concentrating or paying attention. Licensees may
even experience numbness and muscle weakness. The Board of Barbering and Cosmetology
(board) prohibits the use of MMA in establishments in California. Do not use products that
contain MMA.

The Toxic Trio
The toxic trio is a highly publicized chemical combination consisting of toluene, formaldehyde,
and dibutyl phthalate. These harmful chemicals commonly appear in nail products and can
produce several health concerns.
Toluene can cause dry or cracked skin and irritated, burning, itchy eyes, nose, and throat.
Licensees could experience headaches and dizziness. It can directly affect the brain, and
individuals may not be able to concentrate, remember, or recognize words. It can harm a
developing fetus or pregnant woman, and it is suspected to cause miscarriages.
Formaldehyde can cause watery, burning eyes, skin rashes, and breathing problems such as
asthma, coughing, and wheezing. It can even cause cancer. (Formaldehyde can also be found in
some shampoos, blowout, and hair straightening products.)
Dibutyl phthalate can cause birth defects in male fetuses.
As with the toxic trio, some chemicals can affect the central nervous system. The brain
and spinal cord make up the central nervous system. Getting headaches, dizziness, nausea,
drowsiness, restlessness, and lack of coordination are all symptoms that the central nervous
system is under attack.
Breathing the vapors of certain chemicals most likely causes central nervous system effects,
but sometimes chemicals are also absorbed through the skin.

f
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Hair Coloring Products
Some hair coloring products contain coal tar dyes. Common terms for coal tar dyes are:
•

4-methoxy-m-phenylenediamine (4-MMPD)

•

Paraphenylenediamine

•

2-nitro-phenylenediamine

•

2,4-diaminoaniside

•

2,4-diaminoaniside sulfate

Coal tar and products made from it may cause cancer, especially cancer of the bladder.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) requires products with coal tar dyes to have a label
saying, "Caution - This product contains ingredients which may cause skin irritation on certain
individuals and a preliminary test according to accompanying directions should first be made. This
product must not be used for dyeing the eyelashes or eyebrows; to do so may cause blindness."
Unfortunately, this label does not warn people that the product may also cause cancer.

Chemical Blowouts
Chemical hair straightening treatments, sometimes called "chemical blowouts," are a method of
temporarily straightening hair by sealing liquid keratin and a preservative solution into the hair
with a flat iron. Many of these solutions contain the chemical methylene glycol (formaldehyde,
formalin), which when heated, may release formaldehyde gas into the air. The FDA has this to say:
“ Skin sensitivity can develop after repeated contact with formaldehyde-related ingredients. When
formaldehyde is released into the air, it can cause serious irritation of your eyes, nose, and lungs.
The greater the exposure, in terms of both duration and concentration, to products that contain
formaldehyde-related ingredients, the higher the health risks."
The warning letters issued by FDA address products that contain methylene glycol, which, when
heated, releases formaldehyde into the air. Because these products must be applied with heat,
formaldehyde is released when people use them following directions on the label. For FDA's
complete statement, see www.fda.qov/cosmetics/productsinaredients/products/ucm228898.htm.
OSHA states that formaldehyde presents a health hazard if workers are exposed. It can irritate the
eyes and nose; cause allergic reactions of the skin, eyes, and lungs; and is linked to nose and lung
cancer. For OSHA's complete statement, see www.osha.gov/SLTC/formaldehvde/hazard alert.html.

Shampoos and Conditioners
Some shampoos and conditioners contain chemicals called TEA, or triethanolamine, or DEA, or
diethanolamine. If TEA or DEA are in a product that also contains the chemical BNPD, they can
react with it to produce nitrosamines. The chemical name for BNPD is 2-bromo-2-nitroprone-1,
3-diol. Nitrosamines are classified as suspected human carcinogens by the state and federal
governments. They cause cancer in animals, and some scientists believe that they may also cause
cancer in humans.

r
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Liquid Disinfectants
The use of disinfectants is vital for consumer protection. However, continual exposure to liquid
disinfectants may cause skin irritation. Therefore, for licensee safety and protection, the board's
regulations state that a licensee must use gloves or tongs when removing disinfected tools from
the disinfectant. This requirement is put in place to protect a licensee's skin from exposure to
this chemical.

Parabens
Parabens are a commonly found in makeup, moisturizers, shaving products, and hair care
products. Common ingredient names used for parabens are: methylparaben, propylparaben, and
butylparaben. Parabens are often used as a preservative to control microbial growth in cosmetic
products as they prevent the growth of fungi, bacteria, and yeast.
Some have speculated whether there is a connection between parabens and cancer, with
some suggesting that parabens can cause cancer by acting like estrogen, a common hormone,
through a process called endocrine disruption. See more at: www.cosmeticsinfo.org/parabeninformation .
The FDA believes that currently there is no reason to be concerned about the use of cosmetics
containing parabens. However, the agency will continue to evaluate new data in this area. If the
FDA determines that a health hazard exists, the agency will advise the industry and the public,
and will consider its legal options under the authority of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act in protecting the public’s health and welfare. See more at: www.fda.gov/cosmetics/
productsingredients/inqredients/ucm128042.htm.

%
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A d d itio n a l R eso u rces
Understanding Toxic Substances
An Introduction to Chemical Hazards in the Workplace
https://w w w .cdph.ca.gov/P rogram s/C C D P H P /D E O D C /O H B /H E S IS /C D P H % 20
D o c u m e n t% 2 0 L ib ra ry /in tro to x s u b s ta n c e s .p d f

Artificial Fingernail Products
A Guide to Chemical Exposures in the Nail Salon
https://w w w .cdph.ca.gov/P rogram s/C C D P H P /D E O D C /O H B /H E S IS /C D P H % 20
D o c u m e n t% 2 0 L ib ra ry /a rtn a ils .p d f
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The ch art below shows chemicals sometimes found In hair care and beauty products, as
well as th e ir possible health effects. The risk of health effects depends on several factors,
including the am ount of the chemical in the product, the toxicity, the length o f tim e the
w orker is exposed, the route o f exposure, and the w orker's individual sensitivity. Read each
product's SDS fo r m ore inform ation.

C k e m ic a ls in tk e E s ta k lis k m e n t
WHAT'S IN THAT PRODUCT?
PRODUCT

M A Y CO NTAIN THESE
CHEMICALS

POSSIBLE HEALTH EFFECTS
• Eye, nose, th ro a t, and lung irrita tion

Alcohol (ethyl or
isopropyl)

• Central nervous system e ffe cts*
• Skin irrita tio n and derm atitis
• Eye, nose, th ro a t, and lung irrita tion

Ammonium hydroxide

• Skin and eye burns
• Skin irrita tio n and derm atitis
• Eye irrita tio n

BLEACHES

Ammonium persulfate
or potassium persulfate

• Skin irrita tio n and derm atitis
• Allergies, including asthm a
• Possible fire hazard
• Eye, nose, th ro a t, and lung irrita tion

Hydrogen peroxide

• Skin and eye burns
• Severe irrita tio n o f th e m o u th , th ro a t,
and stom ach if sw allow ed
• Eye and nose irrita tio n

Sodium peroxide

• Skin and eye burns
• Skin irrita tio n and derm atitis

*C entral nervous system e ffe cts include headache, dizziness, nausea, drowsiness, and restlessness.
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• Eye, nose, th ro a t, and lung irrita tio n

Alcohol (isopropyl)

• Central nervous system e ffe cts*
• Skin irrita tion and derm atitis
• Eye, nose, th ro a t, and lung irrita tio n

Ammonium hydroxide

• Skin and eye burns
• Skin irrita tio n and derm atitis

Ammonium
thioglycolate
or glycerol
monothioglycolate

• Eye, nose, th ro a t, and lung irrita tio n

Boric acid, perborate
or borate

• Central nervous system e ffe cts*

• Skin irrita tion and derm atitis
• Allergies, including asthma

• Kidney dam age, if sw allow ed
• Eye, nose, th ro a t, and lung irrita tio n
• Central nervous system e ffe cts*

CHEMICAL
HAIR
RELAXERS

• Skin and eye burns

Bromates

• Skin irrita tio n and derm atitis
• Severe irrita tio n o f m o u th , th ro a t, and
stom ach, if sw allow ed

AND

• Kidney dam age, if sw allow ed

BLOWOUT
SMOOTHING
PRODUCTS

• Im m une system to xicity

Butylated
hydroxyanisole (BHA)

• Cancer
• H orm one disruption

DM DM hydantoin
(releases formaldehyde)

• See Form aldhyde (Formalin)

• Eye, nose, th ro a t, and lung irrita tio n

Formaldehyde
(Formalin)

• Skin irrita tio n and derm atitis
• Cancer
• Eye, nose, th ro a t, and lung irrita tio n

Hydrogen peroxide

• Skin and eye burns
• Severe irrita tio n o f m ou th , th ro a t, and
stom ach, if sw allow ed
• Eye, nose, th ro a t, and lung irrita tio n
• Skin and eye burns

Sodium hydroxide

• Skin irrita tio n and derm atitis
• Severe irrita tio n o f m ou th, th ro a t, and
stom ach, if sw allow ed

10

*C en tra l nervous system e ffe cts include headache, dizziness, nausea, drowsiness, and restlessness.
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• Eye, nose, th ro a t, and lung irrita tio n

Alcohol (ethyl,
isopropyl, or propyl)

• Central nervous system e ffe cts*
• Skin irrita tion and derm atitis
• Eye, nose, th ro a t, and lung irrita tio n

Aminophenols

• Skin irrita tion and derm atitis
• Severe allergic reaction in some people
• Eye, nose, th ro a t, and lung irrita tio n

Ammonium hydroxide

• Skin and eye burns
• Skin irrita tio n and derm atitis

HAIR
COLORING
PRODUCTS

Coal tar dyes (aniline
derivatives) such
as 4-m ethoxy-m phenylenediamine
4-M M PD,
paraphenylenediamine,
2-nitrophenylenediamine, 2,4
diaminoaniside, and
2,4 diaminoaniside
sulfate

• Severe eye irrita tion and blindness
• Skin irrita tion and derm atitis
• Severe allergic reaction in some people
• Cancer if absorbed th ro u g h th e skin
during lon g tim e use

• Eye, nose, th ro a t, and lung irrita tio n

Hydrogen peroxide

• Skin and eye burns
• Severe irrita tion o f m ou th, th ro a t, and
stom ach if sw allow ed
• Im m une system/skin to xicity

Hydroquinone

• Cancer
• R eproductive harm

Lead acetate
Monoethanolam ine
(ME A)

0ctoxynol-40

• Lead poisoning if absorbed in large
am ount
• Organ to xicity
• Skin irrita tion
• Eye, skin, and lung irrita tion
• Im m une system to xicity

*C entral nervous system e ffe cts include headache, dizziness, nausea, drowsiness, and restlessness.
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• Eye, nose, th ro a t, and lung irrita tio n

Alcohol (denatured
ethyl or terbutyl)

• Central nervous system e ffe cts*
• Skin irrita tio n and derm atitis

Isobutane

• Fire hazard
• Lung and o th e r respiratory problem s

HAIRSPRAYS
Polyvinylpyrrolidone
(PVP)

Propane

• Thesaurosis (storage disease) causes a
chronic cough and breathing problem s,
including shortness o f breath
• Central nervous system e ffe cts*
• Fire hazard
• Eye, nose, and th ro a t irrita tion

Acetone

• Central nervous system e ffe cts*
• Skin irrita tion and derm atitis
• Eye, nose, and th ro a t irrita tio n

Acetonitrile

• Central nervous system e ffe cts*
• Skin irrita tio n and derm atitis
• Eye, nose, and th ro a t irrita tion

Ethyl acetate or butyl
acetate

• Central nervous system e ffe cts*
• Breathing problem s
• Skin irrita tio n and derm atitis
• Eye, nose, and th ro a t irrita tio n
• C oughing a nd /or shortness o f breath

MANICURING

Ethyl methacrylate

• Skin irrita tio n and derm atitis
• Central nervous system e ffe cts*
• Fire hazard
• Eye, nose, and th ro a t irrita tion
• W atery, burning eyes
• Central nervous system e ffe cts*

Formaldehyde

• Skin irrita tio n and derm atitis
• Breathing problem s (such as asthm a,
coughing, and w heezing)
• Cancer w ith lon g -te rm use

Glycol ethers (a generic
term for a group of
chemicals)

• Reproductive problem s (birth defects
and in fe rtility show n in lab anim al tests)
• Possible o th e r e ffe cts depending on the
specific chemical

*C entral nervous system e ffe cts include headache, dizziness, nausea, drowsiness, and restlessness.
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Lanolin

• Skin irrita tio n and derm atitis

Methyl ethyl ketone
(MEK)

• Eye, nose, and th ro a t irrita tio n
• Central nervous system e ffe cts*
• Red, itchy, and sw ollen skin w ith tin y
blisters

Methyl methacrylate
(M M A )

• Scratchy th ro a t, runny nose, and cough
• Numbness and muscle weakness
• Central nervous system e ffe cts*
• Eye, nose, and th ro a t irrita tion

Ortho-phenylphenol
(OPP)

• A b d o m in a l pain
• C oughing a nd /or shortness o f breath

Phthalates (such as
dibutyl phthalate)
MANICURING
(CONTINUED)

Quaternary ammonium
compounds (such as
benzalkonium chloride)

• Reproductive b irth defects

• Eye, nose, and th ro a t irrita tio n
• Breathing problem s, such as asthm a
and shortness o f breath
• Eye, nose, th ro a t, and lung irrita tion

Sodium hydroxide or
potassium hydroxide

• Skin and eye burns
• Skin irrita tio n and derm atitis
• Severe irrita tio n o f m o u th , th ro a t, and
stom ach if sw allow ed
• Eye, nose, and th ro a t irrita tion

Toluene

• Skin irrita tio n and derm atitis
• Central nervous system e ffe cts*
• R eproductive problem s
• Eye, nose, and th ro a t irrita tion

Xylene

• Central nervous system e ffe cts*
• Skin irrita tio n and derm atitis
• Reproductive problem s
Cancer

SHAMPOOS

Selenium sulfide

• N eurotoxicity
• D evelopm ental harm

♦Central nervous system e ffe cts include headache, dizziness, nausea, drowsiness, and restlessness.
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California Board of Barbering and Cosm etology

2420 Del Paso Road, Suite 100
Sacramento, CA 95834
www.barbercosmo.ca.gov
(8 0 0 ) 952-5210
Email: barbercosmo@dca.ca.gov

Please note that the materials provided in this publication are not comprehensive.
PUBLISHING INFORMATION

This publication may be copied if:
1. The meaning of the text is not changed or misrepresented.
2. Credit is given to the California Board of Barbering and Cosmetology.
3. All copies are distributed free of charge.
In other situations, written permission is required.

P rom otin g

H ealth
and
Safety
-j th rou gh
lia u c a tio n

Mission of the BBC
E n s u r in g th e h e a lth a n d s a fe ty o f C a lifo r n ia
c o n s u m e r s b y p r o m o t in g e th ic a l s ta n d a r d s
a n d b y e n fo r c in g th e la w s o f th e b a r b e r in g
a n d b e a u ty in d u s tr y .

S afety D a ta S k eets
Working in an establishm ent th a t uses
barbering and beauty products that contain

H o w to O b ta in a n S D S

hazardous chemicals can present the

According to Cal/OSHA, em ployers should

licensed professional (licensee) and th e ir

keep SDSs readily accessible to employees

clients w ith unique challenges to staying

fo r all hazardous chemicals in the

heathy. One of the best ways a licensed

establishm ent. If there is not an SDS in the

professional can get inform ation about the

establishm ent fo r a product, the em ployer

chemicals used in barbering and beauty

must obtain one from the m anufacturer or

products is by reviewing a p roduct's Safety

distributor. If a m anufacturer or d is trib u to r

Data Sheet (SDS).

has not responded to repeated attem pts to

NVkat is a n S D S ?

a Cal/OSHA office and file a com plaint.

An SDS is a bulletin th a t gives useful

S D S L im ita tio n s

request the SDS, the em ployer may contact

inform ation about a chemical product and

While SDSs provide a lot of useful

its hazards. This includes:

inform a tion not always found on the
•
•

The names of any dangerous ingredients.

p ro du ct label, there is also a m ajor
drawback. SDSs can be d iffic u lt to read,

Health and safety hazards of the

and a licensee may be u nfa m iliar w ith

chemicals.

the technical or scien tific words in the
•

Precautions to take when using the

docum ent. In those instances, search

product.

the in te rn e t, do research w ith a chem ical
reference book, or consult w ith one

•

Emergency procedures if there is an

or m ore of the agencies listed on the

accident, such as a spill or fire.
•

"R esource Groups, Agencies, Databases,

Inform ation on fla m m ab ility of the

and P ublications" list provided at the back

product.

of this booklet.

V

DID YOU KNOW?
SDSs are required by law for many
chem ical products and replaced
M aterial S afety Data Sheets, or
MSDSs, e ffective Dec. 1, 2013.

S ______________ _______________ r
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N a v i£ a tin £ tk e S D S
The SDS is divided into 16 sections.
U nderstanding each section of the SDS will
help the licensee find valuable inform ation
when working with products found in the
establishm ent.

S e c tio n s 1 -8
Sections 1-8 contain general inform ation about the chemical, identification, hazards,
com position, safe handling practices, and em ergency control measures.

SDS Section 1: Identification
SAMPLE
SAFETY DATA SHEET - ACETONE
1. IDENTIFICATION OF THE SUBSTANCE/PREPARATION AND COMPANY
PRODUCT NAME
PRODUCT NO.
SYNONYMS, TRADE NAMES
SUPPLIER

ACETONE
ACETGEN, ACET005, ACET025, ACET200, ACET205, ACETBUL, ACETSBC
2-PROPANONE. DIMETHYL KETONE, KETONE PROPANE, METHL KETONE, PROPANONE
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
XX*XXXXXXX“ ',XXXXXVVX

The firs t section of the SDS identifies the chemical as well as the m anufacturer or d istributor.
The inform a tion found in this section includes:
•

The product name used on the label and other means of identification.

•

Inform ation about the supplier of the chemical, including name, address, and phone number.

•

An emergency phone num ber fo r obtaining inform ation about spills and other accidents 24
hours a day, seven days a week.

Properly identifying a product and its recomm ended uses is an im p o rta n t part of w orking
safely with the chemical. Inform ation about the supplier and an emergency num ber is critical,
especially in the event of an accident involving the product.

SDS Section 2: Hazard Identification
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

(♦**)“**
-***

EMERGENCY TELEPHONE
2. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION

#
Irritant

Highly Flammable

The second section of the SDS identifies hazards of the chemical and the warning inform ation
associated with those hazards. Hazard classification can include physical hazards such as if
the product is flamm able, health hazards such as if the product is toxic or cancer-causing, or
environm ental hazards. Consulting this section helps licensees understand the risks of the
hazards associated with the products used in the establishm ent.
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On the SDS, licensees will notice the term "CLASSIFICATION'' positioned underneath the listed
hazards. These classifications are risk phrases-basically, a shorthand way to list the hazards.
For example, F stands fo r "h ig h ly flam m able," R36 stands fo r "irrita tin g to eyes," R66 stands
fo r "repeated exposure may cause skin dryness and cracking," and R67 stands fo r "vapors
may cause drowsiness and dizziness."
When w orking w ith chemicals, it is im p o rta n t to know what the hazard icons represent.

The Flame icon is associated with products and chemicals th at are
flam m able or com bustible. When this icon is present, licensees should refer
to the product's label fo r additional hazardous statem ents, such as, "Keep
away from heat or flam es" or "Do not store by sources of high heat." This
icon will help licensees quickly ide ntify potential fire or explosion hazards.

The Flame Over Circle icon is specific to solids, liquids, or gases th at are
classified as oxidizers. Oxidizers are gases th at cause m aterials to burn
much more intensely and rapidly than normal. An example would be
gasoline on wood.

The Corrosion icon refers to chemicals that have a corrosive (damaging)
e ffe ct on skin a nd /or membranes.

The Skull and Crossbones icon indicates the chemical is highly toxic or fatal
if swallowed, inhaled, or absorbed through skin contact.

The Health Hazard icon identifies chemicals and products that could lead to
chronic or acute health problems.

The Exclamation Mark icon indicates th at while the chemical may
potentially harm an individual's health or safety, it represents the lower
end of the scale fo r specific hazards. This would include sym ptom s such as
irrita tio n , dizziness, and allergic reaction.

The Environm ent icon represents th at the chem icals/products could be
toxic to aquatic life w ith long-lasting effects. Products with this symbol
should not be dumped down drains.
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SDS Section 3: Composition/Information on Ingredients
3. COMPOSITION/INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS
EU INDEX NO
EC (ElnECS) NO.
CAS-NO.

606-001-00-8
200-662-2
67-64-1

Section 3 contains inform ation regarding the chemical com position and ingredients. This can
include the chemical name, Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) number, European Inventory
of Existing Commercial Chemical Substances index num ber (EU Index No.), concentration,
and o the r unique identifiers. This inform ation would be helpful if a licensee had to research a
specific chemical substance.

SDS Section 4: First-Aid Measures
4. FIRST-AID MEASURES
GENERAL INFORMATION
NOTE! Keep affected person away from heat, sparks, and flames! Consult a physician for specific advice.
INHALATION
Move (he exposed person to fresh air at once. When breathing is difficult, properly trained personnel may assist affected person by
administering oxygen. If breathing stops, provide artificial respiration. Keep the affected person warm and at rest. Get prompt medical attention.
INGESTION
NEVER MAKE AN UNCONSCIOUS PERSON VOMIT OR DRINK FLUIDS! Remove victim immediately from source ofexposure. Provide rest, warmth,
and fresh air. Promptly get affected person to drink large volumes of water to dilute the swallowed chemical. Get medical attention immediately!
SKIN CONTACT
Remove affected person from source of contamination. Remove contaminated clothing. Wash skin thoroughly with soap and water for several minutes.
Get medical attention if irritation persists after washing.

Section 4 should be of im portance to licensees as it describes the initial care th at may be
adm inistered. First-aid measures are categorized by the routes of exposure-inhalation,
ingestion, and skin and eye contact. This section lists common sym ptom s, health effects, and
w hether a licensee should seek im m ediate medical attention.

SDS Section 5: Fire-Fighting Measures
5. FIRE-FIGHTING MEASURES
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA
Fire can be extinguished using: water spray, fog, or mist. Foam. Dry chemicals, sand, dolomite etc. Carbon dioxide (C02).
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES
Avoid breathing fire vapors. Move container from fire area if it can be done without risk. Cool containers exposed to flamers with water units well after the
fire is out. Avoid water in straight hose stream; will scatter and spread fire. Keep run-off water out of sewers and water sources. Dike for water control.
Withdraw immediately in case of rising sound from venting safety device or any discoloration of tanks due to fire. For massive fire in cargo area, use
unmanned hose holder or monitor nozzles, if possible. If not, withdraw and let fire bum out.

■MA7^'
Section 5 provides recom m endations fo r fighting a fire caused by the chemical.
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SDS Section 6: Accidental Release Measures
6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES
PERSONAL PRECAUTIONS
Wear suitable protective clothing as specified under section 8 of this safety data sheet - Exposure Controls and Personal Protection.
ENVIRONMENTAL PRECAUTIONS
Do not allow spilled material to enter drains or water courses.
SPILL CLEAN UP METHODS
Extinguish all ignition sources. Avoid sparks, flames, heat, and smoking. Ventilate. Stop leak if possible without risk. Do not allow
chemical to enter confined spaces such as sewers due to explosion risk. Clean-up personnel should use respiratory and/or liquid
contact protection. Absorb in vermiculite, dry sand or earth, and place in containers.

Section 6 recomm ends the appropriate response to spills, leaks, or releases, including
containm ent and cleanup practices to prevent or m inimize exposure to people, properties, or
the environm ent. For example, it outlines:
•

Personal precautions and personal protective equipm ent

•

Environm ental precautions

•

Spill cleanup methods

SDS Section 7: Handling and Storage
7. HANDLING AND STORAGE
USAGE PRECAUTIONS
Avoid spilling, skin, and eye contact. Keep away from heat, sparks, and open flame. Ventilate well, avoid breathing vapors.
Use approved respirator if air contamination is above accepted level. Use explosion proof electric equipment. Static electricity and
formation of sparks must be prevented.
STORAGE PRECAUTIONS
Flammable/combustible - keep away from oxidizers, heat, and flames. Store in tightly closed original container in a dry, cool, and
well-ventilated place. Keep in original container. Ground container and transfer equipment to eliminate static electric sparks.
STORAGE CLASS
Flammable liquid storage.
A

“* - »A W T ' * '

—*< */*» "

Section 7 provides guidance on the safe handling practices and conditions fo r safe
storage of chemicals, such as identifying incom patibilities and what substances need to
be stored elsewhere.
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SDS Section 8: Exposure Controls/Personal Protection
8. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION
Name
ACETONE

Std
WEL

LT - ppm
500 ppm

LT - mg/m ST - ppm
1210 mg/r 1500 ppm

ST - mg/m3
3820 mg/m3

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

PROCESS CONDITIONS
Provide eyewash station.
ENGINEERING MEASURES
Explosion-proof general and local exhaust ventilation.
RESPIRATORY EQUIPMENT
No specific recommendation made, but respiratory protection must be used if the general level exceeds the Recommended
Workplace Exposure Limit.

Section 8 is an im p o rta n t section of the

Personal protective equipm ent icons that

SDS as it instructs licensees on how to

licensees may come across include:

minimize harm ful exposures through
exposure lim its, engineering controls, and
personal protection. The section details
control param eters, such as occupational
exposure lim it values. This section will list
the permissible exposure lim it (PEL) and the

Safety Glasses

Safety Shoes

Hearing Protection

threshold lim it value (TLV). In addition, the
appropriate engineering controls such as
ventilation and enclosed processes required
when w orking with the substance, replacing
a toxic substance w ith a less hazardous one,
or lim iting the am ount of tim e a licensee is
exposed to a hazardous substance will be
listed. Lastly, Section 8 discusses individual
p rotection measures, such as required
personal protective equipm ent.

6

Welding Shirts/Arm Bands

H a rn e s s

Apron/C haps
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S e c tio n s 9-11
Sections 9-11 contain o the r technical and scientific inform ation, such as physical and chemical
properties, sta b ility and rea ctivity inform ation, toxicological inform ation, exposure control
inform ation, and o the r inform ation, including the date of preparation or last revision.

SDS Section 9: Physical and Chemical Properties
9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
ODOR
MOL. WEIGHT
MELTING POINT (°C)
VAPOR DENSITY (air=1)
EVAPORATION RATE
VOLATILE BY VOL. (%)
ODOR THRESHOLD. UPPER
FLAMMABILITY LIMIT - LOWER (%)
SOLUBILITY VALUE (G/100g
H20 @ 20 ° C)

Acetone, ketone.
58.06
-95
2
7.7
100
ppm
2.15
100

BOILING POINT (° C)
RELATIVE DENSITY
VAPOR PRESSURE
EVAPORATION FACTOR
ODOR THRESHOLD, LOWER
FLASH POINT (° C)
FLAMMABILITY LIMIT - UPPER (%)

56 760 mm Hg
0.79 @ 20° c
1 8 2 @ 2 0 °c
1.4
100 ppm
-18 CC (Closed cup)
13.3

Section 9 identifies physical and chem ical properties associated with the substance. This can
include inform ation such as:
•

A ppearance-that is, the substance's physical state-solid, liquid, gas, and color

•

Odor

•

pH, which tells a licensee w hether the chemical is an acid or alkaline base

•

Flash point

•

Evaporation rate

•

Flam m ability and upper and lower flam m ability or explosive lim its

SDS Section 10: Stability and Reactivity
10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY
STABILITY
Stable under normal temperature conditions and recommended use.
CONDITIONS TO AVOID
Avoid heat, flames, and other sources of ignition.

In Section 10, the substance's sta b ility and re a ctivity is displayed. A licensee needs to know
how a substance m ight become unstable or react w ith air, water, or other substances and thus
become hazardous. In this section, licensees will read about:
•

The chemical's stability or reactivity

•

The possibility of hazardous reactions

•

Conditions to avoid such as heat or flames

•

Incompatible m aterials th at must be kept away from the substance

•

Hazardous decom position products
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SDS Section 11: Toxicological Information
11. TOXOLOGICAL INFORMATION
TOXIC DOSE 1 - LD 50

9570 mg/kg (oral rat)

INHALATION
Vapors may irritate respiratory system or lungs. Exposure to organic solvent vapors in excess of the stated occupational
exposure lim it may result in adverse effects such as irritation of the mucous membrane and the respiratory system and
adverse effects on kidney, liver, and central nervous system. Symptoms and signs include headache, dizziness, fatigue,
muscular weakness, drowsiness, and in extreme cases, loss of conciousness.
INGESTION
May cause severe internal injury. May cause stomach pain or vomiting.
SKIN CONTACT
Prolonged or repeated skin contact with the product may cause removal o f natural fats from the skin, resulting in
non-allergic contact and dermatitis and absorption through the skin. Absorption of organic solvents through the skin
can cause some of the same acute and chronic effects as inhalation.
EYE CONTACT
Irritating to eyes. Irritating and may cause redness and pain.
HEALTH WARNINGS
Irritant of eyes and mucuous membranes. CNS depressant. Anaesthetic in high concentrations.
ROUTE OF ENTRY
Inhalation. Skin absoprtion. Ingestion. Skin and/or eye contact.
TARGET ORGANS
Central nervous system. Eyes. Gastro-intestinal tract. Respiratory system. Lungs.
MEDICAL SYMPTOMS
High concentrations of vapors may irritate respiratory system and lead to headache, fatigue, nausea, and vomiting.
MEDICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Convulsive disorders, CNS problems.

Section 11 describes the various health effects of the substance as well as the available data
used to ide ntify those effects, including:
•

Inform ation on the likely routes of exposure-inhalation, ingestion, skin and eye contact.

•

Symptoms related to the physical, chemical, and toxicological characteristics.

•

Im mediate and delayed health effects and chronic health effects from short-and
long-term exposure.

•

Numerical measures of toxicity.

•

W hether the chemical is listed in the National Toxicology Program (NTP) Report on
Carcinogens or International Agency fo r Research on Cancer (IARC) Monographs, or
by OSHA.
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S e c tio n s 12-16
SDSs must also contain Sections 12-15 to be consistent with the UN Globally Harmonized
System of Classification and Labeling of Chemicals (GHS), but OSHA will not enforce the
content of these sections because they concern m atters handled by other agencies.

SDS Section 12: Ecological Information
12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION
ECOTOXICITY
Not regarded as dangerous for the environment.

Section 12 provides inform a tion about how the substance could a ffe ct the environm ent
if released.

SDS Section 13: Disposal Considerations
13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS
DISPOSAL METHODS
Dispose of waste and residues in accordance with local authority requirements. This material and its container must be
disposed of as hazardous waste.

Section 13 provides guidance on proper disposal practices, recycling or reclam ation of the
chemical(s) or its container, and safe handling practices.

To find a hazardous waste disposal facility in your regional area, visit the
Environm ental P rotection Agency website at ww w.epa.gov.

CASaieSalon
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SDS Section 14: Transport Information
14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION

UK ROAD CLASS
PROPER SHIPPING NAME
UN NO. ROAD
ADR CLASS NO.
ADR PACK GROUP
ADR LABEL NO.
CEFIC TEC(R) NO.
RID PACK GROUP
IMDG CLASS
EMS
MARINE POLLUTANT
AIR CLASS
• r

—

3
ACETONE
1090
3
3(b)
3
30G30
3(b)
3
6-Mar
No.
3

UK ROAD PACK GIR
ADR CLASS
HAZARD No. (ADR)
HAZCHEM CODE
RID CLASS NO.
UN NO. SEA
IMDG PACK GR.
MFAG
UN NO. AIR
AIR PACK GR.

II
Class 3: Flammable liquids
33
2YE
3
1090
II
See Guide
1090
II

-»»■

Section 14 explains requirem ents fo r the safe tran sp o rta tio n of the chemical by road, air, rail,
or sea.
Generally speaking, since a licensee will not be a m anufacturer and will not be tran spo rting
chemical products, they will not need to reference this section in detail.
Below are other self-explanatory hazard symbols a licensee may come across:
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SDS Section 15: Regulatory Information
15. REGULATORY INFORMATION
RISK PHRASES
R11
R36
R66
R67

Highly flammable.
Irritating to eyes.
Repeated exposure may cause skin dryness or cracking.
Vapor may cause drowsiness and dizziness.

S2
S9
S16
S26

Keep out of reach of children.
Keep container in a well-ventilated place.
Keep away from sources of ignition - No smoking.
In case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty
of water and seek medical advice.

SAFETY PHRASES

Section 15 identifies the safety, health, and environm ental regulations specific fo r the product
that may not be indicated anywhere else on the SDS.

SDS Section 16: Other Information
16. OTHER INFORMATION
ISSUED BY
REVISION DATE
REV. NO./REPL. SDS GENERATED

********** ************

06/10/15
003

Section 16 contains o the r relevant inform ation, such as when the SDS was prepared, when the
last known revision was made, where the changes were made to the previous version, or other
useful inform ation th a t did not fall under the o the r sections.
Having access to an SDS is an employee's right. This im p orta nt tool can be used to gain
knowledge on how a licensee can protect them selves and th e ir clients from chemicals used
regularly in barbering and beauty products. Although licensees may use some sections of the
SDS more freq ue n tly than o the r sections, it is always valuable to know th at this inform ation is
readily available.

CASafeSalon
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R esource G ro u p s, Agencies, D atabases, an d Publications
California Division of Occupational Safety and Health (Cal/OSHA)
Cal/OSHA is a state agency th at enforces health and safety regulations, inspects workplaces,
and o ffe rs free publications on various hazards, including chemicals. Cal/OSHA will also assist
an individual if they cannot get a Safety Data Sheet (SDS) from a chemical m anufacturer or
d istribu to r. There are many Cal/OSHA offices th ro ug h ou t the state.

REGIONAL OFFICES (Contact to File a Complaint)
Call the regional o ffice closest to the establishm ent to file a com plaint regarding a violation of
Cal/OSHA law.
San Francisco D istrict Office

Sacramento D istrict Office

Michael Frye, D istrict Manager

Marie Blake, D istrict Manager

455 Golden Gate Ave., Room 9516

2424 Arden Way, Suite 165

San Francisco, CA 94102

Sacramento, CA 9 58 25

Phone: (415) 5 5 7 -0 30 0

P h o n e :(9 1 6)26 3-28 0 0

Fax: (415) 5 5 7 -0 9 0 0

Fax: (916) 263-2798

Email: DOSHREG1SanFrancisco@dir.ca.gov

Email: DOSHSAC@dir.ca.gov

Fremont D istrict Office

Modesto D istrict Office

Kelly Tatum, Acting D istrict Manager

Eddie Miranda, D istrict Manager

39141 Civic Center Drive, Suite 310

4 2 0 6 Technology Drive, Suite 3

Fremont, CA 9 4 5 3 8

Modesto, CA 9 5 3 5 6

Phone: (510)794-2521

Phone: (209) 545-7310

Fax: (51 0)7 9 4 -3 8 8 9

Fax: (209) 545-7313

Email: DOSHFremont@dir.ca.gov

Email: DOSHMOD@dir.ca.gov

Foster City D istrict Office

Fresno D istrict Office

Barbara Kim, D istrict Manager

Jan Hami, D istrict Manager

1065 East Hillsdale Blvd., Suite 110

2 55 0 Mariposa St., Room 4 0 0 0

Foster City, CA 9 4 4 0 4

Fresno, CA 93721

(650) 573-3812

Phone: (559) 4 4 5 -5 3 0 2
Fax: (559) 4 4 5 -5 7 8 6

American Canyon D istrict Office
Kathy Lynn Garner, D istrict Manager

Redding D istrict Office

3419 Broadway St., Suite H8

John Wendland, D istrict Manager

Am erican Canyon, CA 9 45 03

381 Hemsted Drive

Phone: (707) 6 49 -3 70 0

Redding, CA 9 6 0 0 2

Fax: (707) 649-3712

Phone: (530) 224-4743

Email: DIRDOSHAmericanCanyon@dir.ca.gov

Fax: (530) 224-4747
Email: DOSHRED@dir.ca.gov
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Santa Ana D istrict Office

Los Angeles D istrict Office

Richard Fazlollahi, D istrict Manager

V icto r Copelan, D istrict Manager

2 0 0 0 East McFadden Ave., Suite 122

320 West 4th St., Suite 820

Santa Ana, CA 92705

Los Angeles, CA 90013

Phone: (714) 558-4451

Phone: (213) 576-7451

Fax: (714) 558-2035

Fax: (213) 576-7461

Email: DOSHSA@dir.ca.gov

Email: D0SHLA@dir.ca.gov

San Diego D istrict Office

Monrovia D istrict Office

Kathy Derham, D istrict Manager

Zulfiquar M erchant, Acting D istrict Manager

7575 M etropolitan Drive, Suite 207

8 0 0 Royal Oaks Drive, Suite 105

San Diego, CA 92108

Monrovia, CA 91016

Phone: (619) 767-2280

Phone: (6 2 6 )2 3 9 -0 3 6 9

Fax: (619) 767-2299

Fax: (626) 2 39-0387

Email: D0SHSD@dir.ca.gov

Email: D0SHMRV@dir.ca.gov

San Bernardino D istrict Office

Van Nuys D istrict Office

Ayman Shiblak, D istrict Manager

Andreea Minea, D istrict Manager

4 6 4 West 4th St., Suite 332

6150 Van Nuys Blvd., Suite 4 0 5

San Bernardino, CA 92401

Van Nuys, CA 91401

Phone: (90 9) 383-4321

Phone: (818)901-5403

Fax: (90 9) 383-6789

Fax: (818) 901-5578

Email: DOSHSB@dir.ca.gov

Email: DOSHVN@dir.ca.gov

Long Beach D istrict Office

Bakersfield D istrict Office

Alfred Varela, D istrict Manager

Efren Gomez, D istrict Manager

3939 Atlantic Ave., Suite 212

7718 Meany Ave.

Long Beach, CA 9 0 8 0 7

Bakersfield, CA 9 33 08

Phone: (562) 5 06-0810

Phone: (661) 5 8 8 -6 4 0 0

Fax: (562) 4 2 6 -8 3 4 0

Fax: (661) 5 8 8 -6 4 2 8

Email: D0SHLB0@ dir.ca.gov

Email: D0SHBAK@dir.ca.gov
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CAL/OSHA CONSULTATION
OFFICES (Establishment
Owners)

OSHA m aintains a chemical database as a

O ffer advice to establishm ent owners on

convenient reference fo r the occupational

co rrectin g health and safety hazards.

safety and health com m unity. It compiles

OSHA Occupational Chemical
Database

inform ation from several governm ent
San Francisco Bay Area
1515 Clay St., Suite 1103

agencies and organizations. Inform ation
available in the rep ort includes:

Oakland, CA 94612
(510) 622-2891

•

Physical properties

•

Exposure guidelines

•

NIOSH Pocket Guide

•

Emergency response inform ation,
including the DOT Emergency Response
Guide

N orthern California
2424 Arden Way, Suite 410
Sacramento, CA 9 5 8 2 5
(916) 2 6 3 -0 7 0 4
Central Valley

Database: w w w .osha.gov/chem icaldata

2 5 5 0 Mariposa Mall, Room 2 0 0 5
(559) 4 4 5 -6 8 0 0

California Department of
Public Health (CDPH)

San Fernando Valley

CDPH is dedicated to optim izing the health

6150 Van Nuys Blvd., Suite 307

and well-being of the people of California.

Fresno, CA 93721

Van Nuys, CA 91401
(818) 901-5754

Occupational Health Branch
(Headquarters for HESIS, OHSEP, and

Los Angeles, Orange

CSCP)

1 C enterpointe Drive, Suite 150

C alifornia D epartm ent of Public Health

La Palma, CA 9 06 23

8 5 0 Marina Bay Parkway, Building P, 3rd

(714) 562-5525

Floor
Richmond, CA 9 4 8 0 4

San Bernardino

Phone: (510) 620-5757

4 6 4 West 4 th St., Suite 339

Fax: (510) 620-5743

San Bernardino, CA 92401

Website: w w w.cdph.ca.gov

(9 0 9 ) 383-4567

Email: occhealth@ cdph.ca.gov

San Diego
7575 M etropolitan Drive, Suite 2 04
San Diego, CA 92108
(619) 767-2060
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Hazard Evaluation System and

Center for Occupational and
Environmental Health (COEH)

Inform ation Service (HESIS)

A U niversity of California program .

HESIS is a program th a t uses scientific,

Conducts research on occupational illnesses

medical, and public health expertise to help

and injuries, and offers degree program s

prevent workplace illness and disease. The

and continuing education courses related to

program provides inform a tion to em ployers

health and safety.

CDPH o ffers the follow ing program s:

and employees on the health effects of toxic
substances, and precautions fo r th e ir safe
use.

Center for Occupational and
Environmental Health
2199 Addison St.

Website: https://w w w .cdph.ca.gov/

U niversity of California, Berkeley

Programs/CCDPHP/DEODC/OHB/HESIS/

Berkeley, CA 94720

Pages/HESIS.aspx

Phone: (510) 643-4421

Workplace Hazard Helpline: (86 6) 282-5516

Website: h ttp ://co eh .b erkele y.ed u

Free publications on w orkplace hazards:
(86 6) 627-1586
Occupational Health Branch (OHB)

Labor Occupational Health
Program (LOHP)

OHB is devoted to im proving w orker health

LOHP is part of the U niversity of California,

and safety through prevention activities.

Berkeley. It o ffers inform ation and advice on

Website: h ttp s ://w w w .c d p h .c a .g o v /

chemicals and other workplace hazards.

Program s/C C DPH P/D EO DC /O HB/Pages/
OHB.aspx

University of California
U niversity Hall, Suite 451

California Safe Cosmetics Program

2199 Addison St.

(CSCP)

Berkeley, CA 94720

The primary purpose of CSCP is to collect

Phone: (510) 6 42-5507

information on hazardous and potentially

Fax: (510) 6 4 3 -5 6 9 8

hazardous ingredients in cosmetic products

Website: w w w.lohp.org

sold in California and to make this information

Email: lohp@berkeley.edu

available to the public.
Website: h ttp s://w w w .cdp h.ca.g o v/
Prog rams/CCDPH P/D EODC/OHB/CSCP/
Pages/CSCP.aspx
Email: safecosmetics@ cdph.ca.gov
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UCLA Labor Occupational
Safety and Health Program
(LOSH)

Right to Know Hazardous
Substance List
The Right to Know Hazardous Substance

LOSH is part of the U niversity of California,

List contains over 2 ,0 0 0 hazardous

Los Angeles. It is a nationally recognized

substances, including those on the Special

center prom oting safe workplaces through

Health Hazard Substance List (SHHSL). The

teaching and education, research, and policy

SHHSL consists of over 1,000 hazardous

advocacy.

substances th a t are defined as carcinogens,
mutagens, teratogens, corrosive,

UCLA-LOSH

flamm ables, and reactives.

10945 Le Conte Ave., Suite 2107
Box 951478

Website: h ttp s ://w e b .d o h .s ta te .n j.u s /

Los Angeles, CA 90095-1478

rtkh sfs/che m ica lsea rch .a spx

Phone: (310) 7 9 4 -5 9 6 4

Email: rtk@ doh.state.nj.us

Fax: (3 1 0 )7 9 4 -6 4 0 3

Phone: (609) 984 -2 20 2

Website: www.losh.ucla.edu

Fax: (60 9) 984-7407

National In s titu te for Occupational Safety

Provided by:

and Health (NIOSH)

D epartm ent of Health

NIOSH is a federal agency offe ring free

P.O. Box 3 60

publications and an online database of

Trenton, NJ 0 8 6 2 5 -0 3 6 0

chemicals. It provides inform ation on
chem icals and o the r workplace hazards. In

Toxnet

some cases, NIOSH will send investigators to

An online resource fo r searching databases

a workplace to evaluate health hazards.

on toxicology, hazardous chemicals,

4676 Columbia Parkway
Cincinnati, OH 45226-1996
Phone: (80 0 ) 3 56-4674
Fax: (513) 533-8573
Website: w w w .cdc.gov/niosh
Email: pubstaft@ cdc.gov

environm ental health, and toxic releases.
It is managed by the Toxicology and
Environm ental Health Inform ation Program
(TEHIP) in the Division of Specialized
Inform ation Services (SIS) of the National
L ibrary of Medicine (NLM).
Website: h ttp s ://to x n e t.n lm .n ih .g o v

Cosmetics Information
Cosmeticsinfo.org is a source for inform ation
on cosmetics and personal care p ro du ctshow they work, their safety, and the science
behind their ingredients. Maintained by
expert scientists.
Website: w w w .cosm eticsinfo.org

CASafeSalon

Safety Data Sheet Collection
There are several free online SDS databases.
For your convenience, Chemical Safety has
com piled a free, online SDS database.
Website: h ttp s ://c h e m ic a ls a fe ty .c o m /s d s se a rch /

Publications
A Consumer's D iction ary o f Cosmetic
Ingredients. 7th edition.
Ruth Winter. New York, Crown Publishers,
2009.
N I05H Pocket Guide to Chemical Hazards
This is intended as a source of general
industrial hygiene inform ation fo r workers,
employers, and occupational health
professionals.
Website: w w w .c d c .g o v /n io s h /n p g /p g in tro d .
htm l

Helpful Websites
State of California
www.ca.gov
California D epartm ent of Public Health
w w w.cdph.ca.gov
D epartm ent of Industrial Relations
w w w.dir.ca.gov/dosh
United States D epartm ent of Labor
h ttp s://w w w .d o l.g o v
Chemical Hazard and A lternatives Toolbox
w w w .chem hat.org

CASafeSalon

Board of Barbering & Cosm etology

v _____________ r
C alifornia Board of Barberinq and C osm etology

2420 Del Paso Road, Suite 100
Sacramento, CA 9 5834
www.barbercosmo.ca.gov
(8 0 0 ) 952-5210
Email: barbercosmo@dca.ca.gov
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